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Foreword 
By Lucille White 

 
It gives me great joy to be writing the foreword for this book as I 

feel truly honoured to be exposed to Cherie’s abilities in 

balancing abstract concepts into written, spoken, visual and 

musical form – artfully demonstrating the true unlimited potential 

of soul. 

 Four months ago I found myself sitting across from Cherie at 

her dining room table; I had offered to give her a trial of a model 

I had created called The Truth Model. I chose to use the label 

‘Truth’ as I arrived at a point of realisation that we all (including 

animate and inanimate objects) choose to express and self-

identify with various perceived realities. Through the process of 

channelling I am able to access the soul’s Akashic records, 

allowing me to align a person to their original purpose and reason 

for being. That day Cherie’s truth was ‘I am creative’ (also being 

synonymous with: original, imaginative, inspired, artistic, 

inventive, resourceful, ingenious and innovative) – a truth Cherie, 

and anyone knowing her, could strongly identify with. Now 

having already delved into many areas of creativity, Cherie 

mentioned that for the past ten years she had always wanted to 

write a book. She wanted it to be a synopsis of all she had read 

coupled with her own life experiences, leaving us with the 

essence of her current interpretation of life, the universe, etc. 

 Amazingly, a month later, Cherie started to write. But that, as 

she soon discovered, was the fun part as she was forced to live 

out and experience first-hand the book – chapter by chapter. True 

to her nature, Cherie’s ‘gate of doubt’ forced her to grapple with 

every concept until she was able to comprehend it. On 

completion, I finished off by putting each chapter through ‘The 

Truth Model’ – checking her written word was in fact a hologram 

of her inner thoughts and emotions. I say with conviction this 

well-researched book is completely in alignment with what she 

stands for, her soul’s purpose and her beliefs, whilst at all times 

maintaining integrity and compassion for the reader. 
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 I would like to finish off with a metaphor I wrote, which I 

thought befitting for this book. 

 Imagine the ocean as being the source of the all-encompassing 

truth, a vessel transporting atoms of pure unconditional love from 

the universe. This ever-changing aquatic mass often described as 

rhythmic, pounding, loud, crashing, tidal, foamy, powerful, wild, 

calming and soothing, and still – causing us, the observer, to go 

inside and make the necessary internal shifts so we can 

comprehend and allow for the new life-force to flow through our 

veins. We experience, first-hand, its varying outlets of 

expression. At times we fear its change, but soon we become 

familiar with the travelling water, in its new form, being 

presented with mastery at each juncture, whilst instinctively 

letting us reconnect to the mystical nature of source… 

 

Lucille White 
 

Creator of The Truth Model, Spiritual Alchemist, 
Meta-Medicine® Trainer and Health Coach, 

Integrative Health Practitioner and Metaphysical Healer 
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Introduction 

 
“If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels, but 

have not love, I am only a resounding gong or a 

clanging cymbal. 

 If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom all 

mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have a faith that 

can move mountains, but have not love, I am nothing. 

 If I give all I possess to the poor, and surrender my 

body to the flames, but have not love, I gain nothing. 

 Love is patient; love is kind. It does not envy; it does 

not boast; it is not proud. 

 It is not rude; it is not self-seeking; it is not easily 

angered; it keeps no record of wrongs. 

 Love does not delight in evil, but rejoices with the 

truth. 

 It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, and 

always perseveres. 

 Love never fails. 

 But where there are prophecies, they will cease; where 

there are tongues, they will be stilled; where there is 

knowledge, it will pass away. 

 For we know in part and we prophesy in part, but when 

perfection comes, the imperfect disappears. 

 When I was a child, I talked like a child; I thought like 

a child; I reasoned like a child. 

 When I became a man, I put childish ways behind me. 

 Now we see but a poor reflection as in a mirror; then 

we shall see face to face. 

Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I 

am fully known. 

And now these three remain: faith, hope and love. 

But the greatest of these is love.” 

 

(1 Corinthians 13:1-13) 
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 I couldn’t have wished for a better introduction to this book 

than this beautiful piece of writing from Corinthians.    

 I started writing this book for myself as a way to download all 

the information I was processing on my path to seeking out the 

truth – my integrity. I love to read, and have had the good fortune 

to gravitate the most wonderfully helpful books my way over the 

past fifteen years. In summing up all of this newly acquired 

knowledge, I first decided to write it all down in poetry and in 

short story format, but just recently I figured I should ‘bite the 

bullet’, and let it all flow out of me in the form of a book.  

 I love to simplify concepts and put them into laymen’s terms.   

I am also aware my personal ‘contract’ on Earth is to simplify 

and put these spiritual concepts into practice, and I strive to really 

live these concepts and put them to the test; I rarely write about 

anything I cannot fathom in practice, otherwise I cannot write 

with conviction. If there is any theoretical debate in the concepts 

or ideas I mention, I will inform you.  

 Everyone has their own truth, and everyone lives in their own 

world. This is not a selfish concept, it is merely a fact of life. So 

some things in this book will resonate with you, and other things 

may not. That is perfectly fine, and is what it is. Do not be 

swayed by anyone’s opinion until you can accept it as your own 

truth. This simply means if what someone is saying resonates 

with you; it is an indicator that it may be your truth. If it makes 

you feel uncomfortable, you need to be cautious. Sometimes 

though, we feel uncomfortable with some truths as they challenge 

us, and sometimes challenging our beliefs is a good thing. We 

may feel uncomfortable because it means we have to rethink our 

beliefs, and change is never easy; the ego always wants to resist 

this change. If you take up the challenge, and try to understand 

the new concept being put to you, but still feel uncomfortable 

with it then it is probably not your truth. Always keep an open 

mind, but don’t feel like you always have to agree with 

everything. At the end of the day, trust your instinct to feel what 

is right by listening to your heart. This is where the Divine is 

truly felt. On my journey I have learnt that, although change is 
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considered the only ‘constant’, there are two other things that 

remain constant, and that is love and the Divine Source. 

 I wrote this book about my truth and how I found it so I 

sincerely hope you will find this book to be of help to you on 

your path and seeking out your truth and divinity, but just 

remember, everyone’s truth looks slightly different and should 

not be judged or compared to another’s. Feel free to meld 

anything I say to your ideas and concepts, make it your own, and 

do not worry if you disagree with anything. Just let it be. Nobody 

ever said what the truth and the Divine would look like and 

certainly not what it would be to each individual – only you can 

know that.  

 The first chapter of this book deals with the concept of 

religious doctrine and specifically the message of love Jesus 

Christ (just one example of all the great Messiahs of religious 

history) tried to purvey. However, I would like to outline this is 

not in any way a religious book, and it is my intention to let you, 

the reader, be able to merge these concepts with any belief 

system or religion you have. I am not prejudice towards, nor do I 

subscribe to, any religion. I was raised a Roman Catholic and 

therefore write from my experiences being raised as a Christian. 

This is the only perspective I have, so I invite you to picture 

whatever denomination you have been brought up in as the basis 

for comparison in your life – see if any of this ties in for you, and 

how you see your specific religion. For those of you who were 

not raised with any religious doctrines, then please read the first 

chapter with the knowing it is something that needs to be 

addressed for those who have to peel away the layers of belief 

that have been instilled. It might seem an easier task for you to 

grasp some of these concepts if you have come in with no 

indoctrinated ideas, but please do not skip Chapter 1 as it outlines 

the basic principles and practices for the rest of the book. It is a 

synopsis, if you like, of what is to come. Also, for those of you 

who have not been ‘indoctrinated’, it will give you a better 

perspective of those who have been.   

 Whether you decide to read this book or not, I would like to 

leave you with these words:   
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Never stop seeking out your Truth – you will know what it is 

when you find it. When you do find it, nurture it, and let it expand 

as the light of consciousness for everyone else to see and 

gravitate towards. You need do nothing, but shine your light – 

you will make a difference when you do this as you will 

encourage others to find their Truth and shine their light. And so 

the butterfly effect kicks in. 

 

Cherie Roe Dirksen 
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Chapter 1 

 
The Eucharist – Are we the Divine Incarnate? 

 

 

Euchrist/Eucharist – (def) a Christian sacrament 

commemorating the Last Supper by consecrating bread and wine 

 

Christians, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists 

Lend Me Your Ears! 

 

Before we start, I wish to reiterate what was said in the 

introduction. I am writing about Jesus Christ as I was raised a 

Christian, and he is my basis for comparison. However, I like to 

think of myself presently as being objective. I do not subscribe to 

any religion, but I do have a great respect for all the various 

belief systems as I have come to realise the underlying current is 

usually one of love. I feel every Messiah that has graced this 

Earth can be clearly seen in these words as they all came in with 

messages of love, and they should all be acknowledged in the 

same light. Whether we are addressing Abraham, Muhammad, 

Krishna, Gautama Buddha or Jesus Christ, we are painting a 

picture of an all-encompassing metaphorical concept of the 

sacred messengers (messiah) of God’s Word. It is my greatest 

wish for all of us to live in symbiance with each other’s faiths, 

and to not judge or dissuade anyone from their place of truth. Let 

us try to tune in to all these delicious deities as a whole on our 

quest to unravel these messages of unconditional love. 

 Before we continue, I would like to point out to those of you 

who have seen the documentary Zeitgeist or are familiar with the 

notion the Christ story has been taken from various different 

cultural stories and merged to form the basis of the Jesus Christ 

story, that there is a lot of truth in this, but we must not throw the 

baby out with the bath water. What I mean by this is although I 

have no reason to doubt Emperor Constantine did get together 

with his ‘mates’ at the First Council of Nicaea and redesign a 
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story using bits and pieces of ancient mythology (for example, 

Isis – dating back around six thousand years ago – also had a 

virgin birth that produced her son, Horus) to embellish the story 

of Jesus Christ. Let’s think of this to be like spinning candy floss 

around a stick to make the story more ‘sweet’ and colourful. Just 

because we can see the candy floss was ‘spun’ does not mean the 

stick was not real. Jesus could very well have just been an 

ordinary man who discovered his Divinity whilst in form and did 

extraordinary things. Perhaps even in those days they had to 

‘dress things up’ for public appeal. This doesn’t necessarily mean 

the teachings and the man were not real, just the ‘frills’ that gave 

it adornment. 

 

Jesus Christ and the ‘Eucharist’ 

 

 As we come out of the age of Pisces (the fish – a symbol of 

Christianity) and into the Age of Aquarius, (key phrase ‘be the 

change’) we leave behind the notion Christ, or the Messiah, is 

singular – a separate entity outside of ourselves.    

 The Roman Catholic ‘Eucharist’ says it all. The body of Christ 

is with you, and is in you – ‘eu – christ’ – you are Christ. For 

those of you who do not know of the tradition of the Catholic 

Church, the Eucharist is the symbol (round, flattened bread) of 

the body of Christ given to the congregation during mass, the 

wine given during this ritual represents his blood. So, in no 

uncertain terms, in the consumption of the Eucharist you are 

deliberately taking in the body and blood of Christ 

(symbolically), and in doing that, you are agreeing to allow the 

embodiment of the Messiah within you (your temple), merging 

with your DNA, so to speak. A spiritual profundity indeed! If we 

could just re-programme ourselves to think this way (to accept 

our DNA code is that of Divinity and pure love) we could alter 

the course of history.  Let me elaborate. 

 We are fortunate to live in a day and age where most of us are 

computer literate because this gives us a wonderful metaphor for 

our bodies and our current realities. As in the Matrix films, we 

can liken ourselves to being in a ‘computer programme’ – the 
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world of the ‘matrix’. Without going into semantics, our DNA is 

our ‘computer disc’ of information playing out into form, 

dictating our appearance, likes and dislikes, hereditary genetics 

and so forth. Let us imagine the world around us as a ‘simulation’ 

(like a computer game) within which we operate. Wouldn’t it 

make sense that we could rewrite our programming? Just like the 

computer programmes do when they find a glitch – they repair it. 

Perhaps our brains are capable of sending electrical signals to our 

DNA to restructure, and over time, this plays out as the ‘new 

instruction’. We can literally ‘upgrade’ ourselves.   

 And is it such an unusual idea that Christ had a wife and 

children?  Our bodies are sacred temples of Divine expression. It 

makes perfect sense to me that Jesus fell in love and procreated 

with the woman he loved, and in doing that, he continued his 

bloodline. As the book ‘The Da Vinci Code’ pointed out, the 

Holy Grail could indeed be a reference to Jesus Christ’s 

bloodline. Now instead of taking offence at this, why is it not 

reason to rejoice! Jesus left us His sacred bloodline (a compact 

disc full of Divine genetic information to be copied and 

transferred over time) so we could awaken ourselves when the 

time was right. This is a concept that renews my faith in 

humanity so why is it such a bitter pill for most Christians to 

swallow? Is it not a truly heartening idea we may have the 

remnants of the Christ in our DNA? He imparted a truly special 

gift to humanity and for those who truly wish to examine this 

theory you will find the Jesus Christ story was not a failed 

message after all – it was a Divine plan. 

 I read an interesting article on the internet that claimed a 

demographer created a probability model theorising that a child 

born in the 1940s in England, if tracing his lineage back to 

around the late fifteenth century would have close to sixty 

thousand ancestors. When going back further to the early 

thirteenth century, that same child would find eighty percent of 

the population of England, at that time, would be on their family 

tree. These claims suggest anyone living in England currently 

would most likely be related, if they traced back their lineage 

through English history. Can you now imagine what going back 
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some two thousand years would produce? Perhaps we are all 

related. So imagine we have a genetically encoded ‘Christ’ 

blueprint set to ignite at the right time – a new system of love and 

light… 

 

Love and Light – Well, let’s try to shed some… 

 

 There is a saying that the spiritual amongst us like to use and it 

is ‘love and light’. This phrase should not be used too flippantly 

unless you have a full understanding of its potency – if you do, 

then by all means continue to use it. I steer away from using it 

too vapidly as I feel I am still a novice to what the phrase truly 

entails. I feel if it is over-used it will begin to be misconstrued, 

and will start to lose its true meaning. Let’s not let this phrase 

become a watered down version of its intrinsic meaning – a bit 

like the overuse of the word God, which now seems to evoke 

negative reaction rather than Infinite Oneness.   

 My current interpretation of ‘love and light’ is a representation 

of peace and unity in the New Earth and the Divine You. But 

perhaps, and I will be the first to concede if this is the case, the 

people using this phrase (whether they grasp it’s true meaning or 

not) are in the process of intensifying it’s manifestation through 

repetition – in other words, bringing it about through collective 

thought and spoken word.   

 Now let’s break these two words down, and take a closer look 

at their meanings. 

 Love is an emission, a vibration that is felt at a deep level of 

the soul. A rose is often used as an expression of this emotion as 

it is the symbolic flower of love, especially a red rose. This is 

interpreted as the creative spirit of love. A rose is multi-layered, 

complex and breathtakingly beautiful to behold. Flowers, in 

general, can be seen as the blossoming manifestation of a plant’s 

enlightenment, and is perhaps the reason we are so intrigued by 

their beauty.   

 Love is a much grander word than we take it for, its meaning 

is so much more than what is perceived, and can be likened to 

everything and nothing in the same breath. It is the state of 
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nothingness where you are able to see everything for what it is 

and have no other emotion about it. That to me is love. It is not 

some gushy feeling or revocable emotion, it comes from a place 

of stillness where everything is whole and nothing matters. When 

I say ‘nothing matters’ I mean it in a good sense as in there are no 

attachments, and there is pure being. We can dance the fandango 

around this word ‘love’ and still not realise its fullest potential, 

suffice to say it is what is left when there is no fear. Sometimes 

the opposite of something defines it better than any other 

comparison. It is like knowing what you want because you know 

what you don’t want.   

 The ‘light’ part of this is even more perplexing. We speak a lot 

of the light, and we know it’s got something to do with the 

Divine Source, but is it just another word we do not quite 

comprehend? Could it have something to do with our crystalline 

DNA structure?   

 Some definitions of the word crystalline are: 

 

crystalline – (def) of, relating to, or composed of crystal; having 

a regular three-dimensional molecular structure; resembling 

crystal in being clear and transparent; transmitting light; able to 

be seen through with clarity. 

 Could this be what is referred to as ‘light’ – being able to 

transmit light through clarity? Could the word ‘light’ be referring 

to clarity?   

 When I delved even further and looked up the definition of 

light, I was intrigued by the many different meanings, here are a 

few that seem to link to this much faceted word: 

 

 light – (def)  electromagnetic radiation that travels in wave 

forms and can produce visual sensation;  any device serving as a 

source of illumination;  a particular aspect or perspective of a 

situation;  demanding little effort as in ‘light housework’;  easily 

assimilated;  emitting light;  moving easily and quickly;  

psychologically light is to be free from sadness or trouble;  little 

physical weight or density. 
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 As you can see there are numerous meanings for this one 

word, and they all seem to make sense in their own way. So, 

which one does ‘love and light’ refer to – perhaps all of them, 

maybe none at all. Light could be seen as electromagnetic cosmic 

radiation delivering information from across the galaxy to us 

through our crystalline cells, cells that seem to joyfully respond 

to natural light. Perhaps this is because it is a rich source of 

‘enlightenment’ as well, as in the bringer of light-encoded 

messages. Even though I can only theorise on the meaning of this 

phrase, I hope this information has given you enough scope to 

start to gain perspective of how words can sometimes go much 

further than their surface value. 

 I have mentioned the ‘love and light’ scenario in here to draw 

your attention to the possibility that we’re to incorporate this new 

way of being into our lives through the very building blocks we 

are told we consist of – DNA. Our Divine bloodline…  

 

Are we really Divine? 

 

 Is it really a surprise that instead of searching outside of 

yourself for a saviour (someone else to come and save you) that, 

indeed, you are that saviour? The cliché that everything you’ll 

ever need is within you now appears to be an absolute truth. In 

fact truth is better defined as integrity, which is an undivided 

completeness and/or a state of totality with nothing wanting. It is 

a much easier, and if I may say, lazier route to hand over the job 

of spirituality and the understanding of the ‘God’ concept to 

someone or something else outside of yourself. This is what has 

happened through the various religions and even some of the 

‘new age’ practices. You are handing your power over to 

someone else. If we are to take back control of our destiny and 

life as we know it on this planet, we must never hand our power 

over to anything or anyone outside of ourselves. We are powerful 

Divine beings. 

 Because I would like to make this book as palatable as 

possible – an easy read, I am going to give a very brief synopsis 

of my interpretation of what Jesus Christ means to me. 
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 From the time I was a young girl I have always found the 

church and religious doctrine a very hard concept to grapple with. 

My father insisted I attend church every Sunday up until the age 

of sixteen, something I resented him for, but now find to be a 

very synchronistic part of my life. When I was sixteen I was 

allowed to choose what I wanted to do. I decided to go to church 

on Easter and on Christmas day. Eventually that tapered off as I 

started to delve into other religions and spiritual practices. 

Although I never liked the power and control the church had over 

its congregation, I always thought there was some very spiritually 

sound advice in the Bible. Some things rang true, and others 

didn’t.   

 The parables of Jesus Christ always felt like he had a greater 

understanding of people and the way this world should be 

experienced – especially when he spoke of our innate divinity 

(being the sons and daughters of God). This is why I feel the 

stories of Jesus Christ were tales of spiritual morality that 

encompassed compassion, empathy, non-judgement and love.   

 When someone speaks his or her truth there is always a 

resonance within the words being said that will affect you 

positively. Words are powerful tools of both positive and 

negative vibration. So, when Jesus spoke his truth, it resonates 

within because fundamentally we know what it sounds like as 

everyone has this form of integrity inside them (your gut 

instinct), and that is how we recognise it. Our truths are buried 

deep inside, and the whole process of enlightenment is to shine a 

light on it, and to bring ourselves into complete clarity and 

wholeness.  

 Jesus had no judgement – what a concept! How long has it 

been since you passed no judgement? Jesus had no heavy rules 

and regulations – he was a regular hippy spreading the news of 

love for one another. If you clear all the dogma away around 

Jesus his message was simple.  

  

‘Love’ 
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 Some of Jesus’ key messages were that of the love God has for 

us, the love we should have for each other and the immense value 

of every one of us. He claimed to be Divine. Well, in most new 

spiritual practices we are being taught the same thing, and don’t 

forget it was Jesus who proclaimed us all as the ‘sons and 

daughters of God’. We are all Divine. And wouldn’t that make 

sense. If God, the Divine, is omnipresent, well then it stands to 
reason the Divine is in everyone and everything.  Ergo, we are 

Divine expressions experiencing the miracle of perceived natural 

life in the universe.   

 

I think that makes perfect sense. 

 

 I would like to add that although this life experience is a 

journey of discovery and should be that of joy, it is still an 

illusion, and the Infinite Oneness I refer to as the Divine is the 

true reality. The Hindus call this Brahman (the eternal, 

unchanging infinite that is beyond this universe), and they 

referred to this reality/world as Maya (the personification that the 

material world is merely an illusion). This illusory reality world 

concept can also be seen in the Matrix Trilogy, as humans are 

literally ‘plugged in’ to a computer-generated world (God bless 

the Wachowski siblings for making this movie and giving us such 

an amazing example of this very difficult concept!).   

 

We seem to have lost the ability to see the forest for the trees. 

 

 What I mean by this is we are the Creators living out our 

creation, and we seem to have forgotten that. The ripples, that 

were born of the one drop, changed their size, and eventually 

went so far out into the ocean they forgot they were the ocean to 

begin with – the Source. 

 

Clearing away the ‘baggage’ 

 

 Jesus’ messages and teachings, although misperceived, mis-

communicated and altered to suit the various religious doctrines, 
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are still teachings that will bear the test of time. They are worthy 

of our attention still in this modern day and as we move into this 

new age on Earth (that I prefer to call the New Earth – taken from 

the book of the same name by Eckhart Tolle). But let’s try to 

leave the emotional baggage behind us too, and move into this 

new way of thinking with a clarity of thought we are all capable 

of adopting. This means leaving out the word ‘but’ altogether – 

can you do that? Instead of saying you could or would do 

something, but… change that and know you are capable of doing 

anything with no ‘buts’ involved. 

 If you still think someone ‘out there’ is going to come and 

save us or you need to ‘believe’ in order to be accepted, (whether 

it’s in society or into heaven) then you are still giving your power 

away. What a waste of a truly Divine status. We are this power, 

and we give it away or don’t even realise we possess it – an 

unused, unopened gift.   

 Suffice to say many of the things we were told are metaphors 

or symbolic gestures to help us visualise certain concepts. Things 

like heaven and hell are a state of mind, and not necessarily a 

physical place, although the power of ones mind is so 

magnificent you could very well conceptualise something into 

existence (your mind writes a programme for your psyche to 

follow through on). So be very careful of what you choose to 

believe.   

 Right and wrong are also concepts. Oh, I can hear the outcry! 

Think about it; they are just concepts. The one who perceives the 

right or the wrong is the one who is the judge. As you are to 

inevitably judge nothing, then right and wrong do not exist. 

Could this be why God is impartial? Not through lack of caring 

or wanting to help, but coming from a place of non-judgement. 

We will be tap-dancing our way through this concept later on in 

the book. 

 We are apparently on the planet of ‘free will’ where nothing 

will intervene with our choices. This is a vital key in 

experiencing our Divinity – weeding out false perceptions and 

uncovering our Source. If we were intercepted all the time and 

shown the right way we would not grow, we would be 
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tantamount to robots being programmed. This is not far off from 

our current reality. Our current reality dictates to us through fear-

based religious doctrine and media, however, we still have the 

choice to follow or not. How many of you love God and accept 

Jesus into your life, not out of free will, but out of a sense of 

securing your place in Heaven? This is the fear. How many of 

you fear living or fear going outdoors or taking a trip on a plane 

(through fear of terrorism)? This is the fear the media and 

governments instills. There are entities out there who feed off 

your negative emotions and enslave you to what they call 

‘reality’. This is a system that perpetually has you in the loop of 

wanting money, making money and spending money or just 

worshipping money or the idea of being rich. It keeps you a slave 

to the system, and covers up the one thing you will never need to 

buy – your own personal power. If you wake up to this, they no 

longer have control over you for true wealth is so much more 

than a string of zeros in your bank account. There are many other 

ways in which this system keeps you from your integrity, but we 

will address those in the up and coming chapters. 

 We need to know hate is not the opposite of love, fear is. In 

the absence of love, fear is present, and in the absence of fear, 

love is present. So by taking the reigns of your Divinity and 

exercising your power we have a chance to break the 

programming of this fear-based society and re-programme a 

Utopia on Earth. 

 God is waking up. You are the Christ incarnate. You are the 

Divine.  Divine you!  

 Let’s make this Second Coming about unifying humanity. We 

will not give our power away; we will take it, thank God for it 

and use it to bring about the Love in the New Age for a New 

Earth.  A new concept of Love – a love that does not judge skin 

colour, religious doctrine, social differences, sexuality, and the 

list goes on. We can do this. This could be our last chance before 

we end up destroying this world and life as we know it. Look at 

history, how many times have we repeatedly made the same 

mistakes over and over again. As Einstein said, our problems 

cannot be solved by the same level of awareness that created 
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them. Why don’t we take the time to look back and say, well if it 

didn’t work out back then why should it work now? The answer;  

it won’t! Change is the only constant. Mahatma Gandhi said 

something so profound it should be stuck to your fridge door:  

‘We must be the change we wish to see’. I can see nothing more 

succinct than what that says to us. Instead of relentlessly judging 

yourself and your neighbours, stop it. Do you want to be judged? 

Hell, no! So stop doing it to others. We all make mistakes. Let 

me repeat that because it is that important.   

 

We all make mistakes. 

 

 We are all in the process of learning. The only thing that has 

changed is we are now starting to show the necessary inclination 

to graduate. We are going to be taking that final exam, the one 

where we have to walk the talk. The one where we are going to 

be that change Gandhi spoke of. Let us love unconditionally like 

Jesus asked us to. Let’s not idly stand by and waste our lives in 

meaningless pursuit (yes – that does mean you are going to have 

to give up that gossip magazine!); let’s take a stand, and see the 

world with new eyes. Forgiving eyes… Our eyes will surely be 

amazed at the beauty we have taken for granted, not only in the 

surrounding beauty of the lands, seas and living creatures we 

share this awesome planet with, but within ourselves.  

 

The Compassion of Christ 

 

 Compassion is to understand without judgement. To be 

compassionate is to be like Christ. When we empathise we try to 

feel another’s situation. When we have compassion, we are 

moved to do something about it. The feeling that gives rise to 

alleviate another’s suffering by taking action — be it physical or 

sending a blessing or prayer. No wonder Jesus tried to advocate 

compassion. Can you imagine if we all took a moment to feel 

someone else’s suffering? Would we be so quick to judge or 

condemn? Would we be so quick to go to war? Wouldn’t this be 

the ultimate route to peace on Earth? Feeling another’s suffering, 
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not just saying you do, but actually feeling the compassion for 

another. Just the recognition of pain is a start to the healing 

process. Just acknowledging someone’s pain can be the road to 

recovery for that person. With truth comes reconciliation, with 

reconciliation comes peace. Doesn’t everyone just want to be 

acknowledged and heard? Why is it so hard for us to listen? No 

one is asking you to physically get out there and save the world 

(not unless you truly have the clout to do so anyway). I am just 

saying take the time out to really listen, empathise, and in doing 

that you heal through your compassion. Then the next step is to 

love. For everyone is a mirror. Everyone is mirrored or reflected 

back to us as we face our fears, walk through them to come out 

on the other side as compassionate, loving, caring and joyful 

beings that recognise the Divine in their centre, and act from that 

place of love and clarity. If we all strive to be this way, we will 

reclaim our Divinity. We are encoded with this Divine bloodline 

–  it is coursing through our veins as DNA encryption just 

waiting to be awoken and used to fulfill a joyous existence. How 

lucky we are to be in an epoch of time where we are becoming 

aware of the collective consciousness, and this awareness is 

gaining a momentum that will surely take us to the end of this 

‘rat race’ and encourage us to design a new way of living. 

 To just be aware of this is enough of a starting point, and I 

hope you will at least try to read on. This book will give you 

practical advice and pre-digested information about the changes 

that need to be made in order to have peace and love in your life. 

Because that is all you will essentially need to realise the 

potential that is the Divine You. When you understand the 

concept of love you will be able to shine that light in this Divine 

matrix called reality and re-programme it for a New Earth. Let’s 

all try to remember what was long forgotten (the truth), and as we 

do this we will have our ‘light bulb’ moments that will illuminate 

even the darkest areas of our current reality, this will then bring 

about the world we truly want to live in. 

      

We most definitely are the Divine incarnate! 
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Chapter 2 

 
The Trinity 

 

The Power of Three 

 

The number three is a metaphor for the catalyst – it is the number 

of action. In this case, the action required to bring about Heaven 

on Earth, or Home (Heaven on Mother Earth) as I like to think of 

it, through a massive awakening in us and our ability to merge 

this sacred trinity together, within ourselves, to embrace and be 

one with the Divine. The Christian version of the trinity is 

‘Father, Son and Holy Spirit’ which can be interpreted as an 

expression for the Divine within you, your true, raw and, in most 

cases, unrealised potential. The concept of mind, body and spirit 

is a powerful trio and trinity in itself. When closely examined, it 

could be considered as a metaphor for the sacred oneness of the 

Divine, duality (our current reality/embodiment), and the unity of 

consciousness (the realisation we are all One that makes up the 

Whole again). A closed circuit of continuous Divine energy. 

 When you realise the ‘splinter’ in your mind, that one thing 

you sense is out of kilter, but you can’t seem put your finger on,  

is the remembrance of your true state of existence, then you can 

begin to piece together the memories of your Divine self. The 

splinter is that part of you, the true self, trying to come out and 

manifest in this three-dimensional plane of existence. We feel a 

great sense of loss or separation when we physically incarnate 

because we tend to lose all knowledge of our spiritual essence.  

 The triangle is another perfect example of the three, the 

sturdiest shape possible. The only ‘perfect’ figure, which if all 

endpoints have hinges will never change its shape unless the 

sides themselves are bent. What a wonderful representation of the 

trinity when it is symbolised as the triangle – it will never change 

its shape, unbending and durable. This is a remarkable example 

of our uncompromising totality.   
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 To add to this concept of three being a powerful numeric 

symbol, humans perceive white light as the combination of the 

three primary colours – blue, red and yellow. Sentient and etheric 

entities are often associated with white light. Another 

coincidence or is three just a spiritually powerful number well 

selected throughout history to prove a significant point? Perhaps 

it is a reminder, left behind by our ancestors in the hope it will be 

found and remembered. To venture out of our boxes a little 

farther, perhaps we are those ancestors leaving behind clues for 

our ‘future’ selves. 

 If you really look into the many connotations the number three 

has, the amount of sacred ceremony and semiotics (theories 

pertaining to signs and symbols) will astound you, but for the 

sake of simplicity in this book we will leave it at that.  I’m sure 

you get the point – three is a magic number. 

 

Uncovering the meaning behind the Trinity and Ascension 

 

 The trinity can be seen as a powerful symbol of the merging of 

the Divine, physicality/embodiment and spirit/collective soul into 

one and therefore becomes the ultimate union/wholeness. A 

being, in form, that has no boundaries and can manipulate matter, 

time and space and live comfortably in the third, our current, 

dimension.   

 Could this be what is meant by the concept of ‘ascension’? Or 

is ascension just a word to get us to be further stuck on our path 

to Oneness? An aspect of ascension could be the ability to see 

past the veil of illusion into the Divine Creator that we are and 

really, and I mean really, live from that place – be limitless. The 

Divine does not go by a set of rules and regulations, the Divine 

just is. Perhaps this is an ascension from mind control and 

dogma, and even reality. What is reality? It seems to have an 

awful lot of rules and regulations attached to it. Are we really 

free in this ‘reality’? Or are we about to break free and ascend to 

a new level of awareness? 

 There is a beautiful analogy about the trinity that goes 

something like this:  The trinity is likened to water in its three 
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different states, ice, liquid and steam. All are different, and at the 

same time they all are the same. 

 

 
Diagram 1 – Water particles in their 3 alternate states:  Ice, 

liquid and gas 

 

 Many people were waiting for 2012 and expected some form 

of rapture to take place amongst those who ‘believed’. Some 

religions assumed they would be taken up to the heavens whilst 

the non-believers were left to face and fight out the apocalypse. 

Others believed we would be taken aboard UFOs – that aliens 

would save the day. 2012 came and went and nothing happened 

or did nothing happen?  I think that 2012 was a powerful gateway 

to a new paradigm.  Great change never happens overnight 

(unless you are talking about some natural catastrophic event).  

The subtle shift into the new energy of a new paradigm has been 

happening gradually for a very long time.  The more we look 

around us the more we see people waking up to their own 

potential, taking responsibility for their thoughts and choices and 

becoming more conscious about the world around them.  This 

ascension process, in my opinion, is the awakening of the 

limitless Divine consciousness you are, and, in doing that, you 

will break the confines of the so-called material world. We are in 

the process of becoming self-realised beings. Beings that can 

draw from and navigate between the first dimension to the ninth 

dimension of consciousness (see Chapter 11). We are made up of 

atoms that are made up of a nucleus, protons and neutrons, and 

the rest is mainly ‘empty space’. Our atoms vibrate and are pure 

energy.  See Diagram 2, ice particles are closely packed (like 
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density in the first dimension, which, as they rise to the third 

dimension, becomes less and less dense). 

 
 Diagram 2 – The ascension of the nine dimensions of 

consciousness and how they are likened to the three states of 

water 

 

 

 Water as liquid particles are less dense and more fluid (as in 

the third dimension, we are still solid matter, but less dense than 

in the first dimension and second dimension). When we hit the 

gaseous water particle (like steam or clouds) we can now imagine 
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what limitless being might look like as this represents the etheric 

dimensions from the fourth dimension to the ninth dimension. 

These particles are so separated they float, as in water first being 

in the ice state (density) then moving through into liquid state 

(water – dense although fluid) and then evaporating into vapour 

such as clouds, fog and steam. But when the clouds burst and rain 

they go back down to the Earth to form icecaps and streams – the 

great cycle of life.   

 All sound a bit ‘out there’? Dimensions can be a bit of a mind 

bender, but we will explore the concept more fully in Chapter 11. 

Suffice it to say that for now, being able to manipulate the 

various consciousness dimensions, we will be able to free our 

minds to infinite capabilities whilst we are in form in this matrix.  

 But for now it’s back to the trinity… 

 

The Triad 

 

 We are all Divine, and this is how it seems to work: 

God/Source/the Divine, is the ice – the higher power/all there is; 

we are ‘the son’ — divinity expressing itself individually, the 

liquid water;  and all of our souls make up the holy spirit, the 

‘steam’, the all encompassing oneness that reverts back to the 

Divine. This is a beautiful continuum of completion, a triangle 

that has no beginning and no end – just a continuous journey of 

self. 

 It would be well worth mentioning that the concept of the 

trinity goes much further back than Christianity, and a few 

examples of this would be in Egyptian lore (Horus, Isis and 

Osiris) and Sumerian lore (Nimrod, Semiramus and Tammuz) 

just to name a couple; there are however many more references to 

the trinity throughout history and in various cultures. But, with 

Christian tradition, the trinity goes something like this: 

 

God the Father 

God the Son 

God the Holy Spirit 
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 Redefining the trinity is integral. Let’s think outside of the 

Christian version of the trinity for now. Let’s view this from 

another perspective, the concept of the spiritual being in form to 

accomplish the wholeness of the trinity. 

 

Love 

Healing (compassion) 

Mastery 

 

 So to break that down and merge the two for a more complete 

look at the trinity, we are looking at God the Father, represented 

by Love. That analogy is synonymous with the Divine so we 

don’t have to go into too much explanation there.   

 God the Son, which is represented here by healing (which is 

brought about through compassion), refers to the symbolism of 

the Messiah. Apart from Jesus Christ’s (or any other prophet’s) 

teachings being about love, when everything is stripped bare his 

real purpose was to ‘heal’ us – to heal our hearts so we may feel 

unconditional love again, our true state of being.     

 The healing of our hearts and minds through the acceptance of 

love as an absolute – with this statement we see the merging of 

the first and second principle of the trinity. 

 Compassion plays a vital role because sometimes in order to 

heal we need to have compassion for ourselves. All too often we 

are very hard and judgemental on ourselves (sometimes even 

more so than on others), and compassion is the key to unlocking 

the love for oneself, and therefore for others as well. In order to 

balance ourselves we need to empathise with our masculine 

(yang) and feminine (yin) qualities; we balance our yin and yang 

to be that whole again. Can you see things from the opposite sex 

point of view? If you have a hard time with this, you have not 

balanced your polarities and should take time to explore the 

‘world’ of the opposite sex. When you can truly get behind the 

emotions and actions of another, you will gain a clearer 
perspective of their experience and learn more tolerance. We all 

experience this world through our own eyes and in our own skin, 

so to say, and this means we are not always going to share the 
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same attitude or experiences. We need to try to fathom the full 

spectrum of human experience — all the various realities each 

human being has conjured up — in order to gain a better grasp on 

the realism we are sometimes faced with and the mechanisms 

behind such vast and complicated scenarios. Everything has a 

starting point. A point at which a cross-roads was intersected and 

a decision was made, whether it was a right or wrong decision, 

these points when seen in clarity will give us insight to the 

choices individuals make alongside their frame of mind at the 

time. When we see things in perspective like this, it gives us the 

ability to exercise compassion and understanding regardless of 

whether the decision or choice was a ‘bad’ one. 

 To clarify this point as a metaphor, let’s take a husband and 

wife team. I don’t mean to be old school in this story, but in the 

case of the reader wanting to reverse the roles laid out here, 

please do so by all means.   

 The wife has been at home all day with the children, and she is 

tired after a long day of school runs, grocery shopping, tantrums, 

walking the dog, paying bills, cleaning and cooking. The husband 

has been at work all day, and he has had a long and tiring day of 

calls, meetings, business deals, difficult colleagues and 

commuting. I’m sure you, as the reader, can observe how both 

parties are feeling exhausted, and all they want to do is have 

someone acknowledge their tiring day, and perhaps just have an 

ear to listen whilst they vent out some of the frustrations as well 

as some of the pleasantries experienced during the course of the 

day. But, as we all know too well, that is not always how this 

situation will play itself out. The two adults usually compete for 

attention and override each other with complaints, which ends up 

in a screaming match and a battle over whose ego will win the 

ultimate ‘bad day’ drama. Or on the other hand, there could be a 

total lack of communication, and all the pent up anger and 

frustration is bottled up, and stored for ammunition in a major 

fall-out somewhere along the line, where it can be pulled out for 

a ‘poor me’ display.   

 Now here is what is meant by trying to see things from all 

angles and to try to show empathy for someone else’s 
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experiences. The best way to deal with a situation like this one 

would be to set aside just five to ten minutes where you could 

both tell the other about your day, and truly listen to and 

empathise with the other person. Try to do this without 

interrupting the other person until it is your chance to relay your 

days’ events. Your attention is of paramount importance, and 

dictates the quality of your sincerity for empathising with that 

person. Your complete and undivided attention will be 

appreciated more than you can imagine so try to exercise this 

attribute as much as you can with every person you interact with. 

You will also find more people will reciprocate when you do this. 

When you can truly empathise with someone else and/or their 

situation, you can begin the healing through compassion quality 

of the trinity. 

 Finally, God the Spirit or Holy Ghost translates to mastery. 

The mastering of supreme love coupled with the rebalancing of 

the physical being, merging your yin and yang (masculine and 

feminine traits) to be whole and healed leads us to our own 

source, spirit. When one lives a life of pure love, seeing the 

Divine in everyone and everything, one is healed, emotionally 

and/or physically, you have achieved mastery and move into 

integrity, which simply means to be whole. When you can 

override what your head is telling you, and you can listen to your 

heart – your path will be clearer, and you will make room for 

expansion. You have arrived back at zero point – the point at 

which your eternal self always was and always will be.    

 Unfortunately, words can and always will only be pointers to 

the Truth. What is truly known cannot be spoken, but only felt 

and experienced. Sometimes the things of greatest importance 

cannot be taught, only experienced for oneself.   

 We all need to become ‘trinitised’ in order to live to our fullest 

potential. When you do this, you are the Whole again. There is 

truly nothing you need in order to do this, no belief system, no 

further knowledge, no mantra’s, and this is because you cannot 

achieve what has always been yours – you can only reclaim it by 

re-membering or ‘awakening’ to your Divinity. You hold the 
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power, the key to unlock your infinite potential because that is 

what you are – Infinite Potentiality.   

 Before we end off, let’s not forget the trio of mother, father 

and child. It is beautiful to see the union of man and woman to 

create the child, but this is also a highly symbolic trinity and 

metaphor for balancing our inner selves. We need to interlock 

these three qualities within our Divine system. This simply means 

to encapsulate feminine and masculine qualities as well as the 

inner child. It is worth exploring how in touch you are with your 

femininity (and just because you are female does not mean you 

instantly behave with a feminine temperament).  Then it is 

equally beneficial to examine your masculinity (again, if you are 

a man don’t think you have this one in the bag!). The last step is 

one that is either taken too flippantly or not taken seriously at all, 

and it is that of reconnecting with the inner child. To try to 

simplify the main attributes of all three of these characteristics, 

we will take them one by one. 

 Feminine traits are the more gentle, compassionate, merciful, 

intuitive, sensitive, encouraging, soft and nurturing qualities. Do 

you (whether you are male or female) see yourself engaging in 

these qualities?   

 Masculine traits are the strong, assertive, rational, courageous, 

gallant, vigorous, resolute, brave and protective qualities. Again, 

can you see yourself, regardless of your sex, representing these 

aspects in your life?   

 Finally, the childlike traits imbue playfulness, simplicity, 

innocence, uninhibited action, exploratory wonder, being 

carefree, uncontrollable laughter and giggling, loving and trusting 

characteristics. Now, regardless of your age, these attributes lead 

to a light-heartedness that will steer you into bliss. Try them out 

every now and again – in fact, practice these traits as much as 

you can daily, if not hourly. When you enliven the inner child 

you will slow the signs of aging, and you may even take many 

years off your biological age!   

 Experiment with these three different aspects of your general 

character, and try to implement a balance of this trio.  
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 I will close this chapter by taking a look at the riddle of the 

Sphinx, which goes something like this:   

 What walks on four legs in the morning, two legs in the 

afternoon and then three legs in the evening? 

 Some have theorised the answer to be a human – a baby 

crawls on all four’s in the beginning of life; the child then 

progresses to walk on two legs for the majority of his/her life, 

and then at the end of the life, one is aided with a walking stick 

(this represents the third leg).  I would like to add a new spin to 

this riddle by suggesting: 

 One begins as the whole entity — encapsulating both male and 

female (the twin flame theory) — thus walking on four legs (as 

two separate forms of the same entity); then we become separated 

and singular, walking alone on two legs (duality split – forgetting 

our unity as the yin and yang); then finally we return to our 

Divine Selves (Godhead, male/female entity, all-encompassing 

spirit), and are trinitised becoming the figurative three-legged 

entity in the riddle.   

 So the trinity can be seen as a symbol of ultimate completion 

and a powerful sign moving you into integrity, your true self – 

the Whole. 
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Chapter 3 

 

The Human Parent Analogy 

 

I am putting this chapter in here because I would like to paint a 

picture of this analogy before we address it in the up and coming 

chapters pertaining to human emotion. In order to really feel and 

view all angles of our emotions, we need a base point from which 

to start – common ground – a point or situation we can all 

visualise, and hopefully relate to in one way or another. Our 

starting point is going to be an analogy of family, more 

specifically to parenting. 

 As the entity referred to as God has been interpreted as our all 

loving, encompassing parent, we too are intrinsically a good 

analogy for this as we all have that basic instinct for love of our 

own children or relations, even if they are not blood relations; we 

all have somebody whom we love and cherish, and this is the one 

(or many, hopefully) we will use this comparison upon. 

 I can only speak from an observation standpoint as I am not a 

parent. But the love a parent has for their child is irrefutable. 

Your child can, in most cases, do nothing to stop the 

unconditional love you have for him or her. This is the basic 

framework of this analogy we will be using because this principal 

works the same way for the Divine Source. You can do nothing 

wrong in the eyes of the Infinite Oneness. Your behaviour may 

not be acceptable in certain situations, but you as an entity, a 

child of the Divine, will never be discarded. So the laughable 

image of hell is a complete and utter scare tactic.   

 Say for instance, your child did something really bad, would 

you want to see them burn in an eternal pit of fire? Would you 

physically take your child and want to see them scream and burn 

for eternity? I’m pretty sure the answer is ‘no’. So why is it some 

people expect God to do this? What an insult to this all-knowing, 

all encompassing father/mother figure. You think the Divine so 

low as to not have compassion for one of His/Her own? This is 

one of the most devastating myths we have ever been told, and it 
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was invented to literally make us fear something, which certainly 

has not got anything to do with fear.    

 

The Divine Source/God/Infinite Oneness is all about love. 

 

 The vision of hell keeps us trapped in fear, and entices us to 

buy into the various doctrines or religions that claim to prevent 

this damnation from occurring — it’s a power game that doesn’t 

originate from ‘upstairs’. It is a way of suppressing your true 

divinity by making you fear a made-up scenario.   

 

This is a game of entrapment through a web of fear. 

 

 The truth is we will never be judged or damned, we are all 

holding a shard of the Divine within us. This truth will not allow 

for such lies to hold any more credence, and as we all start to 

claim our own Divinity, we will see these old institutions 

crumble and/or, for the institutions that are willing to bend to 

incorporate this truth, we will see a restructuring in various 

doctrines to allow for this ‘new’ human attribute. Not all 

religions or doctrines are necessarily bad; they have many great 

truths in them, although sometimes misconstrued along the way, 

but all that needs to be done is to redefine some texts, and have 

them be more flexible to allow for a changing world and 

evolution of attitude. 

 There is no better analogy than that of the human ‘family’ we 

treasure so and put much emphasis on. We do this because it is 

real, unconditional love, and it is the closest we are going to get 

to understanding the complexities of unconditional love for 

ourselves.   

 

Reality versus Wonderland 

 

 Nothing is black or white; we are a grey area that takes so 

much intellectualising it drives us to the brink of 

incomprehension. Just look at yourself in human biology – it is a 

miracle! This miracle, our form, is something we so seldom 
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marvel at. We are not just ‘black and white’ biology, and what I 

mean by that is labelling everything and not seeing past the label. 

We are miracles in-carnation, and we need to see past the 

scientific label we put on everything and look into the so called 

‘grey’ areas of our very existence.   

 

Now we are thinking out of the box. 

 

The ‘grey’ area is just thinking out of the box. It is human nature 

to compartmentalise everything; it is our way of making sense of 

the world, but it is not always necessary to think like this. In fact, 

we should try to think less like this and more broadly, because 

when we do this as a civilisation we make room for evolution. 

We begin to empathise and be compassionate because we are not 

only seeing things our way, or the ‘right’ way. We try to get 

every angle on a person, subject or situation. There are many 

perspectives to a given reality, so therefore a given reality cannot 

be set as different perspectives mean a variation of what is 

perceived as reality. What I mean is, if we all have a different 

take on a certain thing, that thing cannot be labelled as our 

different views will give it different attributes. We are everything 

and we are nothing, but hold on; we are now beginning to tumble 

down the rabbit hole! When Alice fell down the rabbit hole, she 

left her perceived reality behind, and stumbled upon a parallel 

world with many characters showing her their version of reality 

in a seemingly bizarre world. When we fall down this rabbit hole 

metaphor we begin to see our reality as quite bizarre too – we are 

living in a world of infinite possibility. 

 Here is where we wrap this up by saying ‘God the Parent’ is 

likened to the ‘Human Parent’ in as much as we are more willing 

to think out of the box with our own children. In other words, we 

are far less judgemental or quick to judge in the case of our own 

‘kind’. This is simply because we feel we know them. So we are 

not judging them; we are judging the action, and with the 

knowledge we all make mistakes and our mistakes do not always 

represent the being behind the mistake. This is why we always 

seek to blame another or the situation for our loved ones actions 
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because we think we know them so well. But if everyone thinks 

this of their loved ones or children, you can now see how the 

Divine sees all of us. When we take this approach and apply it to 

all our ‘human family’ we will learn what it is to be 

compassionate, and to see things from a new perspective or just 

from their point of view – when we do this we will move closer 

to our natural state of divinity. Because the Divine encapsulates 

this, but you already know that at a cellular level.   

 

We are all one big extended family. 
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Chapter 4 

 

So what is Love? 
 

Love – the greatest mystery 

 

Now let’s cast aside all cheesy connotations of the word, and let’s 

have a closer look at it… Love.   

 

L  O  V  E 

 

Yes, but what does it mean? 

 

 Now, I like to play with words, and I think it is fascinating that 

words like disease broken down are ‘dis-ease’ and ‘remember’ is 

to ‘re-member’ (become a part of the whole again), so love 

backwards begins to spell… evol-ve? Maybe… evol-ution… 

could be. Just a thought… 

 Aren’t we all progressively trying to evolve in one way or 

another? Could love be the catalyst for evolution? 

 Even the word God is the beginning of dogma (a religious 

doctrine that is proclaimed as true without proof) when spelt 

backwards – perhaps that is why we all have such a distorted 

and/or love-hate relationship with the word ‘God’. I will now be 

referring to God in this book as the Divine. Divine is such a 

delectable word, and when it rolls off the tongue, simply means 

what it says, emanating from God or having the nature of God.  

So we’ll stick with that one for the sake of comfort and ease. 

 Love is more than a word or chemical reaction in the brain 

telling us how we feel. Love is the universal language of 

emotion.  Love simply leads us back to Source — it is our 

original vibration or frequency. 

 There are of course different branches of love.  The love a 

mother has for a child, the romantic kind of love, 

brotherly/sisterly love, love for thy neighbour, and the list goes 

on. You get the picture. But what does it really mean? 
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 Love is unconditional. Another word most people roll their 

eyes at… what is unconditional? We say we love 

unconditionally, but in reality our love always comes with 

conditions attached. Think about it. Do you love your partner 

unconditionally? Is the answer perhaps no? Okay, but why? Well, 

because there is the fear of them leaving or, even worse, leaving 

you for someone else. Fear, another wonderful concept we will 

delve into in the chapter that follows. 

 To love unconditionally is best likened to the parental type of 

love (human parent analogy), even though it goes without saying 

some parents love with attachments. This is most typically found 

in western and even in eastern cultures where parents tend to live 

through their children, and do not let the children experience 

there own desires. But typically a parent loves their child(ren) 

unconditionally. This is the closest we are going to get in this 

third dimensional realm to what unconditional love really looks 

like. A parent will love their child even when that child commits 

something unspeakable, like murder. Cast your mind back to the 

human parent analogy. You wouldn’t just stop loving your child 

if they were to murder someone. You might be devastated, but 

you will still love them. Love is something you can’t switch off. 

But judgement is. Judgement can be switched off; it just takes 

time and practice. I say this because our need to judge 

continuously clouds our need to love unconditionally. 

 Isn’t that what this is really about? We blind ourselves through 

judgement of others. Why? Because everyone is mirrored back to 

us. We judge in others what we don’t like about ourselves.  

 Now I can just end this book now, and say relinquish the need 

to judge, and the love will come pouring through. You will have 

enough love in your heart to keep Mother Earth spinning on her 

axis. Well, it’s never quite that simple to peel away the layers of 

destructive thought patterns that keep us all in repetitive reaction 

dramas.   

So I’ll continue… 

 

 Now the Divine I understand best never judges. You want to 

know why ‘He/She’ doesn’t get involved in human affairs? Well, 
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the analogy that the Divine is the all-seeing father/mother figure 

brings into focus when we do something ‘bad’ the Divine will 

strike us down, but this never happens. Some of you think 

‘He/She’ just doesn’t care, but I think it’s because the Divine is 

free of judgement. The statement ‘God is Love’ reiterates this. Of 

course there will be no smiting, there is no judgement. Do not 

conceptualise the Divine as if He/She were human. It is only us 

who think like this. 

 

The love for self… getting to know you 

 

 Everything you need to know is found within. You are perfect 

as you are. You are Divine. You are the I am that I am; always 

have been, and always will be. 

 Our minds are, perhaps, ill equipped for the enormity 

(macrocosm), and sometimes, minuteness (microcosm) the 

universe brings. We are multi-dimensional beings. We are, have 

been and are always going to be. 

 The Divine is.  

 Time serves its purpose in our society to keep engagements 

and so on, but in reality – time is the ever present ‘now’, the 

present moment. Everything that ever happened or is going to 

happen is going to happen in the now.  

 

The universe is. 

An ongoing is-ness. 

An ever presence.  

 

 Death is a doorway to a new dimension. Let’s see it as a 

freedom of the barrier of form and mind. We can have a lot of 

fun with our form, but we are also, in a way, a prisoner to it until 

we can free our minds of being limited, powerless. Until we can 

find that divine spark that is the centre of our being, our core, we 

will live in fear of death. But know this; death is only a return to 

Source, to our ultimate being. The entity that is within us right 

now, and always will be. We have only to find it. And to do this 

we need to look within. You are Divine – the secret is out!   
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 Learn to love yourself, and be compassionate with yourself. 

You are as deserving as any other. When you love and care for 

yourself, you realise, and see you are sacred. An embodiment of 

the Divine that can only be perfect; your perceived imperfections 

are layers of misleading belief systems set up by others. Make an 

agreement from this moment onwards to always see yourself in 

this light, and take every possible opportunity to acknowledge the 

positive attributes of your body and personality. When you bring 

all things positive into the forefront, you stop feeding the 

negative attributes you perceive about yourself. Without the 

continued support and nurturing of these negative thoughts – they 

will disappear, and you will make new agreements about who 

you really are from the core of your existence, and not from 

someone else’s concept of perfection.  

 Try this as an exercise.  Every time you see yourself in the 

mirror, give yourself a wink and say (you don’t have to say it out 

loud if you don’t want to) ‘I love you’. I know, the first time I 

tried this I laughed; it is hard to take yourself seriously, but try it 

over and over again, and see the change in how you perceive 

yourself. I noticed instead of picking out my flaws in the mirror, I 

started to see and admire the positive attributes of my body. This 

is not an intention to be narcissistic, but an attempt to 

acknowledge yourself and the deep connection you have with 

your body and consciousness. So, look at yourself in the mirror, 

and fall in love with yourself; see past your perceived 

imperfections, and look at the magnificent being you are. The 

love for self is the glue that will bind you together, and the 

strength of the adhesive you use will determine your longevity 

and health whilst you are in form. Try to also receive 

compliments gracefully. A lot of us feel uncomfortable with 

compliments, and either resist the gifting of a compliment or 

deny it completely. When you do this you are inadvertently 

telling yourself you are not worthy. You need to accept 

compliments as if they were a gift; you need not take them 

personally (as in identify with them, which is your ego at play), 

but just acknowledge them without rebuttal. You are worthy of 

praise, and should accept it in kind.   
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Peeling away the onion layers 

 

 To understand who we are and why we are, we have to 

unlearn almost everything. We have all been pre-conditioned to 

think in a certain way. There is nothing you must add to yourself 

in order to become enlightened, it is what you must take away –  

undressing the onion, layer by layer, to find the inner core of your 

Truth. 

 Unravel the layers of information and conditioning we have 

been exposed to, and discover you are already whole.  

 You are in every position to be happy, no matter what your 

circumstance. When we experience difficult times we must be 

aware we need contrast in our lives in order to grow. Problems 

will never cease to exist and how we handle the so-called 

problems when they present themselves, but our change of 

perception will be our gateway to peace and joy in our lives. Our 

greatest stumbling blocks are actually our greatest lessons. Your 

life may have been really hard; we all experience difficult times. 

Some of you like to know there are others out there experiencing 

the same difficulties in life, and take comfort in knowing you are 

not alone, whilst others can’t bear to share the spotlight! In other 

words, they feel like their experiences are completely isolated to 

their life and no one could ever understand. This is a drama 

played out to feel more important in your reality – to feel the 

lonely ‘me’ and the uncaring ‘them’ who will never understand. 

In truth, we are all interconnected and our unified emotional 

consciousness experiences everything simultaneously so try to 

accept the compassion and empathy of others when the 

opportunity presents itself. No one can experience your life, per 

se, but we are all capable of relating to life experiences in some 

form or another, and when you block off compassion you 

reiterate your separateness. This will induce feelings of loneliness 

and self-pity, and will perpetuate your self-loathing. When you 

let people into your life and allow them to empathise and to love 

you, you will begin to let love into your life, and you will expand 

your experience of love. Pride is dropped for your greater good. 
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The word pride has two very different meanings. Let’s see if you 

can identify the one you should let into your life. 

 

Pride – (def) unreasonable and inordinate self-esteem 

(personified as one of the deadly sins) 

 

or 

 

Pride – (def) a feeling of self-respect and personal worth 

 

 Can you now see just how important the knowledge of 

meanings behind words is? They should be better understood as 

they can be mistaken much of the time or completely 

misinterpreted. 

 The key is to accept responsibility for who you are and where 

you are. Life is about choices; we make them every day. You are 

the master chef in this universal kitchen of plenty, so cook up a 

storm! 

 This is the game of life – a game that is being played through 

you. You are the star of your life, the main player. You have the 

power to take control and make choices that enable you to be 

happy and free from fear. 

 

How do you do this? 

 

 Know you are indestructible. Your being human is form 

based, and is not eternal, but your ‘being’ is energy – and energy 

cannot be destroyed. The Divine is in all of us, and we are all a 

part of this great Source that is made up of energy.   

 Peel away the layers of inhibition, and you will find your core, 

your connection with the universe, this web of experience. Seize 

control of your power, and be the best you can be. Imagine living 

your life knowing you are indestructible energy. Never before 

have you, the onion, looked, smelt and tasted so delicious.   

 What next? Get out there and bake, stir-fry, make soups and 

stews, and embrace the 1000 Island salad dressing on your raw 

onion hide! 
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Getting to know others – Seeing the Divinity en masse 

 

 Look around; can you see the beauty in everything?  Can you 

see the immense and indescribable beauty in nature and in 

inanimate objects? Look with awe because everything is Divine, 

everything in this third dimensional realm is a miraculous 

creation. 

 Now look at people – the ‘others’. People you know, people 

you don’t know. Aren’t they beautiful? 

      

Look into their eyes – even the ones that upset you. 

 

They are a miracle. 

 

 They are a masterpiece of creation that is their form and life – 

a stage production that they are the star of. So many stars; we are 

even made of stars – we are all so similar, so connected. One just 

has to look at them, acknowledge the star that they are – the 

divinity that resides in them. Look at them as if they were a 

mirror held up as a reflection of you. Like all the stars in the 

night sky, we are all connected as one in a galaxy of 

consciousness. Together we are the One – wholeness; the final 

piece of the Holy Trinity – the Holy Spirit. The all-encompassing 

entity that can be best described as the ‘extended’ family. 

 Let’s try to see all our brothers and sisters, regardless of 

colour, race, religion, culture, sexual preference, etc as all part of 

the Divine Plan. Separateness is the greatest delusion we were 

ever taught. Let us stand up for one and all, and see the truth for 

what it is and not what we are fed in the media and through 

various religious doctrines. There is no ‘us’ and ‘them’. This was 

created to keep us in the dark, to keep us separated. To keep us 

from seeing the truth about who we really are and why we are 

here. We are all beacons of light and love; lighthouses that shine 

in even the darkest of nights. And together, well, together we are 

pure potentiality – pure power. Unity of our species will mean 

peace on Earth. What a small price to pay for such massive 

potential! Put away your prejudices, and embrace each other. See 
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the Divine in all. Do this, and bring the Christ consciousness into 

play.   

 Take back your power. You are the Christ consciousness on 

Earth. Christ means messiah or anointed one – any expected 

deliverer. Your awakening will deliver the awakening of the 

masses, and then we will have the Second Coming. Don’t look 

outside yourself for this to happen, look inside.   

 The seed of divinity has always been there, and now see it in 

everyone else too. Experience your ultimate gift – the gift of 

unconditional love. Notice how you feel when you are in a state 

of love, bliss or joy – you have an opening in your chest area 

(this is referred to as your heart chakra), an expansion occurs. 

You literally feel like you are soaring. It feels good. Now observe 

how you feel when fear, doubt or anger set in – you get the 

‘sinking’ feeling in your stomach (your solar plexus chakra), and 

this feels like you are plummeting. It doesn’t feel good. So, 

which one do you prefer?  

 This life is about choice – you can choose to feel either way. 

So why not make the choice; one that will work for you and for 

the entire planet? I hope you choose love. You are all loved and 

appreciated; whether you are aware of it or not, you still are. And 

your Source is love so get used to it. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Fear – The great illusion  

 
‘I cannot teach anybody anything, I can only make them think.’ 

– Socrates 

 

Picture fear as the creation of slaves to the system 

   

So much can be said about this powerful emotion, but let’s 

simplify things, and take a look at what fear is and what a 

malevolent motivator it is. 

 Fear, as we have ascertained in the previous chapter, is the 

opposite of love, and to recap – in the absence of love there is not 

hate, there is fear. That is the deep-rooted emotion of being in a 

loveless state. We are living in a society and age, which is 

dominated by fear. The governments galvanise us into action 

through fear-based propaganda about things there is no evidence 

for or, in most cases, there is nothing we can actually do about. 

All the ‘war against terrorism’ and the ‘fight against cancer’ and 

other campaigns of the like are meant to subdue you into fear and 

worry, and when this is achieved you give away your power. You 

hand it over to the authorities and say, ‘take it, you deal with it, 

you know best’. Every time you give into fear you feed 

negativity, and give it more life. If you want to call this ‘evil’ or 

‘the  devil’ then that is your choice, but know this; personally, I 

feel using the devil or evil as an idea separate from ourselves  is 

just a negative reaction that feeds a negative influence, which 

should not be judged as good or evil – it is what it is. We consist 

of both good and evil potential, and should not address evil or the 

devil as an entity outside of ourselves; when you do this you do 

not take responsibility; and therefore it is never fully addressed 

and seen for what it is. When you take full responsibility for all 

your actions, good or bad, you are on the road to self-

empowerment.   
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 Everything is, and always leads back to the Divine. The 

Divine Source is omnipresent; you just can’t get out of that fact. 

So everything has its yin and yang (it’s positive and negative 

attributes). So does the Divine Source. We are here to experience 

both sides of polarity, to eventually work our way back into the 

light, which is all encompassing. White light holds every colour 

in the spectrum; what a great metaphor for us. When we can 

work out the extreme opposites and find a balance between the 

two poles of existence – the yin and yang – we move back into an 

integrity that has been long lost and forgotten through the 

widespread broadcasting of fear.   

 When we hold our emotions in fear we tend to feel it in our 

solar plexus, that feeling of ‘butterflies’ or ‘a great pit’ in the 

stomach. This is our emotional reaction to let our body know 

something is amiss. We can plough it with anti-depressants or we 

can just leave it and let it fester, but neither way is addressing the 

root of the problem. When you face the fear, you can walk 

through it.   

 For example, you are terrified someone will break into your 

house at night and attack you in your bed – a real fear. If we take 

this apart, we can see how irrational and what a waste of time this 

fear really is. Apart from the fact you are probably having 

interrupted sleep or no sleep at all, which will be a contributing 

factor in your stress levels and general health (or lack of it, in this 

case through fatigue). Let us say someone does break in and 

attack you. You are left alive, but seriously injured – your body 

will heal, and you will make a physical recovery. That is a plain 

and simple scenario. You may have emotional wounds that will 

need more addressing than physical wounds, but nevertheless, 

you will survive. The worst case scenario is they end up taking 

your life. Can they really do that? Your soul is immortal, you 

never really die – you just exchange energies. Energy cannot be 

destroyed – this is a scientific fact. You are the equivalent of a 

massive battery – a biological vessel full of cosmic energy. You 

will just be transmuted into another state of being. So, in the case 

of your death, you are transformed into a new type of energetic 

form. When you can master your fear about death you will master 
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all fear. When you realise there is only love and peace on the 

other side of the veil, you will not be so terrified of living. You 

will live each day to its fullest, knowing you are an indestructible 

life force. 

 Can you see how fear is debilitating? We live most of our lives 

in our heads, repeating dramas or inventing worst-case scenarios 

that, more often than not, never come into play. When we stop 

the monster voice in our head – that endless loop of extremely 

unhelpful thought – we can put an end to the perpetual stream of 

things to fear. When this happens we have more space in our 

lives to accept the beauty of life and then, ultimately, to love the 

very space you occupy. 

 

The other side of the Veil 

 

 What a sacrilege it is to live life in fear when there is so much 

to appreciate and to love. People have left this third dimensional 

plane of existence through passing over to the other side of the 

veil, and it can be seen as the on-going cycle of life – this word, 

death. I know, through my own experiences of loss through 

tragedy, disease and natural causes, it is not an easy part of life.   

 Let us try to see the passing of a loved one not as the ending of 

their existence, but just the ending of a chapter in this realm. 

Crossing over to the other side can be seen as the ultimate 

adventure, and with all fear of the unknown aside, something to 

look forward to. I have had glimpses and feelings of what it is 

like on the other side, and it is indescribably peaceful and loving; 

it is little wonder some people who have had near death 

experiences say they didn’t really want to come back. It is the 

ones left behind that experience the loss, not the ones who have 

made the crossing. Please try to see this, and feel the love and 

happiness they are experiencing. It is, of course, most natural to 

grieve, and that is an important part of the process, but try not to 

obsess about death – rather rejoice in the good times, and keep 

the memory of joy and love for that person alive, not the painful 

experience of the emptiness you are sensing.  When you dwell in 
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the loving memories, your loved one will sense that, and will be 

with you instantaneously.   

 

Love is like a magnet. 

 

 Sometimes our prolonged grief stops us from feeling the love 

and presence of our dear ones who have shifted their form, but 

they are always in our hearts. I often practice this, and I feel an 

overwhelming opening in my heart when I hold the memory of, 

or even have a little chat with, a deceased loved one; this is their 

form of acknowledgement.   

 

Who has been moulding your mind? 

 

 We come into this world knowing where we came from, and 

little by little we are told about this ‘new’ world we are in and 

how things work in this reality. Slowly, but surely we conform to 

the standard way of thinking and leave our child-like ideology 

behind.   

 

What is reality?  It is what you are told to be the ‘norm’. 

 

 Everything you believe in was pre-written and pre-idealised by 

someone else. No thought or idea is ever truly original. So the 

only thing we have left is our gut instinct – our intuition. This is 

why our feelings play such a huge part in this new way of 

thinking; because that is our source of truth. Everything else is 

‘hearsay’ or tainted with someone else’s perceptions about life. 

Some things may be the truth and others, great woven deceptions, 

but at the end of the day you know, deep down, what your truth 

looks like. We fall into depression when we suppress our truth 

and don’t want to take it out, look at it or play with it. This is too 

hard for some of us, and we would rather be told what to do. 

This, my dear friends, is a cop-out – you give your power away 

when you do that. Do you really want to be ruled by another? If 

you are truly joyous in this, and have no problem with being 

enslaved, then by all means live out your life and be happy – I 
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have no quarrel with that. But for those of you who whine and 

whinge about things, you are the ones who need to pull finger! 

Clean out your minds, re-organise your pattern of thought. Be 

concentrated in the here and now – the ever eluding ‘present 

moment’. Stop living in the past, recreating your dramas and stop 

wanting the future. If you do this you forget to live. Every 

moment is always now. Everything that has ever happened and 

will ever happen, will happen now (we will be unpacking this 

concept of present moment awareness in the next chapter).   

 How many of you are religious out of fear? Do you subscribe 

to a certain doctrine so you will be accepted into Heaven or 

judged less harshly on Judgement Day? That is fear-based. Do 

you think your God would want you to believe out of fear or out 

of love? What a slap in the face for this God to find out the only 

reason you really love ‘Him’ is because you want your seat in 

heaven, or because you are terrified of the thought of an eternity 

in hell!  

 Which asks the question, ‘Would you want someone to love 

you out of fear?’ 

 Fear is the great debilitator, the emotion that sucks us into 

viewing this life as ‘us against them’. We fear other cultures, 

other religions, other sexualities that don’t conform to our own; 

we especially fear other people. The grand design of society is set 

up for this continuous game of hamster wheel thinking; ever get 

the feeling you are going around in circles?   

 There are, of course, worse fears like terrorism. The ultimate 

‘us against them’ view. The fear is put into us that we are at risk 

at airports, aboard planes, trains and even in shopping malls – in 

fact, terrorists are everywhere! We are told to look out for 

suspicious behaviour – well, if you ask me, the only suspicious 

behaviour I am seeing is coming from the governments 

implementing this scare tactic. We are led to believe certain 

fanatical religious groups are behind this, and we start to get 

nervous of anyone fitting that cultural description. How can we 

ever unify and love each other when we are kept on opposing 

sides of the fence? This is done deliberately to keep us separated. 
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The reason is to keep on feeding the system and running around 

in the rat race whilst the ‘fat cats’ reap the rewards. 

 You don’t even have time anymore to stop and think about 

things do you? Our lives are taken up with so much ‘red tape’ we 

hardly ever get a moment to ourselves. This is very carefully put 

in place to keep you from remembering who you really are. 

When humanity unites and remembers how powerful we truly 

are, the ‘elite’ will fall and with them, their systems that have 

kept us in the dark for so long. Nothing can hide from the light 

your attention puts on any situation. Awareness is the key to 

unlocking all of lifes mysteries.   

 Your attention and ability to function with a clear head will 

give you the edge over any system made to dominate you. 

 

The pitbull called Ego – It won’t let go! 

 

 Your ego also plays a vital part in this perpetual loop of fear, 

stress and anxiety. The definition of ego is to have an inflated 

feeling of pride or superiority to others and to consciously 

identify with your mind. This egoistic state keeps you in your 

head, and will avoid its destruction at any cost. It will not want to 

let go of your self-made identity. The ego lives for that vital 

sense of superiority over others. The concept we are all One 

terrifies the ego – it won’t share the spotlight. It will trick you 

into self-deception time and time again if it is not recognised and 

stopped. The ego, to put it in a nutshell, is the identification you 

have with yourself, whether it is how you look, what you do for a 

living or your status, what you possess or how much better you 

are than someone else. Sometimes, and in the case of many, the 

ego thinks it is inferior to others, and therefore needs to attain a 

certain look, item or status in order to be the best or live the life. I 

have had some people say to me they have no ego. Let me make 

this quite clear – everyone has an ego. It just might not be in the 

shape or form of a strutting peacock. 

 When you have a clear identification or image of who you are, 

this is your ego. Most people can identify with their self-image, 

so let’s use that as our analogy here. 
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 You are a mother of two, you are thirty-eight years old, 

married, a size twelve, and you have beautiful brown curly hair. 

You’re not bad looking either; there are a few things you would 

have differently if you could, but overall you are happy with your 

looks, status and general package. Well, this package is led by the 

leash by your ego. What do I mean? Say someone tells you your 

parenting skills leave something do be desired. How would you 

react to that? Would you defend yourself, start an argument or 

walk away in a temper? These are all traits of the ego. Why? 

Because you are identifying with the role ‘mother’, and that 

identification has been threatened. The laughable thing is it was 

probably threatened by another inflated ego. Still not quite 

getting the ego? Okay, somebody points out to you that you are 

getting older, and insinuates you are also getting larger! How do 

you react? Are you insulted, hurt, depressed, horrified or just 

plain mad? Your ego is feeling its appearance is under attack, and 

will not want that, so your mind will either find the faults in the 

other person and have a ‘face-off’, or it will get to work at the 

diet pills and anti-aging creams. I can see you are starting to 

recognise your ego now. Finally, you, as the wife, are threatened 

when a much younger and prettier lady moves in next door, and 

you notice her batting her eyelids when your husband is out and 

about in the garden. Your ego is thoroughly put out, and as you 

try your best to attack her personality or to try to shed a few 

kilos, so you can at least be skinnier than her, you are unaware 

your ego has you by the scruff of your neck.   

 The reaction to all these scenarios, when you are free of 

identification with the ego, is simply nothing. 

 Ultimately, of course, the ego, along with all its 

identifications, is just an illusion that needs to be seen through. 

You can stop the ego from rearing its ugly head at any point, 

when you put your attention on it. The ego is the voice in your 

head; the one that constantly wants to distract you; the one that 

never leaves you alone, and shudders at the idea of ‘quiet time’. 

Fear fuels the ego and incites it into action. Let’s take a look at 

another example. 
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 Let us view the ego in action in this story called, ‘The fear of 

your neighbour having a better car than yourself’.   

 Your neighbour pulls up in his beautiful new, red sports car. 

Your car is already over ten years old. You immediately feel 

inferior (ego rearing its head), then the fear kicks in – what will 

people think of me? They will think I don’t earn enough money 

(mixture of ego and fear). You may even think the neighbour is 

sniggering behind your back (when he probably hasn’t even paid 

you a thought). What creeps in next is the fear of losing your 

status in the neighbourhood – the fear of inferiority. Advertising 

targets this kind of fear and egoistic-based thinking all the time. 

Be the best, drink this sugar-loaded drink. Wear this brand and 

stand out from the crowd. When you can take a step back from 

this ridiculous line of worry, you will see just how corrupt our 

society is. People making loads of money off absolutely useless 

junk! Packaging it as ‘must haves’ so your ego is conned into 

thinking it is superior for a moment or two. How long did that 

last fix last? How long before you feel inferior again? When you 

can start to see past all this ‘hype’, you begin to notice the mass 

hypnosis that is taking place worldwide. To see this is a start in 

recognising and moving out of the line of fear and propaganda, 

which brings us back to fear and how to move yourself back into 

integrity. But before we leave the ego behind, try to notice every 

time you feel or see yourself slipping into an ego-based synopsis, 

and try the path of non-reaction. It is sometimes even advisable to 

have a hearty laugh when you notice the identifications you have 

with yourself. Remember; you are limitless, and the ego builds 

rigid walls that can keep you boxed into a specific line of 

personal identification. Rather see yourself as being limitless than 

limited, and whenever you can, have a good old-fashioned 

chuckle at the ego. There is nothing like laughter to bring down 

the walls and shatter the ego. Try seeing the humour in your own 

ego first as it is only the brave who venture at laughing at 

another’s ego – you will feel the ramifications, so be prepared! 
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Emotions – Your internal GPS system 

 

 Emotions let us know how we feel. It is said to be the inner 

guidance system. It is a system we feel all the time. When we are 

happy, our feelings are of joy and elation; when we are sad, we 

have that apple or lump in our throat, and perhaps even feel a 

little tearful. When we are fearful we usually have the sinking 

feeling in our stomach, as mentioned before. These are our 

indicators something is either going great or something has gone 

astray. When we are ruled by our emotions it is deemed to be an 

undesirable state. This is true to the degree we must not be totally 

driven by our emotions to a point where we cannot see where we 

are heading. They are there to give us an indicator to a potential 

problem (or in the positive case – that you are on the right track), 

but when this system is abused we become ‘ruled’ by our 

emotions, which simply means getting swept away with them 

instead of analysing them for the truths they represent. So to deny 

your emotions or to be swept away by them are opposite ends of 

a scale you should try to keep in balance, rather than let either 

state occupy your space. So this means to put your awareness on 

your feelings. When we are aware of something, it is already an 

indicator we are ‘switched on’. 

 For most of us it is deemed inappropriate to react to our 

emotions; I say this especially for the masculine presence in our 

society. Men have been led to believe it is not desirable to cry or 

to show overt displays of emotion. This makes you look weak, 

and dare we even say, it makes you more like a woman! How 

terrible. On the opposite end of the scale, women show and 

express too many emotions, labelling them as irrational or even 

‘drama queens’. Movies and TV especially like to drum this 

perception of the male and female stereotype into us because the 

global elite (who I am certain control the media) want to keep us 

in a state of separation. What we need to do is find a balance 

between these two states of emotions. It is not good to suppress 

emotions as in the case of so many men in our times, and it is 

equally destructive for women to let their feelings get the better 

of them, leading to irrational judgements or assumptions. 
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 It pains me to see men who cannot express themselves 

emotionally. I think I speak for most women when I say there is 

nothing more attractive than a man who can show emotion. It 

makes you more ‘human’ to us. When the wall comes up you 

block us out, which drives our emotional system to the point of 

no return, and that triggers our emotional system off. Can you see 

this perpetual cycle continuing in an endless loop of drama? It 

also isn’t easy to be a woman; I speak from experience when I 

say a woman really feels too much sometimes, and we also feel 

vulnerable when we let these emotions out (just like men would 

feel if they were to ‘bare all’). The best form of getting a balance 

is to talk, to simply open the floodgates of communication – 

especially before it gets out of hand. So even if it is a small thing, 

rather bring it up before it snowballs into a big issue. When we 

converse with either sex, but especially with the opposite sex – I 

say this because it is good to get the other point of view on 

something – we open up communication to rationally deal with 

the specific emotion. To be heard.   

 Sometimes a problem doesn’t even need your ‘listening 

buddy’ to come up with a solution; why is this? Because, we 

intrinsically, just want to be heard and acknowledged. This can 

bring us into balance. When we voice out loud our ‘mind 

chatter’, we can often make sense of it for ourselves just by 

hearing the power of the emotions taking the form of words. The 

words are a manifestation of the emotion, and therefore can 

sometimes be released when spoken. That is why some people 

calm down considerably after being allowed to ‘say their piece’. 

And I will stress again that it is always beneficial to both parties 

to let each other talk without interruption. Listen with your fullest 

attention, and when it is time for you to speak, ask the other 

person to do the same for you – this is what quality conversations 

look like. Otherwise no one really gets ‘heard’, and it is a battle 

of ego rather than an open discussion. Next time you are in a 

situation like this, focus on where your attention is at, and when 

you feel the urge to interrupt, ask yourself if it is perhaps 

something that can be said later, or is it even necessary at all. 

This is an exchange of attentive energy. 
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 We are out of touch with our emotional guidance system, we 

need to redefine emotions, and why we have them. The two very 

strong emotions we deal with most in our daily lives usually 

revert to, yes you guessed it, either love or fear. We know what 

love feels like, and the emotions that build up to love are ones of 

joy, bliss, happiness, etc. The build up to love and love itself is 

our natural state of being, and these emotions feel inexplicably 

good!  But what about the other side of the scale… the build up 

to fear through jealousy, anger, revenge, stress – only to name a 

few? 

 Fear is something that dominates modern life. There is always 

something to be fearful of. We put on the news, and there is a 

wave of bad, if not distressing, news. Switch it off! When they 

start to report all the good things that happen during the day you 

can turn it back on again. We have fear-based propaganda 

coming to us through all the various media types; TV, radio, 

internet, newspaper, magazine, advertising – you name it. I don’t 

know if most of you are aware of just how much of this negative 

garbage is being pumped out at you, and how much your psyche 

takes in. But it is dangerous enough to acknowledge now and to 

do something about it. Nothing drastic, you can start to slowly 

wean yourself off by just not listening to every news broadcast – 

you can go online now to check the headlines if you really have 

to, and that way you can filter out a lot of useless information that 

is just there to bring you down. You can start to really filter out 

what you watch on TV or on film. We are so programmed to just 

switch on and vegetate. How many shows or films do you watch 

that when they’re finished you say to yourself, ‘what a load of 

rubbish’? But you just sat through the entire episode or movie! 

How many of you fall asleep whilst watching violent or even 

noisy TV programmes? Do you usually experience good sleep 

when you do this, or does it evoke nightmares and restless sleep? 

Think of what you are feeding your subconscious. It is best to 

wind down before bedtime. Take thirty minutes, before you turn 

in, to read a book or listen to some ambient music. Let you brain 

waves move from beta waves (mentally active) into alpha waves 

(wakeful relaxation with closed eyes). 
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 Sit down, and really think about the films or TV programmes 

you really like to watch, and stick to those ones that make you 

feel good and elated – they are the ones worth watching. Mind 

what you read too; same thing, filter out what makes you feel 

negative, and concentrate on the ‘feel good’ stuff. This can really 

make a difference in your life, and will greatly lessen that feeling 

of helplessness we all tend to suffer when we are exposed to too 

much media-dominated negativity. Take control, and be your 

own censor. It is a step in the direction to self-empowerment.   

 Emotions are our instinct, our very own GPS system that alerts 

us to potential danger or pleasure. We need to reconnect 

ourselves to this system and to trust it. When we bottle up our 

emotions they stay literally bottled up in our body with nowhere 

to go, but to eventually manifest physically as disease (dis-ease). 

This is what happens to unresolved, suppressed emotion. We are 

such powerful creators we have another fall-back system to alert 

us to what we missed with our emotions; this is disease or pain. 

This is the last resort to tell us something needs addressing. To 

ignore this distress call would be foolish. So listen to your body, 

and feel those emotions, and start to work through them. Do this, 

and you will lift the many stresses of modern day life. Empower 

yourself with the ability to communicate your feelings and to 

voice your emotions, and encourage others to do the same. 

Observe yourself when you are faced with fear or any of the 

emotions that lead up to fear. Ask yourself how they are serving 

you and if you could try to move them up the emotional scale 

until you get to a place where you have some balance and clarity. 

Then you can start to assess whether you can do something about 

it or leave it. You can only do three things in this life; accept 

what is happening; be joyful with what is happening; stop 

engaging in what is happening.   

 Again, we are faced with choice. You have a choice whether 

you want to live this life in joy or fear.   
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Chapter 6 

 

The greatest present of all – the Now 
 

One random moment 

I received a gift 

Finding joy 

In the mundane 

Inhabiting form 

Whilst knowing I am formless 

Closing my eyes 

Accepting the darkness 

Arriving at beauty 

Embracing the light 

Loving all 

I can walk alone 

Desiring the world 

Needing nothing 

Enjoying the content 

Being at peace with nothingness 

Awakening to Divine Dichotomy 

The duality of being 

I am this moment 

I have opened the Present 

 

Present moment awareness 

 

 Stillness is vitally significant on your path to releasing your 

true potential and mastering your life. To be present is a 

challenge for most of us, but presence in everything you do, say 

and, most important, how you listen or pay attention to others 

holds the key to unlocking a rich and fulfilling existence. 

 

Be still, listen to your heart beating, 

Be still, listen to the song of the birds outside. 

Be still and realise fear is an illusion, 

Be still and find peace is already within you. 
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 Being present is simplicity itself. Being present just means to 

be supremely concentrated in the moment you are in – no 

thoughts on past or future (unless they are imperative to the 

present moment). It means really being here, in the now – not 

thousands of miles away in your mind, rehashing past events or 

fretting about future possibilities. Presiding in awareness when 

you are alone or in company will give you the ability to see 

things with greater clarity. Yes, it sounds lovely doesn’t it, but 

what do I mean by this? The practice of stillness, meditation or 

‘no thought’ has to be one of the most important tools in your 

empowering ‘bag of tricks’. When we learn how to quiet the 

mind, we are at the core of our existence. This core is where all 

answers are found. It is where our true entity resides, the all-

knowing higher self.  To work from this place of stillness will 

lead you to discover things you could not have imagined were in 

you. You can literally tap into the matrix of life and knowledge, 

and pluck any information you desire out of it. This could be 

likened to tuning in to the Whole and reading frequencies, 

vibrations and feelings. The hard part is getting past the barrage 

of thought streams that keep this beautiful place hidden from 

your psyche. I love the ‘room of requirement’ in the Harry Potter 

books. For those of you who don’t know what it is, it’s a room 

the students at Hogwarts find (in various random places around 

their school) when they are in need of something – no matter 

what it is. If you need the toilet, the room will have an abundance 

of chamber pots for you – you get the picture. I mention this 

room of requirement because it is a beautiful analogy for the 

room in our psyche. It is a place we can visit any time we want to 

when we want peace and quiet, or even if we are seeking an 

answer to something, solutions to problems, inspiration or clarity 

on a situation. This ‘room’ is where we connect to the Divine 

Source, and is where all possibilities are born, and can be 

downloaded into your reality.   

 There are no limits to our capabilities and creative endeavours; 

there is an answer to every problem created in this reality. You 

would not have set yourself up with a situation that needed 

solving if there wasn’t a way to resolve it. Your mind finds all 
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sorts of ways to distract you with its rapid and continuous 

delivery of worries and potential snags, but if you trust yourself 

enough, go to your room of requirement, and ask for a solution to 

present itself. This can take time, but you can ask for a time limit 

for when the answer will come to you – say for instance, within 

three days, or twenty-four hours. Then your job is to look out for 

synchronicities and answers in any shape or form. They may 

come to you in the form of anything, so keep your eyes open. For 

instance, you have asked your higher self if you should stay in 

the relationship you are in. You have set a three day limit.  Day 

one comes, and you are at the supermarket, you see a couple 

arguing – it is an argument you have had with your partner in the 

past. This is a sign. Day two comes along, and you are watching a 

TV programme where there is a strong message of being self-

reliant and how you should find yourself before entering a 

relationship. Sign two has presented itself. On day three you are 

reading a magazine article, and your eyes happen to fall upon an 

advert that really impresses you – it is a young woman who is 

enjoying herself, with a group of friends, at a Parisian café. You 

wish you had travelled more, and suddenly the light bulb goes on 

in your head! You are not ready to be in a serious relationship 

yet. Your answer has arrived.   

 The signs may be blatant or subtle, they may come frequently 

or you may just have one strong impulse. These are the road 

markers for you to take on the path to your best possible 

outcome.   

 When I was at the end stages of writing this book I realised I 

had no idea of what I wanted the cover to look like. I decided to 

use the room of requirement technique and sat on my couch, eyes 

closed, and began to put my attention on my breath. When I had 

attained the stillness, I went inside my ‘room’, and sat down on a 

big, comfortable, old chair. It took me roughly two minutes 

before a very clear picture of a white cover and a green clover 

leaf heart literally popped into my head – it was perfect! I 

understood in a flash this vision was an ideal concept as the white 

represented divinity, and the heart represented love. I especially 

loved the use of the green clover leaf as a heart as this draws 
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attention to our Earth and nature too – so everything was in there, 

and the added bonus is it was a simple concept. I was so 

delighted I immediately began to start to design the cover. The 

cover you see on the front of this book is my interpretation of the 

cover idea given to me in my room of requirement. A clear 

example of how one can use this magical room that resides in 

your psyche.  

 When you live like this, trusting your inner guidance system, 

the synchronicities will unravel in such a way it will astound you.  

You will start seeing signs in everything, and it is a truly joyous 

experience. This is how life was meant to be lived. The only 

problem lies in the incessant mind noise – the ‘white noise’ in the 

head, as I like to call it. Here is a technique that will help you to 

build a bridge to the core of your psyche, to find your room of 

peace and stillness. 

 

Breath –More vital than you think 

 

 It is the first thing we do when we experience this life in 

biology, and the last thing we do when we exit. 

 As physical beings, it is our life – we cannot function without 

it. It is the miracle of breath. In meditation, it is our bridge 

between the noise of our minds and the approaching silence. It is 

our pathway to stillness, to present moment awareness. Breathing 

correctly enlivens your mind, invigorates the body, and helps you 

to find clarity. Your quality of breath will determine your quality 

of life. 

 Breathe deep, let your stomach fill with air, breathe out, and 

know you are alive, feel the tingling sensation in your body. Your 

cells are alive and bursting with energy. Deep breathing will help 

your body, and bring balance to your biology. Try to consciously 

breathe, even if it is every hour. Most of us breathe shallowly 

most of the time, which restricts oxygen to the brain causing 

fatigue and lethargy so, whenever you can, put your attention on 

your breath.   

 Try this exercise. Breathe in to the count of eight – really fill 

your lungs, and let your stomach expand to the extent that you 
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look pregnant. Hold that breath to the count of eight, and then 

release it slowly to the count of eight. Do this three times as 

many times a day as you can, especially in the morning, when 

you awaken, and just before sleep. It will give you an added kick 

to the day, and induce restful sleep at night. 

 This book is not going to go into the deep workings of breath 

as we are addressing many subjects under one cover. If you are 

interested in finding out more about breathing techniques and 

their benefits, please see the book reference section at the end of 

this book for helpful literature in this area. 

 Suffice to say when you engage in mindful breathing – putting 

your mind on inhalation and exhalation – you form a bridge to 

the quiet place in your mind. When a thought arises, brush it 

aside – you will need to do this a lot as the mind and ego loves to 

interrupt this process. Sometimes in order for you to be able to 

brush a thought aside, you will need to watch the thought, and let 

it play itself out, then you let it go – do not become involved with 

the thought. You merely observe it, and then release it. It is like a 

child that needs to be disciplined a few times before he/she backs 

down. With time and practice, you will be able to cross that 

bridge a little more easily every time you engage in the stillness 

or meditation. Don’t judge yourself or get upset if your mind just 

won’t shut up – this is normal, and takes a lot of practice to get to 

the point where you can achieve full stillness without the ‘white 

noise’. Sometimes my mind just won’t let go of a song or tune 

when I am doing this, and I just let that be – it usually dissipates 

in the end anyway. Follow your mind wherever it takes you. This 

journey can be really awesome as you begin to sense the 

vibrations and different frequencies in the ether and all around 

you. It might come in the form of flashing or bright coloured 

lights, or a vortex, or wormhole. Sometimes, it just remains dark 

or ‘spotty’ – a bit like the night sky. Stay with this, and see where 

it takes you. This is the journey into the mind, and it can be a 

wonderfully calming experience (it can also be a rollercoaster 

ride for some, so buckle up!).   
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Destructive thought and quieting the mind 

 

 There are so many beautifully written books on the subject of 

present moment awareness, my personal favourites being the 

Eckhart Tolle books, ‘The Power of Now’ and ‘A New Earth’. 

But I would like to touch on it a little bit in this book as it all ties 

up with the magnificent whole. 

 When we are still, we are in the present moment. When the 

continuous noise of the mind is silent, we experience present 

moment awareness. Easier said than done, of course, but it can be 

mastered. With regular meditation (this just means breathing and 

quieting the mind for as little as five minutes a day) and proper 

breathing techniques and mantras, one can easily become a 

master of ones thought patterns. You will get to a point where 

you can easily detach yourself from your thoughts through 

awareness. We use mantras and meditations as training wheels to 

the stillness that is at the very core of our soul.   

 Once you have mastered this, you will no longer need the 

training wheels, as you will be able to attain stillness instantly. 

But for those of you who are new to these practices, some of the 

techniques used to bring oneself into the present are very helpful, 

but always bear in mind you will never need anything to realise 

this potential whenever you want it. Some people cling to their 

mantras and meditation techniques, and this can become a very 

stagnant practice as the Earth energy shifts into ever-changing 

new gears or frequencies. Some practices will already be felt as 

outdated, and one needs to change with the times, so to speak. So 

when you feel the need to move onto something else or perhaps 

nothing else, as the case may be, then trust your intuitions. As 

practices for the sake of keeping a ritual going is of no good if 

you are not progressing. In other words, do not let your practice 

become a stagnant ritual. Bend like a reed in the wind to suit a 

new need, should it arise. 

 A useful tool to use is the ‘stop’ signpost. Clearly see a stop 

sign in your minds eye; now use it every time you identify 

yourself wondering into the terrain of useless or negative thought.   
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Stop! 

 

 Hold the sign up to your mind. When you do this it is a 

distraction to get you to stop dead in your tracks from the 

involvement of an unhelpful thought. Try it for yourself. Be the 

‘lollipop lady’ of your mind by holding up the stop sign and 

bringing the traffic of mind noise to a halt, and even possibly let 

the helpful thoughts across the road. 

 Now that you have an idea of how to get to the present 

moment – what does it do? Well, it is the grounding force that 

enables you to truly live. The present moment is bliss, peace and 

tranquillity. It is a tool to help you to find clarity. But 

intrinsically, it is the place where we are most at peace with 

ourselves and the outer world. If we could all operate in this 

space, a lot of problems would be alleviated. When you are in the 

moment, there is no thought pattern about past or future; there is 

only the ‘now’. You experience life as it is now. When we detach 

from the constant stream of mind-numbing thought, we have no 

fear/stress of future or regret/anger about past. We are supremely 

concentrated in the ‘is-ness’ of the now. It is as simple as it 

sounds. When you attain this degree of inner peace, you will find 

out just how perfect you are, and everything around you too. 

Problems will lose their potency, and you will be able to laugh in 

the face of fear. What could harm a being as perfect as you? You 

are a soul with no beginning and no end. What a marvellous 

space to be in! That is why some people are addicted to 

meditation and forget to live. But the true master finds the 

balance in between. We are still human, and have to face the 

outside world, but through the practice of being in the present 

moment and through awareness itself, you will be able to operate 

in your current reality with a more peaceful and accepting 

demeanour.   

 There are so many basic things that we, as humans, have 

forgotten. We don’t forget to eat or drink – so why do we forget 

to breathe correctly? We don’t forget to sit on the couch and turn 

on the telly – so why do we forget to be present? Most of us are 

nervous about being still, and we try to occupy every bit of spare 
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time we have by filling it up with nonsense. All this is really just 

a cover up for the fact we fear what we may face when we quiet 

our minds. We fear the psyche, and all the hidden corners we 

have not explored. We fear the clutter we have stored in there, 

packing it in boxes and labelling it for another day we know, 

deep down, we don’t ever want to face. We must face these fears 

if we are to move on. It is a hard reality, but it is the truth. You 

can plaster a wall over and over, but if there are cracks of 

unresolved past issues hidden in the concrete, they will always 

break through, leaving imperfections in your wall. It is easier, in 

the long run, to work through these issues until we find that 

Shangri La in our minds. We need to merge the habit of 

practicing to be present back into our mainstream of life to adopt 

a healthy overall balance of perception of the dimension we call 

our reality. Our stressful and sometimes frantic way of life leaves 

little ‘time’ to breathe correctly or to be aware of the present 

moment – or does it?   

 How many times, in your busy day, do you have a window of 

opportunity to be present? I’m sure you can find the time, even if 

it happens to be when you use the toilet! You can practice regular 

deep breath inhalations and exhalations sitting behind your 

computer screen or on the train to work. We say we don’t have 

the time, but that is absolute rubbish, and an excuse because we 

are lazy or fearful, or both, of taking control of our own lives. If 

you have time to buy a doughnut, you have time for these re-

alignment practices. It just takes repetition and a dedication to 

observing the mind and habitual thought processes. Clear out all 

the junk in there, and make way for the peace everyone so readily 

says they want to have. Don’t look for a future date to attain this 

present moment awareness – everything that is going to happen 

will happen now, so what are you waiting for – someone else to 

do it for you? Or, perhaps, you don’t have the ‘time’ to do it now 

and set it up for something you will do at a later stage in your 

life? If this is the case, the chances are you will never venture 

down this avenue, and you will continue to let your mind 

override and control your circumstances. There is no time like the 
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present! Make a commitment, and stick to it, don’t even commit 

to doing it tomorrow as tomorrow never comes. 

 How many of you, when you examine the stream of thoughts 

or ‘mind chatter’ in your head, realise your thoughts either 

pertain to past life experience or future worry? Usually worrying 

about things that never come to pass? How much time and stress 

(never mind sleepless nights) could you save just by eliminating 

such thought patterns? Stillness is worth every moment it takes in 

practicing the art.   

 Present moment awareness is the way to live. It is the only 

way out of this insane society we live in that is fixated on future 

and past. Time is an illusion, and will only be a means to an end 

– for keeping appointments and such. Time will become a 

redundant factor in life. Who needs time when we live in an 

infinite universe? Time ages us, who needs that?   

 Be the master of your destiny – live in the present moment. 

And you can start this now by becoming aware of your thoughts. 

Then progressively, you can start to alter them as you see fit, or 

even to stop them dead in their tracks! Nothing ever happened 

outside of the now; everything you have experienced in your life 

up to this point was experienced in the present moment. Nothing 

will ever happen in the future – it all happens in the Now.  Future 

is unobtainable – the present is always here. Open your gift, the 

present, and experience the timeless realm. 

 

“He who has begun has half done. Dare to be wise; begin!” –

Horace, 65-8 B.C. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Judgement – right versus wrong 
 

Clouding your judgement 

 

Judgement helps us to make sense of the world. We judge all the 

time. Without judgement it would be difficult to clarify what we 

do and don’t want in our lives. You need a basis of comparison to 

clearly see what you want. You are judging when you say ‘I 

don’t like the taste of olives’ – this is an important process that 

develops your personal preference system. In this type of 

scenario judgement is all right, it is seen as essential. Now let’s 

delve into where judgement literally ‘clouds your judgement’. To 

get the bigger picture, we need to take a look at the harm 

judgement can do in your life and in the lives of others. 

 We are pre-programmed, if you like, to know the difference 

between what is good and evil, right or wrong – but do we really 

think for ourselves anymore? Do we judge because that is what 

society has led us to believe (a programmed reaction to pre-set 

ideas) or are we making a judgement based on what we truly 

think, see and feel. It goes without saying we dislike being 

judged, and yet we are in the process of doing it almost 

constantly. Take a moment out in your day (just a couple of hours 

will do), and see just how many times you judge a situation or 

person(s). Is all of this necessary? No, most of it is not. Some 

judgements are just a pre-programmed response to react in a 

certain way, either taught to us over the years by others or by 

ourselves. When something is repeated over and over again, it 

becomes a neuron response in our brain – an instant reaction pre-

determining the outcome because we have been down that road, 

and we have taught our brains how to react to certain situations 

we have been through before. This allows it to become an 

automated response. We very rarely stop to think about our 

judgements and to, perhaps, reassess them. Many judgements we 

hold are outdated, and not very useful anymore, but we still hold 

onto them because we are creatures of habit, and change is not 
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always comfortable for us. It feels easier to mentally stay where 

we are, but this attitude must change in order for us to evolve. It 

is important we re-evaluate our belief structures, and peel away 

the many layers of false pre-conceptions. It is time to think for 

ourselves, and to make our own judgement calls based on love 

and truth rather than coming from your ego or, in some cases, a 

tainted social perception. You may think you are making the 

decision, but many times we judge because of what we have been 

taught through our various belief systems. When you open your 

mind to this, you will find there is very little to judge. But in 

order to do this, we have to redefine right and wrong. 

 Right and wrong is very subjective. What is right today may 

seem wrong tomorrow. You walk a fine line when you see either 

of these as black or white. There is so much grey area in 

everything it is probably impossible to be sure of what right or 

wrong really is. We just have preconceived notions of what they 

are. Right and wrong are merely a point of view, yours to be 

precise. You are constantly judging this world through your eyes, 

beliefs and prejudices. As human beings we want to 

compartmentalise everything, but sometimes this way of thinking 

just adds to our confusion. Now is the time to let go of the world 

we once knew, and enter a beautiful new phase on Earth. 

 There are so many examples of things we thought were all 

right, but have since been proven to be wrong or bad, but let’s 

take smoking as our first example of how society dictates to us.   

 Smoking was deemed to be a recreational activity, up until and 

including the 1950s, and completely socially acceptable 

behaviour until studies showed smoking could be the cause of 

heart disease, lung cancer, erectile dysfunction and, believe it or 

not, a lower IQ. Some people still claim, however, that smoking 

has never done them any harm and it is all a mindset; in other 

words, a belief that something is not harmful. With this belief, 

they continue to smoke. I think this would work if you believed 

one hundred percent that smoking could not cause you any harm 

whatsoever. I knew a woman who seemed to prove this as she 

was well into her nineties and chain smoked. I have just recently 

read an article claiming tobacco has been discovered to prevent 
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Parkinson’s disease and, according to Harvard Clinical Research, 

is actually considered good for your heart! It is the additives the 

cigarette companies are allowed to put into the cigarettes that are 

harmful. They use ingredients like ammonia (used in household 

cleaning products), arsenic (used in rat poisons) and cadmium 

(used in batteries), just to name a few, and this is all allowed by 

the FDA (Food and Drug Association). The funny thing is the 

number of smokers has drastically decreased in the last twenty 

years, but the number of cancer and heart disease patients has 

increased. 

 Now, by no means am I an advocate of smoking, but I am just 

trying to make a point about what is deemed ‘good or bad’ and 

seeing the smoky, grey area in between. Your mind is a powerful 

tool, and like I said, if your belief in something is unwavering, 

that will become your reality. Just a shred of doubt will interfere 

with your thought projections so if you are going to attempt to do 

something that is publicly declared as not good for you, be very 

clear on your thoughts about it. It would be wise to reaffirm your 

positive stance towards it daily.   

 Judgement likes black and white, it has no time for grey areas, 

but reality is nothing but grey area. Change is a constant in this 

universe. It is the only thing we can rely on. So what was good 

yesterday may become bad today, what was right last week might 

seem very wrong now. Today’s truth can be tomorrows alter 

reality. Today you might be very much in love with someone, 

and that would be your truth in that present moment. Somewhere 

down the line you become aware you no longer are ‘in love’ with 

this person (or situation – whichever suits you best for this 

analogy), and your truth that was true a while ago now becomes a 

different reality. Your reality or truth now is you are not in love 

with that said person or situation. We change our minds 

constantly – do you see how change is such a constant? When we 

live in such an ever-changing realm, it is maybe even a little 

dangerous to judge sometimes when we come full circle. In other 

words, we are the ones left in the wake of that judgement.   

 What I mean by this is judge today, and you could be the one 

who is judged tomorrow when you inadvertently commit the 
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same act. Just remember, everyone is a mirror of yourself. Let me 

explain this a little more. 

 

The mirror 

 

 The concept when you look at someone else and see faults in 

them it is actually your faults reflected back at you is a concept 

that took me a while to figure out. If you are one of those people 

who immediately get this then good on you, but for those who 

struggle, I can only use my own experience of this. 

 I sort of got it, not fully, but sort of. Like for instance, if I get 

cross with someone because they won’t let me get a word in 

edgeways, I understand I probably hog the floor every now and 

again too. But I couldn’t relate this ‘mirror’ analogy to myself 

with the tougher ones. People who murder or abuse – how can 

judging their actions be the same as seeing those traits reflected 

back at you? Well, the penny dropped one day when I was 

particularly appalled about the gross harm people can do to 

animals intentionally. I have never understood this and to try to 

wrap my head around the mentality of it has always proven to be 

very near impossible. Then I stood back for a second to analyse 

how I was feeling at that moment.   

 

My emotions were that of anger, hate and violence. 

 

Hmm, not very nice, but true. At that moment I wanted to get my 

hands on the perpetrators and ring their necks! I wanted to inflict 

the same pain and anguish on them they had inflicted on those 

innocent animals. I wanted revenge, that tyrannical ‘r’ word. It 

was in this moment I saw how my reaction was no better than 

that of the animal abusers. I saw the mirror image being reflected 

back at me. Their violence brought out violence in me; I wanted 

to do exactly what they were doing to them. How does this make 

me any better than them? It doesn’t. That is why we need to see 

the reflections in the mirror. See them for what they are.   

 Now I’m not stupid, I can see how my actions are slightly 

different to those of the animal abusers; my actions come from a 
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place of love and compassion for the animals, but in its naked 

and true essence, my reaction was just as barbaric. Can you see 

how revenge and retribution has perpetuated an ever-increasing 

violent society, breeding cultures that hate and want constant 

justice for their wrongs (as perceived by them)? Let us take a step 

back, and look at this. Our history has been a circle of events that 

repeats itself over and over again. We never learn, we just do the 

same thing – a species that is on a loop, just pressing the repeat 

button until we eventually end it. Could this be the moment in 

history we have been waiting for? The time to put a stop to 

repetitive ways of thinking, and to cast ourselves into an 

awareness of love and peace, and dare I even say, acceptance. If 

we don’t want a repeat of history, then let us stop the cycle of 

unwarranted judgement of others now. Without judgement there 

is no condemnation; without condemnation there is no ‘them and 

us’ – we will have to accept we are all part of this theatrical 

production called ‘life on Earth’. We will also start to see ‘they’ 

are as much a part of us as our blood families, and then perhaps, 

we will acknowledge they are indeed our extended family.   

 

Won’t there be civil unrest? 

 

 Now, by no means, am I advocating civil unrest. Society will 

still need its judicial system to keep a balance. But on a more 

social level we need to broaden our concepts of right and wrong. 

I also believe the judicial system has many faults, but this is not 

the book for outlining that. I would, however, like to say the 

penalties for crimes should be reassessed to perpetuate a more 

productive correctional facility such as rural development 

programmes for inmates and more positive rehabilitation 

techniques, which I can see being implemented in the not so far 

future. In fact, many systems are making a positive change 

already. There is a group in South Africa called Nicro that puts 

petty crime criminals to good use in their programmes designed 

to help the community with whatever skill the perpetrator has to 

offer as they do community service. Most of the misdemeanours 

end up sticking with the programme long after their service is 
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done as they feel a sense of purpose in what they can offer the 

community. This seems like a win-win situation. The petty 

criminal does not hold up the judicial system in court and also 

does not clog up the already overcrowded prisons either. Most 

criminals, who go to prison, when they are released, end up 

committing worse crimes than they were arrested for in the first 

place.   

 Nicro is a really uplifting new approach to a stagnant problem. 

I can see it working as it uses positivity instead of negativity. 

 

Back to right and wrong… 

 

 Now back to the topic of right and wrong. There is no right 

and wrong. Why do you think the biblical God doesn’t throw a 

couple of lightning bolts down every time someone blasphemes, 

commits a crime or goes against one of the ‘ten commandments’? 

Now if the Divine really did have an ego, we would definitely be 

getting a few lightning bolts up the rear! 

 In order for someone to get upset about something, they would 

have to take it personally. If I told you you’re really stupid (and 

you knew you weren’t) you wouldn’t bat an eyelid, but as soon as 

someone says something to you, you agree with (even though 

you don’t care to admit it), you get riled. So if you have a low 

self-image and someone tells you you’re ugly, you feel depressed 

because you actually agree with them; if you didn’t it would not 

affect you at all. These are just some of the hard truths we have to 

face. 

 So is it wrong of someone to point out a fault of yours that 

plummets you into a depression that lasts ten years, or is it 

actually your fault you took offence in the first place? A real 

mind bender, but it is something we have all faced in our 

lifetimes. That one moment (more than likely when we were very 

young) when someone told us something we took personally and 

made it our truth. Is that right or wrong? It is neither. The person 

who made the comment could have been someone who loved you 

dearly and had no idea of the impact of their word. You, who 

took it onboard, are neither right nor wrong as your actions took 
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you down a road that probably needed travelling in order to get 

you to a certain destination. But the key point here is to now 

realise the power people have over you with what they say and 

reassess how it will affect you in the future. In other words, how 

you will react, from this moment onwards, to other peoples 

opinions. You can do this and live a much more fulfilling life 

where you exercise your power of agreement and non-judgement. 

You just need to be mindful of what you say; in other words, ask 

yourself if it is a necessary statement even if it happens to be true. 

You also need to be mindful of what you take personally; in other 

words, do you agree with this person and if you do, you would 

need to work on that (either accept it or change it). Why do you 

need to do all this? Because, contrary to popular belief and like I 

have mentioned before in this book, you are perfect. It is the 

layers of conditioning that have led you to believe otherwise. 

You are Divine, and anything Divine is perfection. It is subject to 

how you perceive yourself, not how others perceive you. When 

you really know this to be true, you will love yourself, and then 

you will love others more deeply and at the level of soul. When 

you judge, you put limitations on your love and compassion. 

When you group things as right or wrong, you put limitations on 

the truth. How can you do this when the truth is always changing 

and destiny always re-arranging? 

 Let go of the need to judge, and you will walk around seeing 

people with new eyes. You will see past the restrictive 

behaviours, the patterns that are adopted for cultural or societies 

purpose, and you will really see them for who and what they are, 

Divine souls experiencing life in the universe. That is all we are, 

Gods living out our creation in the flesh.   

 Imagine baking the most delicious chocolate gateaux and 

never being able to experience tasting it?   

 The Divine is experiencing creation through us. Up until this 

point it was for the development of our species to live every 

contrast in order to define who and what we were to evolve into. 

We have to experience contrast in order to really know what we 

want. How would you know you don’t want violence in your life 

if you have never experienced or witnessed it? That is why we, as 
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a species, have done virtually everything deemed good and bad, 

to experience the totality of living. But I think we would all agree 

we have learnt our lesson now and Earth, as the great classroom, 

is finally closing her doors as we are now standing in line to 

graduate. The time is now, the awakening to the collective 

consciousness has begun, and we all have work to do for the final 

preparation of the ‘end times’. And what comes with the end? A 

new beginning! We set our calendar back to zero when Jesus 

Christ was born, now as we enter the Age of Aquarius, the time 

has come again for us to turn back the clocks and reset, 

metaphorically speaking. 

 

How can we be Divine when we are sinners? 

 

 I know a lot of you will ask this question. We can’t possibly 

be Divine in the knowledge we sin. Well, let’s define the human 

terminology ‘sin’. To sin is to go against one’s self. So to sin 

would be to go against your own morality or values. Let’s say the 

worst sin you can think of is to murder someone. That’s one of 

the biggies, isn’t it? Now, just to throw this in here, the God of 

the Old Testament was well adept at murdering – He wiped out 

whole villages of men, women and children. So, if you believe in 

that religious doctrine, you probably will be welcomed into the 

gates of heaven if you are a mass murderer. But let’s be logical 

now, the Divine isn’t about that. My personal feeling is the Old 

Testament is a set of ‘man made’ conditions, imposed and 

manipulated by the controlling ‘powers that be’. Although the 

bible gives us wonderful examples of morality through stories, it 

can also misinform us with a lot of watered-down, misleading 

interpretations or ‘hearsay’ texts. We need to filter out the truth, 

and this is where we need to trust our inner guidance system, our 

feelings. When you learn to trust your gut instincts again, you 

will feel the truth.   

 Truth can take on many forms, and it is up to each of us how 

we interpret them. It is of vital importance we do not impose our 

truth on another. Every one of us is capable of working from our 

own place of integrity. 
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 Some even believe we come into this life to carry out the 

specific wish of another for their development in this life. How 

much must you love another soul to come back as that very soul’s 

oppressor – the very person who abuses or murders so the other 

soul walks through their personally attributed karma? Before you 

brush this idea off as nonsense, mull it over – what a concept! 

Imagine if before we come to Earth to play out our lives, we 

converge with our soul group, the souls with whom we 

experience life, to discuss and plan how this life will take shape. 

In this meeting, everyone has a specific role to play, and every 

role, be it ‘good’ or ‘bad’, is played out with unconditional love. 

 

Now how is that for thinking out of the box? 

 

 Wouldn’t it make sense that, as we are one big family on the 

other side of the veil (the barrier between our ‘reality’ and the 

spiritual realm), we are also one big family on the inside (here on 

Earth). And in that, we all help each other face off the specific 

attributes we would like to learn, master and/or experience. In 

order to do this, we have some of our beloved family members 

act out a drama in this life as the ‘villain’. How much would a 

soul have to love you to do this? I must admit, it is quite a 

contemporary theory to grapple with, but it is truly an awesome 

philosophy of unconditional love, and a lesson to be very wary of 

our inner judge. This shows us we have a lot to contemplate 

about judging whether something is right or wrong, or 

condemning another to hell for their actions. This universe works 

on a system of love, and it makes perfect sense every action is 

played out with love. Be it good or bad, we need to relinquish the 

need to judge it because we do not fully see the bigger picture as 

it is played out.  

 To have true faith would be to not judge another or a situation 

and to try, really try, to see things as they are. Everything is as it 

is… lets explore that concept. 
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It is what it is 

 

 When I feel challenged by outside or external influences or 

situations, my favourite phrase to bring me into the present 

moment is 'it is what it is'. 

 It is such a simple yet effective phrase. In its simplicity it 

offers you a gateway, a bridge to cross from potentially being 

swept away with unhelpful emotions to being in a realm of 

acceptance – which ultimately brings with it, peace.   

 

Accepting what is 

 

 You are offering up no resistance to any given situation. It is 

not always the easiest of practices, but if you can be present 

enough, in the moment, you will remember this phrase, and be 

able to accept and cope with whatever life throws at you – from 

the small things in life to the more challenging things. 

 

I have a story to give you as an example of accepting ‘is-ness’ 

 

 As I sat down to have my coffee outside on a glorious 

morning, I carefully positioned myself to sit so I wouldn't knock 

the table and spill the contents of my mug. I succeeded in doing 

this until I bumped the table, whilst crossing my legs, which 

tipped a whole lot of water, which had been accumulating in the 

centre of the table after a nightfall of rain, into my lap and 

spilling the coffee I was so desperately trying to keep from 

spilling. For a few seconds I sat there observing my very wet 

trousers and the table covered in coffee; then I remembered my 

favourite phrase, and began to laugh. This could have gone 

horribly wrong as I have a bad temper, but ultimately, I had a 

choice to make it a neutral situation or a big disaster (which by 

the way always starts to snowball out of control until you are 

having a thoroughly bad day). 

 Even with the bigger things. I lost both my parents to cancer 

within a span of five years, and even though I miss them terribly 

at times, I know they are with me always, and this situation is 
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what it is. The relationship I have with them now has taken on a 

different form. I have no doubt they are happy in the 

dimension/realm they are in, and I can make peace with that. This 

situation is what it is. To fight it would bring a lot of 

unhappiness, which would not benefit anybody. Try to apply this 

to your situation; see events as not being either 'good' or 'bad', but 

simply 'being what they are'. To fight against a situation and to 

ask 'how could this happen to me?' will bring nothing, but grief 

and despair. Any situation you find yourself in is as it is, and all 

things will pass – this is a fact. There is always light, even in the 

darkest of places. 

 Using this phrase does not mean you don't care; it simply 

means you are not resisting what is and cannot change. If you can 

change it then by all means do, and then accept that situation for 

what it is. If you can truly live like this it will make your life a lot 

more peaceful, and will help you to be less judgemental. 

 

A final say in the matter… 

 

 To conclude this chapter, it is a very difficult concept for us to 

get our heads around – the question of judgement and ethics. But 

I strongly believe we will get to a point where we can entertain 

the notion it may be possible to relinquish the inner judge and to 

contemplate the beauty of a life that doesn’t need to be 

compartmentalised into right and wrong, good or bad. This is not 

to say we will live in a lawless society, it would be naïve to think 

that, but it would be glorious for us to take on a more accepting 

and compassionate role in our lives, which might lead to a 

positive acculturation. If all of us do this, I think many social 

problems would be alleviated through our choice for a better life 

for all living creatures – a life of love and peace. Isn’t that the 

ideal? The one thing we are all striving for – Home (Heaven on 

Mother Earth). One of the various definitions for home is the 

place where you are stationed and from which missions start and 

end; it does certainly sound right, doesn’t it?   

 Let’s fasten our seatbelts, and take ourselves on a ride to the 

horizon of what could be a revolutionary way of thinking and 
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acting. I believe we all want to make things work for everyone’s 

betterment, and in order to do this we need to work in symbiance 

with each other and on our beautiful planet, Gaia.   

 There are loads of examples of how working symbiotically in 

the natural world brings about a peaceful co-existence, but I will 

point out just two important natural events that occur every day. 

There are the bee’s that pollinate flowers. Now here is a great, 

mutually beneficial situation. The bees collect pollen from the 

flowers (which they use to feed and create royal jelly for the 

Queen), and the flowers – which give off a strong scent and 

alluring colour in their petals to attract the bees – have their 

pollen spread to other flowers, which aids their (the flowers) 

reproduction. It is estimated one third of the human food supply 

depends on insect pollination, and most of this is done by bees. 

Another fantastic example of nature, at work in symbiance, is the 

tree. Just one of the many functions of the tree's life is absorbing 

carbon dioxide and emitting oxygen. If you have no trees there 

will be no air to breathe. We breathe out carbon dioxide, which is 

toxic for us, but it is needed by the tree – another win-win 

situation.   

 We are very capable of maintaining harmonious relations in 

society and amongst ourselves because all anybody wants is a 

comfortable, peaceful and joyful life experience at the end of the 

day. We need to turn our attention to Mother Earth, and observe 

her inhabitants. We need to remember our connection with the 

Earth, to the very dirt that carries so much life and sustains our 

lives. Without soil we would not survive. We need to get back to 

basics and reconnect with nature. We have become too far 

removed from our source of life. Our ancestors and many 

indigenous tribes still worship and give thanks to Gaia, the moon 

and the sun. This kind of reverence is not unorthodox; it is a 

beautiful example of gratitude for the multitude of things that 

sustain our existence.   

 Just remember, no matter how ‘high up’ on the evolutionary 

scale you are, no matter what dimension you are in, you will 

always be learning, and your gratitude will always be well 

received. Be very careful of the ones who tell you they have 
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‘arrived’. When learning stops and ideas become rigid, then 

entropy settles in, and will eventually lead to stagnation and 

death. When we stop learning and expanding into further fields of 

exploration, the cosmos or creativity, what is there left to 

experience? What would the point be? So never think you have 

finished your journey because I don’t think there is an end to any 

journey; not really. We are in an ever-expanding universe, a 

universe that keeps on pushing the boundaries of creativity and 

exploration into infinity. Just love being part of the process of 

discovery, and marvel at the wonders of creation in all its forms.   

 Judgement can become a nail in your coffin, and will inhibit 

your freedom to evolutionary ways of thinking and being. It tries 

to restrict your growth – don’t let it! When you can accept what 

is, you will broaden your horizons. Judgement can only lead you 

to compartmentalise your life, and it will set up boundaries.   

 So on one side of the scale you have unlimited horizons, and 

on the other, you have rigid boundaries.   

 What will it take for you to tip this scale and free your mind to 

a new reality with infinite possibilities?   
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Chapter 8 

 

The art of forgiveness 

 

Why should I forgive? 

 

 This is one of the most uplifting subjects because when you 

firmly understand and can embrace the art that is forgiveness, it 

breaks down many obstacles you will need to walk through in 

order to reshape your life and destiny – it is a quintessential 

element for moving on in your life.   

 Let’s examine what the word forgive literally means. I looked 

up this enticing word and the most succinct meaning was ‘to free’ 

(from a debt). Another definition given was to thoroughly give 

without reservation or absorbing a loss without reservation. Now 

the meaning of the word reservation, in this sense, means to keep 

back or to set aside for some future occasion. So now let’s take a 

step back, and see what this word is saying to us – to let 

something go, to free yourself of it, without any attachments or 

any intention to re-hash it in the future. 

 There are many misconceptions attached to forgiving. The 

most important of which is the idea if you forgive someone, you 

condone their actions. This couldn’t be farthest from the truth. 

When you forgive someone, and this could be on a small scale or 

on a large scale, you are releasing the act that was conducted by 

them from your life. A person is never evil; it is the act that is 

considered evil; a person’s state of mind changes like the wind. 

So when someone does something awful, you cannot condemn 

them for life, as their own personal growth could make them the 

next Dalai Lama, for all you know. Remember we do not always 

see the bigger picture from where we are standing. When you 

understand this, you realise forgiving releases you from having to 

relive and feel all the pain associated with a specific event. I say 

event because it separates the occurrence that took place from the 

person. So you are forgiving that person/s for the actions 

he/she/they chose to perform. Please, even in the event of the 

most heinous crime, try to see every individual person as a 
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creation of the Divine. Every soul comes from the purest source 

and will return there inevitably. We all come here to play our part 

in what can only be likened to a cosmic theatrical production – 

this ‘life’.   

 If you can try to see life like this, things become a lot lighter. 

Life continues, as does every energy force in this universe. If you 

think you blink out of existence the moment your heart stops 

beating then perhaps this is not the book for you, but if you do 

believe in an afterlife, no matter what form or shape it takes, then 

you can perhaps see how this life in all its physicality represents a 

pantomime play. As Shakespeare wrote, ‘All the world's a stage, 

and all the men and women merely players; they have their exits 

and their entrances; and one man in his time plays many parts, his 

acts being seven ages’.  

 If you can see this, your life will take on a different aspect – 

one of playfulness and joy; a life that can be lived without the 

burden of a heavy heart or fear of the unknown. Life is an 

adventure, and part of this adventure involves us having the 

capacity to forgive for the relief of our own personal burden(s). 

Because we do carry the weight of the deed on our backs, so to 

speak, and in doing that we damage ourselves. So to forgive is to 

help you to offload the baggage and walk straight, head held 

high. 

 

Why choose forgiveness? 

 

 Can you imagine what it would be like if the said event never 

took place? Well, that is what forgiveness offers. It is a doorway 

for you to walk through to redeem your own life and to carry on. 

It most certainly does not condone the actions of another, but 

rather frees you of reliving the trauma time and time again. It 

offers you the capacity to resolve and shelve the situation for 

good, for your own good. That is what true forgiveness does. 

 Let’s use our human parent analogy here. Your child does 

something inappropriate; you forgive the action involved, not the 

child. Because you and your child represent unconditional love, 

so neither of you requires forgiveness – just the situation. When 
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you see it from this point of view it becomes a little easier to let 

go of some of the hurtful things people have done to you. When 

you realise their actions only represent their state of mind at that 

moment, you will find it easier to see how their remorse could be 

genuine. You see, this means they might think twice before 

repeating such an act in their current or future frame of mind. 

There are also those who are repeat offenders – if you keep on 

falling into their traps then you should distance yourself from 

them. Like the saying goes, ‘fool me once, shame on you, fool 

me twice, shame on me’. Learn from mistakes, and move on. In 

order to move on we sometimes need to forgive, not only the 

perpetrator, but ourselves too, for falling for deception. Be gentle 

with yourself as we all need to learn lessons in this life. 

Sometimes we need to learn them over and over again for 

whatever reason; forgive yourself for that as well. How ever 

many times it takes for the message to sink in will be the number 

of times you will need to walk through the lesson until you get it. 

Don’t look back at all the time you have wasted over this, be in 

the present, see it as an important instruction that needed 

reinforcing, and forgive yourself if you need to. For when we 

can’t forgive ourselves, we get stuck.   

 We all do things we regret and wish we could take back, and 

the only way to undo some of the damage is to say you are sorry 

and to hope the other party forgives you of your deed. All 

forgiveness works this way. Whether you choose to abuse this is 

up to you. In other words, there will be people out there who will 

always say they are sorry and then repeat the offence. This is 

their karmic path, and you need to leave people like this alone, 

unless you wish to stick around for some karmic attribute you 

wish to fulfill, as was outlined in the previous paragraph. When 

you forgive someone it does not mean you condone their actions, 

it just means you are willing to let that event go. You no longer 

need to hold onto it for whatever reason. Most of us like to hold 

onto things because we enjoy playing the victim, but at some 

point we will need to release this attitude if we wish to transcend 

in this lifetime to a life of inner peace. There is no place for 

grudges when you seek inner peace. If you wish to remain a 
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victim, that is entirely your choice, but do not expect people to 

buy into it anymore. As more of us awaken to our inner truths 

and seek out inner peace, we will veer away from those who play 

a continuous drama. It is no longer relevant in this new Earth, and 

those of you wishing to remain in this self-defeating cycle will 

have to do so alone. This may seem like a tough approach, and it 

is. It is a wake-up call for those of you who still cling to a drama 

and are stuck in a loop. Your choice inhibits you to live free of a 

heavy heart. So every time you feel that burden, know you are the 

one responsible for the continuous cycle of self-pity. I can assure 

you forgiveness is possible, I do not write this without having had 

to forgive, and also having the knowledge it has been done before 

by people who have been through atrocities one can only 

imagine. It is not a theory that needs to be proven. It is a proven 

fact. There are millions of human beings on this planet who have 

learnt the art of forgiveness, and stand to attest to its magnificent 

releasing power.   

 Let he who has not sinned cast the first stone. What a 

wonderful statement! We all have done things we have at some 

point or another sought someone’s forgiveness for. No matter 

how big or small. We can all relate to wanting forgiveness, so 

why is it so hard to give it. It isn’t. It is like looking forward from 

this point of your existence and saying, ‘I am an eternal being, I 

will go on forever’ – now turn around, and look the other way. 

Why is it so difficult for us to see the same thing in the opposite 

direction – an eternal being that has always been? We are not 

‘programmed’ to think that way. There always has to be a 

beginning to something, an all illustrious ‘start’. But why can’t 

life be a circle with no beginning and no end? Forgiveness is like 

a circle. It is almost an unnecessary act because we are all One 

anyway. When all is said and done, we are all just one big 

extended family, and we make up the Divine.  

 When you can see the divinity in another, you will begin to be 

the master of your life. When you can forgive, you become 

proficient in one of the most difficult concepts known to man. So 

Divine master, pick up the key to unlock your inherent power of 

forgiveness, and use it for the betterment of yourself and for 
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mankind. Be the lighthouse, and shine your divine light so others 

can become attracted to it and want the same inner peace you 

have. This is the general idea inferred in the new Earth way of 

thinking.   

 Deal with the self, and that is all you will ever need to do 

because you will be the beacon of light to trigger another to seek 

their own inner peace. 
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Chapter 9 

 

The Law of Attraction and creating your Ultimate 

Reality 

 

‘Creative minds always have been known to survive any kind of 

bad training.’ 

Anna Freud 
 

The Universal Matrix – Can we take your order please? 

 

You are Divine energy, which can never be destroyed in a 

playing field called the universe. We have the power of thought. 

What we think, we bring about. This is not just some fanciful 

philosophy, it is a fact. I know this because I work with it. It is 

our very empowerment, the essence that will give us what we 

desire. Now let’s take a look at how we then become masters of 

our own destiny and desire. 

 Your Source is the Divine or whatever other label you feel 

comfortable with, and the Law of Attraction is the Source, and 

will give you what you desire. 

 

Why? 

 

 Because it is, essentially, you – you are the giver and the 

receiver. Everything is connected, and the universe is an 

abundant matrix of possibility – you and your thoughts are the 

catalyst. The word matrix originates from the Latin word for 

‘womb’, an enclosure within which something originates or 

develops. Perhaps this is why we refer to thoughts as being 

‘born’. There is no separation from this universal matrix, and this 

is why you will always receive what you want or think about the 

most. When you become the master of your thoughts, you dictate 

the unfolding of your life. This is an ongoing process achieved 

only through discipline and awareness – the two key disciplines 

to the art of mastering your destiny. There is no quick way about 
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it. The good news is with time and practice you will be able to 

control your thoughts, and, therefore, manifest your dreams 

because you want the best for yourself, surely? 

 Barring the essentials, such as food, shelter, sleep, etc – the 

‘bare necessities’, there is nothing you need on this earthly plane, 

but there is plenty to desire, and desire is alright. Desire all your 

dreams into fruition, but be patient because only through patience 

will you receive. If you could manifest your desires 

instantaneously it would be disastrous, so be grateful for the time 

lapse. We have too many sporadic and spontaneous thoughts we 

would not want manifested immediately. So embrace the delay 

and joyfully anticipate the desired outcome. Live in the desired 

outcome; try to shift as much of your reality as possible to fit 

with this new timeline you create for yourself.   

 So for instance if you want your garden to be green and 

fruitful, don’t go out into your garden and complain about how 

nothing you do is taking, or how dead everything looks. Water 

your garden, and appreciate it – do what you can to make it 

happen – but in the interim see your garden as already marvellous 

and overflowing with colour and vitality. Create the idea of your 

perfect garden in your minds eye, and really feel it when you are 

outside in your garden. Imagine and fantasise about all the fun 

you are having in this new garden. Daydreaming about your 

desired outcomes will also quicken the process. Whatever your 

mind occupies itself with will eventually dance itself into 

manifestation in this perceived reality. 

 Most of us don’t even realise this, but we usually enjoy the 

journey more than the destination. So, with that in mind, be ever 

present in your journey to manifestation, and your joy in doing 

this will bring what you desire even more quickly. Never resist, 

strain or cling to any specific path to an outcome. What I mean 

by this is, do not conceptualise every little detail of how you are 

going to get your desired outcome. This can also be referred to as 

having tunnel vision – be careful of it because it can be 

restrictive, and it may delay the process or hold it up. Believe 

(because you are the giver) with conviction, and thy will be done. 

When you try to conduct or orchestrate the manifestation, you are 
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setting limitations to the outcome because although you may 

think you know best, you usually don’t. This universal matrix has 

a much better and clearer view on how to get you to where you 

want to be, on the fastest track. Think of it as a big computer in 

the sky, calculating the best possible outcome with all the facts 

and figures on hand. When we try to take control we often delay 

the process without even knowing our way is the more difficult 

way and, if left to the matrix to map out, the way would be much 

smoother and probably orchestrated in a way we would never 

have possibly dreamt of in our dizziest daydreams! So clearly, 

see what you want, do what you can do to physically get things 

going, but relinquish the outcome, and let the universal matrix 

take care of the details.  

 Negative thinking will kill any aspiring desire, so suppress the 

temptation to doubt the process. You are more than likely going 

to fail on many attempts because of the programme called 

‘doubt’. Don’t see this as a bad thing; see it as a learning 

experience. That is why you should start to manifest smaller 

things first; like someone buying you a slab of chocolate. When 

you see this happen you will become more and more confident in 

the process, and will ultimately start manifesting bigger and 

better dreams. This is how you build up the confidence to really 

take charge of your life. But they are baby steps until you get to 

the escalator. Don’t think you can bypass the system because you 

will only end up delaying your own success.   

 Be comfortable in the present moment, and enjoy the process 

of synchronicity and the unfolding of your desires; they will 

come when you exercise patience. So keep your mind well 

watered with faith, and the seeds of change and growth will 

continue to manifest in your life. Have fun with this, but bear in 

mind your desires need to leave free choice for others, so in other 

words – harm nothing/nobody in the process of your manifesting 

desires. If you desire a loving relationship, do not request a 

specific person as this interferes with free will and your best 

possible outcome. Instead, ask to attract your perfect partner – 

this way, you will free up all prospective candidates, and perhaps 

the person you desire may even turn out to be a match in this 
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outcome. You will attract what you resonate. The partner you 

seek, who will be a perfect match for you, will fit the frequency 

that you give out. That is why this system works. The person 

whom you desired may not fit with your frequency, and 

consequentially you would not have had success with this person. 

That is why it is also warned about to be complete as a person 

before you seek a long-lasting relationship with another – this is 

because like attracts like. If you are both centred and come from 

a place of wholeness, you will have a much better chance of a 

successful relationship than that of two people who need 

emotional ‘working’ on. In other words, don’t seek a relationship 

to ‘complete’ you – this is a common myth. The completion you 

seek can only be found within. 

 Live a life of joy and desires. Don’t feel guilty or selfish in 

this process. Everyone deserves joy in their lifetime, and there is 

an abundance of it in the universe. How can this be? Because 

what you think manifests, so there can never be too little to go 

around. The beauty with this is you can visualise abundance for 

everyone else too as there is an unlimited supply! 

 But first you need to look out for number one, and then you 

will have enough to look out for number two, three, four, and 

beyond. I love the analogy of the mother who has three children 

in the aeroplane. When the oxygen mask drops, the mother needs 

to put on her own mask first in order to help the children. If the 

mother did not do this, she would help no one. That is why the 

act of putting yourself first is not an act of selfishness, which 

unfortunately has become common belief; it is an act of necessity 

if you want to succeed and to help others in the process. You help 

no one when you are not taken care of. 

 

The role of positive phrasing 

 

 We all know or have heard about positive thinking and the 

Law of Attraction, but do we really put it into practice? 

 I have so many friends who say they completely understand 

the Law of Attraction, but I find these very same people asking 

me to join groups on Facebook with very negative connotations, 
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such as ‘Stop Child Abuse’ or ‘Fight Cancer’ . They still don’t 

quite get it.  I’m not saying their heart is not in the right place, 

merely that what they are projecting is counterproductive as they 

are calling in more of the undesired action.  When you say ‘Stop 

Abuse’ the very thing you are putting out into the ether is 

‘abuse’.   

 

So how do you phrase this with positivity then? 

 

 It does take some getting used to, and it can be thought 

provoking, but it is possible. Mother Theresa said something very 

profound to demonstrate this premise. She declined when invited 

to an anti-war rally saying when there was a pro-peace rally, she 

would be there. It is more positive and beneficial to be for 

something than against something. 

 So let’s take for example a campaign to ‘Stop child abuse’; 

this can be rephrased as the ‘safe children’ campaign. ‘Fight 

cancer’ can equate positively to ‘healthy, thriving body’. We 

need to shift our attention away from the negativity and steer it in 

line with positive thought streams. Whatever we think the most 

about, we bring into manifestation. So focus rather on the 

solution than the problem. 

 When we harp on negative words or phrasing, we are calling 

them into existence or perpetuating their existence, feeding the 

problem, making it reoccur over and over until we change our 

mindset. The Law of Attraction works only on the words you are 

sounding. Words carry vibration and resonance. So whenever you 

use a word in a sentence you are trying to avoid, you are actually 

giving it power. When you concentrate on what you want to 

avoid, you actually invite more of what you want to avoid into 

manifestation. It doesn’t matter if you say, ‘I don’t want to be 

sick’ – the universe understands the vibration of ‘sick’, and gives 

you more of that. The famous hypnotist, Derren Brown, said it so 

succinctly when he asked you not to think of a black cat; of 

course that is the very thing you are going to picture in your mind 

– the black cat. These are very crafty mind tricks that can have 

potentially devastating effects if they are not identified.  Every 
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word not only has a sound when you speak it aloud, but it carries 

a powerful vibration. We take words so for granted, but they are 

very powerful tools. That is why the Bible stated that in the 

beginning there was The Word! So try to choose your words very 

carefully, and be more aware of the words you are using. This 

might seem like hocus pocus to some of you, but for many 

centuries people have been put under ‘spells’ or have been 

swayed by the word – notice what Hitler achieved with his 

words; he influenced a nation of intelligent people to carry out 

the most heinous crimes against humanity. Even if you believe 

spells, magic, voodoo and certain well-spoken dictators to be a 

psychosomatic condition in the mind of a gullible person – it still 

works, and words need to be thought out very carefully before 

being used. 

 Let’s try to think a little differently and see what a world of 

difference we make. When I talk to most people about this they 

nearly always tell me it is far too difficult to alter ones thoughts. 

It is not. The first step is to put your awareness on your thoughts 

and how you are structuring your desires into words, and try to 

stop the negative ones as soon as they surface. At first, some of 

these thoughts will slip through the cracks, and you’ll find 

yourself in a fear induced state of panic of what might be or what 

has been, and might happen again. Don’t give up on it though; 

with repetition things will change, and you will find it easier and 

easier to stop your train of thought when you want to. One by one 

you will slowly begin to eradicate these unproductive thought 

processes from your mind. But can you now see why it is 

imperative the Law of Attraction is not an instantaneous action? 

We need the time delay to be distinct in what we want as we do 

sometimes let our minds glide into the realms of negativity 

without catching it straight away. 

 I know the Law of Attraction works for sure because I practice 

this, and find it to be very effective. It took me almost a year to 

be at the point where I could change negative thoughts midstream 

and reverse them to a more positive phrasing. Believe me, I also 

have my lapses, but more often than not these thoughts can be 

stopped before they become ‘what if’ scenarios. I was very good 
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at the ‘what if’ scenario – I’m sure we could all win Oscars for 

our performances of ‘what if’, but how about changing the ‘what 

if’ into a ‘what is’ because only what is happening now is of true 

importance. Just remember the ‘what ifs’ usually never ever 

happen anyway. Easier said than done? Most definitely, but 

anything of great importance is worth the persistence. Persist 

with this, and I promise you, you will reap the rewards of a clear 

and positive state of mind. 

 

Positive thoughts can pull you out of the darkness. 

Positive thoughts can heal a sick body. 

Positive thoughts can help eliminate our biggest obstacle, fear. 

 

 Positivity will alter your perception of the world you live in – 

the choice is, and always will remain, with you. 

 

What is Abundance – Now don’t just think of money! 

 

 When we think of the word abundance most of us jump 

straight to material wealth. However, abundance, like the word 

‘wealth’, does not only mean physical treasures. Wealth can be 

measured by your physical wealth or health. Without your health 

you could be the richest person in the world, and it would mean 

nothing. Wealth can also refer to your mental frame of mind, as 

in the case with health, if you are mentally ill all the gold in the 

world won’t help you. Having meaningful relationships, whether 

romantic or otherwise is of great importance. In other words, you 

have a lot of money, but no one to share it with – not much fun 

either! Then there is of course the financial wealth, which we all 

think will solve our problems, but as you can see from the list 

above, this is not always the case. Of course, it is wonderful to 

have no money worries and to be able to buy anything you desire 

or go any place in the world or just to have enough to pay the 

bills – I am not denying that. But the umbrella of wealth covers 

so much more than money. The most important of all is the 

wealth of spirit. Without this you will be searching your whole 

life for meaning to it all, and you could be the poorest or the 
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richest person in the world and still suffer a huge amount of pain 

if you feel everything is worthless and your life has no meaning.  

 Unfortunately, through most media outlets we are being 

pumped with the need for greed. This is another clever ploy to 

keep us in a cycle of debt through want and superfluous desire. 

Be very careful of the need for riches, and try to assess why you 

want all that money anyway. Always try to see the root of the 

longing, and be mindful and appreciative of the trees in the 

forest, instead of not seeing the forest for the trees. We are being 

manipulated on a massive scale to keep us from seeing certain 

truths about our reality. This is being done to keep our minds 

preoccupied with meaningless pursuit. This is what I mean by 

being ‘mindful’ of your desires. Are they really yours? Or are 

you having the wool pulled over your eyes? So be clear about 

what you want and why you want it.  Is your need ego driven or 

heart driven? 

 A good starting place, to manifest your dreams, is to start with 

being grateful for what you do have; that, which you consider 

being of wealth to you. This could be having a close family or a 

special talent or even the fact you have a roof over your head and 

food in the fridge. 

 

Gratitude 

 

 Feeling gratitude for what you have brings with it its own 

vibration. For those of you who are at a loss to what the word 

vibration truly means, I will give you some dictionary meanings I 

think encapsulate this vitally important word. 

 

 Vibrate –  (def) experience a rush of emotion in response to 

something; a distinctive emotional aura experienced instinctively; 

feel sudden intense sensation or emotion; to resonate; be received 

or understood; oscillation. 

 

 This vibration of gratitude seems to attract more positive 

things into your life. The more grateful you are for what you 

have, the more you will have to be grateful for. It seems like a 
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good deal for such a pleasant feeling, appreciation. Gratitude is 

therefore a very important aspect of the Law of Attraction, and 

should not be bypassed. Besides, it feels good to be thankful and 

to remind ourselves of all the things in our lives that are going 

great. We so often only think of our lack. When you want to 

manifest a desire and you can picture what you want, don’t forget 

to give thanks even before you have received it. This process 

brings it to you even quicker, as the matrix has to ‘hop to it’ 

because you are already feeling emotions of gratitude, and it will 

have to align with that vibration or frequency.  So don’t forget 

this step! 

 

Is there enough?  How to wish for abundance for others too… 

 

 This is the part most people don’t get, and it is such a 

wonderful thing to do. It is a great test of your faith and just how 

much you want to see others happy and successful too.   

 This principle works on the visualisation of other people 

succeeding, especially those you deem your competitors. It is a 

hard concept as we are taught there is not enough for everyone, 

and we must win, and in order to do that, someone must lose. 

This is utter nonsense as the universe is abundant. This is another 

tactic in keeping us on opposing sides – the ‘me’ versus ‘them’ 

theory. 

 Let’s go back to the human parent analogy – would you only 

want one of your children to succeed in life? Of course not, you 

would want them all to succeed. We don’t all want the same 

thing anyway, so stop feeling threatened by others and the 

wonderful idea of everyone experiencing abundance. 

 If you believe the Divine is behind the Law of Attraction then 

it makes perfect sense, yet again, that we all manifest abundance. 

Just like parents wanting all their children to have happy and 

prosperous lives.   

 So, whatever situation you want to bring into your life, be it a 

successful career or a successful relationship, see others enjoying 

the same benefits. If it is a raise in your salary you desire, then 

see all your colleagues happy faces as you visualise them all 
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receiving a raise. Is it not a thrill on its own to see other people 

happy and excited? This vibration is also extremely powerful, 

and will make you a magnet for success, especially as all those 

around you will be experiencing good times through your 

visualisations as well! How about that for a win-win situation? 

 If you find yourself having trouble with this exercise, then it 

might be prudent to question, deep within yourself, why you are 

feeling this way.   

 This exercise will help you to see the Grand Design – a world 

of joy and creativity where everyone’s a winner.  

 

Riding the waves of synchronicity 

 

 When you start the process of manifesting your dreams and 

desires, you will notice something called Synchronicity (we 

touched on this in Chapter 6). The dictionary definition for this 

magical word is, 

 

 Synchronicity – (def) Synchronicity is the experience of two 

or more events that are apparently causally unrelated occurring 

together in a meaningful manner. To count as synchronicity, the 

events should be unlikely to occur together by chance; a non-

causal connection between two or more various phenomena 

(psychic and/or physical); is a Jungian term, created by the Swiss 

psychologist Carl Jung to describe the alignment of ‘universal 

forces’ with the life experiences of an individual; a meaningful 

coincidence. 

 

 For me, the latter definition sums it up. You will be 

experiencing these meaningful coincidences, and they will come 

in all shapes and forms. Such as through conversation, the radio, 

TV or even film, dreams, actions, pretty much anything can 

occur, and only you will be able to identify its significance if it 

pertains to what you are trying to manifest. The most common of 

all synchronicities, and one you may have experienced, is when 

you think of a friend and, out of the blue, you see that person or 

receive a call from him or her. 
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 Let’s expound on this concept of synchronicity through an 

example. Your desire is to start painting again. You hold this 

thought, and then let it go. The next day a friend calls, and tells 

you how she has just been to an art gallery in town. The next 

week you are watching the TV and a programme comes on about 

how to paint in oils — a medium you love to work with. Then 

your neighbour comes over, and starts chatting about how she is 

clearing out her garage, and found a whole box of old art things 

such as canvas, paint, brushes, etc, and wants to know if you 

know of anybody who would want to take it off her hands. These 

are all examples of synchronicity at work.   

 If you ignore these synchronous events and don’t see them for 

what they are – the gift is gone. But don’t be too disheartened 

because if you miss one or two, it is not the end of the world, 

more synchronicities will pop up. Just don’t miss out on too 

many of them or it may appear you don’t truly want what you 

have visualised or asked for.   

 A great example of how this phenomenon works actually 

happened to me whilst writing this segment on synchronicity.  On 

the day I had planned to tackle this concept, I had to quickly nip 

off to the post office.  I have about four different post offices in 

my area I can choose to go to within close proximity. I dreamt the 

night before I went to the post office near to where I grew up. 

When I woke up I wondered why I had dreamt of going there as 

it is not normally my first choice. I shrugged off the dream, and 

went to my usual post office in the town centre. I visualised my 

parking space right next to the post office, and as sure as grass is 

green, there it was waiting for me to slip my car in. As I got out 

and went to the door I saw for no reason whatsoever, the post 

office was shut! No sign or explanation of any sort to be found, I 

laughed to myself, and realised the next post office closest to that 

one was the one in my dream. So if I had trusted my dream, I 

would have saved just a little bit of time. 

 That is just a very light-hearted example of how synchronicity 

and trusting the process works. However, if I had gone straight to 

the post office in my dream, I would not have known the other 
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one was closed! A very minor and amusing catch twenty-two 

situation. 

 So keep your eyes peeled for these wonderful markers as they 

will start to flood your life. Play with it, and get excited because 

this is the fun part of the journey. Consider even keeping a 

journal of all your synchronicities to give yourself proof of how 

this system works, and when at last your desire has materialised, 

you can look back on your path to a successful manifestation. 

And possibly, even share this proof with others to get their ball 

rolling. 

 

Changing the tracks to a new destination 

 

 If you are going for the ‘big guns’ of manifesting a new life 

for yourself, you may want to try this technique. I like to call this 

one ‘changing tracks’.   

 You are on a specific track right now; if you would like your 

life to be on a different course then all you need to do is clearly, 

in your mind, picture what you want your life to be, and change 

the tracks to accommodate that reality. Think of a train changing 

tracks to a new destination; this is what you are doing. See 

yourself completely in this new life, tune into it, feel it, and live 

it. It is no use to visualise this ‘new life’ and then go back to 

feeling the same way as you did on your previous track. The 

reason why people get stuck on this is because, (a) they go back 

to feeling exactly the same way when they are faced with their 

track called ‘reality’, and/or, (b) they slip into an unrealistic form 

of denial in their current reality. Neither one of these will work, 

and I’ll explain why. 

 You are going to subtly merge these two tracks to form the 

one you want to be on. This does not mean denying your current 

reality. You still need to face that reality track, but you do not 

need to feel the emotions of lack or despair in that reality as you 

are merging with the track you do want to be on. So you must 

face that version of reality, and do what needs to be done, but in 

your heart you know you are on your way to a better reality. Feel 

that reality, and be joyful. As much as you can, remind yourself 
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of that chosen destiny, and really be excited about it, and yes, 

grateful for it too. Don’t forget that. If you can, do something that 

will reinforce the feeling of being in that reality. Say for instance, 

you want more money in the bank – well then, every now and 

again, treat yourself to something you would not normally buy 

yourself in your current reality. Something that will reiterate the 

spendthrift you are going to be when you have all that cash on 

hand! Now of course, you need to be careful – if you truly don’t 

have the money to buy yourself luxuries then don’t; perhaps you 

can do something else or scale it down a little. So instead of 

going out and buying ten CDs, go and treat yourself to one; this 

technique will work just the same. Or even less costly is the 

exercise where you go ‘window’ shopping – go pick out all the 

things you would like. But don’t tell yourself you will only buy 

these items when you have the money, you do have the money 

(in your mind) – you are just making a shopping list for now, 

filtering out what you do and do not desire to have. 

 Live and act as if your desire was already manifested. Really 

feel the emotions of happiness and gratitude. This is probably the 

most important step – really feeling it. Why is feeling so 

important?  Because your feelings are vibrations of encoded 

desire sent out to the universe, an irresistible vibration that cannot 

be ignored, and must be taken care of if felt strongly enough. 

Your vibration needs to be aligned with what you desire, an 

energy that will be met with a response.    

 Maybe some of you are out of touch with what feeling 

something is about.   

 You feel angry when someone aggressively pushes past you, 

knocking you out of the way – that feels like a restrictive tingling 

in your chest, and works its way down to the pit of your stomach. 

Now take that, and see how feeling that situation may bring about 

more of that feeling – you don’t want that! Now let’s visualise a 

different angle. Someone walks past you, turns around to give 

you a toothy grin along with a cheerful ‘hello’. Well now, that’s a 

bit more like it! You don’t even know this person, but their 

acknowledgement of you has left you feeling elated – a feeling of 

expansion in your chest. Someone really saw me and 
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acknowledged me through a friendly greeting! That feeling of 

expansion and elation is that of joy, a feeling you want to feel a 

lot of when imagining your ultimate reality. So when I talk of 

feeling the joy for what you want – tune into how you feel when 

you are on the other end of an act of kindness, the heart-warming 

flush of affection. This is pure joy whose source is firmly routed, 

and stems back to love. 

 Let’s take a romantic approach to this. Say you wish to attract 

your perfect partner (an example already laid out in the beginning 

of this chapter). Don't wallow around the house in self-pity – get 

out there, and enjoy life. Do what you would do if you had the 

perfect partner already, and enjoy doing it alone! But don't feel 

alone, feel like you are surrounded with loving entities and feel 

loved. If you can't realistically feel the love then pretend! Pretend 

until it feels real. You all played 'pretend' when you were 

children – now it's never too late to rekindle that awesome talent. 

Can you remember just how real some games felt to you as a 

child? You felt like you were a princess or a cowboy? We called 

this process ‘make believe’ - in other words ‘make your beliefs 

manifest’ or ‘believe you can make it’!  It is a mechanism we all 

possess – this wonderful gift of imagination – so use it. 

 The universe responds best to feelings. And think about it, so 

do we – as human beings. Someone can say the words, ‘I love 

you’, but if they don’t feel it, you can usually pick up on that 

instantly. The words are meaningless without the vibration of 

feeling and emotion that goes into them, so try to feel what you 

are asking for. This, like most things, takes time and practice but, 

through perseverance, the end results will be so worth it. You 

will be creating the life of your dreams, a really empowering 

thought! 
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Chapter 10 

 

Alien Territory 
 

Alien – (def) non-citizen resident of a country; foreigner; 

stranger; being or from or characteristic of another place or part 

of the world or coming from outside of the Earth, from another 

planet or part of the universe, as in extraterrestrial being. 

 

What does it mean to be ‘Alien’? 

 

 As the title of this chapter suggests, we are going to enter 

some alien territory now. I ask you to be ready to entertain these 

concepts as we plunder forward into ‘unmapped’ terrain. 

However, these topics are hardly new – they are just not widely 

publicised. For this reason, I will broach this subject with an ever 

open mind and ask you to do the same. These are uncharted 

waters we need to doggy paddle through first before we feel 

confident enough to switch to the breast-stroke. 

 A truly symbolic movie came out in 2009 called District 9, 

which deals with aliens (from outer space) landing in 

Johannesburg, South Africa. Their space ship is irreparable, and 

they are settled into squatter camps. The humans treat them 

appallingly. Then a human is experimented on, and starts to turn 

into one of the aliens, and thus he starts to see and feel things 

from their perspective. This is a very interesting and 

demonstrative analogy for our times. This was also particularly 

relevant and very symbolic of the xenophobic attitude arising 

from the massive influx of refugees from neighbouring countries 

into South Africa. I begin this chapter with this story because it is 

relevant to the theory I will be putting to you. Whether you want 

to take this chapter as purely metaphorical, or whether you would 

like to expand your concept of life in the universe, that is up to 

you.   
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The ultimate ‘us versus them’ dilemma 

 

 Since the early twentieth century aliens have fascinated us 

with the stories of UFOs and tales of abductions. Fanciful books 

and movies about aliens have circulated since the great hype of 

the 1950s. Our imaginations have run riot, and we have invented 

and perhaps correctly, documented many various adaptations of 

what alien beings may look like – some scary images and some 

rather pleasant ones.   

 What if, through science fiction, these films were made to 

prepare us for the inevitable ‘close encounter’? A slow and 

methodical, calculated adjustment to the truth that lies out there 

in space. Whether you believe in aliens or not, the movie Contact 

so eloquently asked the apt question through Jodie Foster’s 

character. ‘I'll tell you one thing about the universe, though. The 

universe is a pretty big place. It's bigger than anything anyone 

has ever dreamt of before. So if it's just us... seems like an awful 

waste of space. Right?’  

 It sure does seem like an awful waste of space if we are the 

only planet that supports life. In 2010 there was a lot of media 

hype about our planet not being the only habitable planet after all, 

since the discovery of Gliese 581 g – a ‘Goldilocks’ planet. This 

simply means it falls in the middle (like Goldilocks’ choice of the 

‘just right’ porridge) of the stars habitable zone. One, I’m sure, of 

the many discoveries yet to come.   

 UFO sightings are beginning to become an everyday 

occurrence around the globe so let me play devil’s advocate, and 

let’s presume not only are there other life forms in the universe, 

but they are perhaps even living amongst us now – something 

that was conveyed to us in the movie Men in Black. Perhaps not 

tiny little aliens in human ‘meat-suits,’ mechanically 

manipulating the body they inhabit, but humanoid aliens – who 

look much the same as we do.   

 What if writers such as Zecharia Sitchin or Erik Von Daniken 

were right, and the ancient civilisations were worshiping aliens 

who must have appeared like Gods to them with all their 

technology and knowledge? There are numerous ancient statues, 
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carvings and art depicting such alien-like entities and of course, 

countless tales and stories that have been handed down. A 

common theory put across is also that the ancient civilisations 

received help from these ‘visitors’, such as irrigation and how to 

manipulate matter (as in moving huge stones). Not only do we 

see some startling artefacts that suggest alien life forms have 

indeed visited this planet, but the bible itself gives evidence of 

this as well, calling them the Nephilim. The Nephilim are 

referenced in the Hebrew Bible in the Book of Genesis and the 

Book of Numbers.   

 

 When men began to increase in number on the Earth and 

daughters were born to them, the sons of God saw the daughters 

of men were beautiful, and they married any of them they chose. 

Then the Lord said, “My Spirit will not contend with man 

forever, for he is mortal; his days will be a hundred and twenty 

years.” The Nephilim were on the Earth in those days – and also 

afterward – when the sons of God went to the daughters of men 

and had children by them. They were the heroes of old, men of 

renown.  Genesis 6:1-4 

 So who are these Nephilim, who saw the females of the Earth 

were beautiful and wanted to marry them, these sons of God? 

Very interesting. 

 

 And they spread amongst the Israelites a bad report about the 

land they had explored. They said,  “The land we explored 

devours those living in it. All the people we saw there are of great 

size. We saw the Nephilim there (the descendants of Anak come 

from the Nephilim). We seemed like grasshoppers in our own 

eyes, and we looked the same to them.” Numbers 13:32-33 

 

 It certainly gives one food for thought, and entices us to 

explore different meanings in these texts. Did you know in the 

Book of Job there are two different references to the 

constellations of the Pleiades and Orion? This is most interesting 

as some believe us to be ‘seeded’ from the Pleiadians and other 
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alien species such as the Annunaki (who seem to ‘fit’ the 

description of the biblical ‘Nephilim’); this is a theory that 

proposes they lent their biology (DNA) to create the species we 

are today.   

 Then there is the Orion Correlation Theory, as put forward by 

Robert Bauval in 1983. A tentative insight into pyramidology 

(pseudoscientific speculations regarding pyramids) – which 

explains there could be a mutual relation between the location of 

the three largest pyramids of the Giza pyramid complex and the 

three middle stars of Orion. It also theorises this correlation was 

intended as such by the builders of the pyramids. A map to the 

stars as laid out by whom though? There is also the remarkable 

region on Mars called Cydonia, which has a face that resembles 

that of the Sphinx with several pyramid-like structures. This 

could be a notable link with that of the Egyptian monuments. 

 I have provided references to books on this particular subject 

if you wish to explore this further. I am, however, not going to go 

on about all the theories that exist as this book is to remain 

simply about love, so I will get to the point I am trying to make. 

 However, before we move on to that, I wish to address the 

notion of the New World Order (NWO) theories, so we can view 

all angles of this so-called well hidden aspect of our reality. 

 There are many conspiracy theories circulating about the 

NWO; a conglomeration of the ‘elite’ (entities from and outside 

of this planet) who control the churches, banks, the media, major 

corporations and governments. This NWO is supposedly out for 

power and control, and has kept us pretty much in the dark for 

quite some time – and we are talking about thousands of years. 

With new technologies such as the internet and TV, their control 

schemes seem limitless. The theory is they wish to keep us 

‘dumbed down’ with violent TV programmes/movies/PC games, 

toxic food stuffs (especially ‘junk’ food), fluoridated public water 

supplies, pornography, medicated drugs and narcotic drugs, 

mindless music (have you seen the trash on MTV lately?) and the 

list goes on. When our minds become sucked in by the garbage 

that is being pumped out at us through various outlets, we are 

literally unplugged from our natural state. That is the state of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Bauval
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramidology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giza_pyramid_complex
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being connected with Mother Earth, nature and every other living 

entity. See what happens when you watch too much TV, eat too 

much junk food and sit continuously surfing the net. Do you 

enjoy the great outdoors? Do you find yourself craving some 

fruit? Do you long to go for a swim in the ocean? The answer is 

probably no. When you have been numbed to life it is very hard 

to break the routine, and most of us are too lazy to even try. This 

is what they supposedly want.   

 So does this all boil down to world domination? Perhaps, or 

maybe we are not seeing the bigger picture of their intent – 

whether or not it is deemed ‘good’ or ‘evil’. 

 However, if this is the truth and this accurately reflects the 

somewhat dubious motives behind this NWO, then guess what 

they didn’t expect? 

 

Acceptance of all and unconditional love 

 

 Why not meet this head on by taking your power back. Stop 

buying these foods you know don’t serve your mind or your 

body. Why not stop watching the news that sucks you into 

drama’s that are either completely made up for further 

manipulation of the public or they are situations you can do 

nothing about. Why not tune into a ‘good news’ station instead, 

why not pick out TV programmes or movies that are ‘feel good’ 

stories? You know what I’m talking about, as we have addressed 

this in previous chapters. We sometimes (and for most of us, all 

the time) watch things we are not even interested in – they just 

happen to be on the box. This is an example of just how much 

you are ‘plugged in’ to this system. Before you know it you are 

addicted, and it is not even something you would normally watch. 

Why not even go one step further and go be in nature; how’s that 

for a revelation?! 

 But the most revolutionary concept of all is, why not show 

these ‘big shots’ who is really in control? Taking your power and 

control back just means reclaiming your Divine power; this is 

done one by one. When we start waking up to our own divinity 

and self-worth, we become untouchable. I’m sure these beings 
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know that, and I am pretty sure it is the one thing they are most 

terrified of. That we will wake up and unplug ourselves from this 

matrix of illusions that has kept us down as a species for so long 

now. Jesus Christ tried, two thousand years ago, to bring us this 

important message. It has taken us two thousand years to get to 

the point where we are finally having that ‘a-ha’ moment. But it’s 

never too late, so let’s seize it! When each one of us works on our 

own self, we are affecting the whole. That is why you keep on 

hearing Gandhi’s profound statement – be the change you want to 

see in the world – because if every one of us does this and moves 

into our own personal integrity, then we will have unification. 

When we do this and become self-realised – we are invincible. 

Where there is light there can be no dark – even the tiniest match 

lit in a big dark room casts light into every corner. 

 So once this happens and we reclaim our power through self-

realisation and unity of species, what then? What do we do with 

these beings that are believed to have wreaked such havoc for so 

many thousands of years?  

 

Nothing 

 

 The answer is nothing. Nothing, but accept them for what they 

are, what they did, and love them anyway.  I can hear a few of 

you question why, why should we let it go – especially if these 

stories are true? Surely we should want revenge and retribution? 

No, and here’s why. 

 

A dirty little word that starts with ‘r’ 

 

 I can’t think of a more pointless waste of energy and resources 

than the battle we have with wanting revenge. So much hate, 

conflicts, lives wasted, wars started through wanting revenge. 

What happened to turning the other cheek? When you offer no 

resistance, the energy will move away or reconfigure into 

something else. When you fuel the fire, as in retaliate or rise to 

the bait, you feed the negative energy, and perpetuate the 

problem. When you take the other road and ‘turn your cheek’, 
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you end it right there. Revenge is not about honour or justice; this 

is a falsehood to keep you stuck in a continuous loop of violence; 

the only thing that is satisfied with this attitude is your ego. Is 

that what you really want, an inflated ego for a limited period of 

time? Because that’s all there is to it. Even when your revenge is 

victorious, how long does that feeling of elation last? How long 

does seeing the ‘justice being done’ last? Not for very long. The 

only way to true peace over something is to seek it within, find 

the forgiveness, and end the suffering.  Revenge never ends the 

suffering – if anything, it just prolongs the pain. 

 So would it not be better to forgive a being for a wrong or 

injustice and to start afresh? To give in to hate and retribution 

will just lead to more turmoil, and will delay the peace process on 

Earth we all so desperately want to take effect.   

 So let’s not get stuck in a rut of revenge or retribution – we 

don’t need that old energy and old way of thinking. Look back at 

our past – has it ever done us any good? So what is the next move 

when something no longer serves us? The next step is to do the 

opposite, and see what happens. So let’s try our hand at 

forgiveness and unconditional love. Let’s take a leaf out of Jesus 

Christ’s book, and turn the other cheek, let’s just see what 

happens. It surely can’t be as bad as what we have put ourselves 

through already! Let’s take a peaceful stance, and move on into 

this wonderful new age that is at hand. 

 Be that metaphorical lighthouse, and show the others the way 

forward out of this cycle of hate and violence. Let’s see what true 

inner peace and love really looks like. Lighthouses steer ships 

away from the rocky shoreline and to safer passage – revenge and 

retribution would be like coaxing them onto the rocks. Learn the 

benefits of living without the need to be the judge and jury.  

 

The extended galactic family… 

 

 On a lighter note, and to end off this chapter, I would like to 

briefly touch on the theory of the  other  entities, or as I like to 

call them, ‘extended family’, that are I feel are watching over us. 

These are the entities believed to have played a part in the 
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evolution of our species - the extended family members who are 

eagerly anticipating the awakening of our species to our fullest 

potential.   

 As with everything, we hear only about the bad experiences of 

alien abductions and the entities behind the NWO who are out for 

‘world domination’, but there are also those entities who would 

like to see us succeed in bringing about a new consciousness on 

Earth. So let’s be objective, and realise that stereotyping all 

foreign entities as a threat is not fair. It would be like another 

species looking at us and only basing their opinion of us by 

observing the Ku Klux Klan or the Nazis. I’m sure there are 

malevolent ‘alien’ species out there, but I am even more 

confident there are benevolent ones too. This is the law of the 

universe, the yin and the yang at play in everything.   

 So let’s all pray we master ‘Heaven on Mother Earth’ (Home) 

and goodwill to all mankind, and then let’s visualise that we can 

extend this concept to all entities in all the far reaches of the 

universal womb, best described as the matrix. Let us have a 

vision that unifies the entire universal matrix – our extended 

family.   

 I started off with giving the South African film analogy of 

District 9, and now I am going to end off with giving you another 

look at how this nation dealt with the ending of Apartheid.   

 As you probably know, the South African government 

managed to successfully switch political parties in 1994. All this 

was started off by a peaceful gesture when the president at the 

time, FW de Klerk, set Nelson Mandela, a political prisoner, free 

in 1990. Mandela went on to be the first black president of South 

Africa! In doing this there were the Peace and Reconciliation 

trials, which gave everyone the chance to tell their stories of 

oppression and violence during the apartheid era. This was 

conducted in a civilised manner, and once all the stories were 

heard and noted, the offenders were absolved. This is an 

incredible example of how the new world will work. South 

Africa now refers to itself as the ‘Rainbow’ nation, a great 

reminder of what we can all aspire to. I know South Africa may 
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still have a long way to go, but this nation is definitely pointing in 

the right direction for growth.   

 Now if one country can do this with relative success and the 

world follows suit, imagine what a universal example we, the 

inhabitants of Planet Earth, will be! 

    The metaphor of the Palette of Existence sums up this chapter:  

Do not judge the light or dark entity/energy. When you mix all 

the colours together you get a muddy brown/black (let's call this 

the 'dark' side). When light refracts, it splits into all the colours of 

the spectrum. All separate yet integrated beautifully (let's call this 

the 'light' side). Each is the same thing and a part of the Prime 

Creator, the Divine Source. The dark side is experiencing the 

chaos of being in a quantum soup and the light side has organised 

itself and is experiencing harmonic order. There is no judgement 

- only learning and pushing yourself beyond the boundaries of 

your limitations. 
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Chapter 11 

 

Exploring the nine dimensions of consciousness 
 

 

So why on earth would I put in a chapter about dimensions? 

Well, when we have a better understanding of the concept of the 

dimensions of consciousness, and seeing as we are multi-

dimensional beings, we can begin to explore them, re-connect 

and work with them, learn how to appreciate them, and see how 

they all connect with each other in the dance of life within our 

galaxy, the Milky Way. 

 Who knows how many dimensions there are in this Divine 

matrix and outside our Milky Way Galaxy but, for now,  I will be 

addressing the only ones I have a simplistic grasp of – 

dimensions one to nine. 

 Please note these are just theories, and will probably remain 

that way for the simple reason that one cannot prove beyond the 

five senses, which doesn’t mean they don’t exist – just that we 

can’t prove it. It is frustrating, but it is a lot like having a spiritual 

profundity click into place within you, and you can’t seem to 

explain it to anyone else; it is something only you can experience, 

and then you know it to be the truth. Unfortunately, these 

sensations cannot always be articulated, and when they are 

explained, can only be a pointer to the real truth of the 

experience. As Oscar Wilde said, ‘Anything worth knowing 

cannot be taught’. I think that sums it up nicely.  

 Before we roll up our sleeves and put on our thinking caps (or 

should I rather say ‘feeling’ caps), I would like to say there is a 

lot of talk about us moving from a third dimensional planet 

(passing through the fourth dimension) and into a fifth 

dimensional planet. Whether this is going to happen or not, it 

would be prudent to point out that you should not be ‘waiting’ for 

this to happen. We are creatures of linear thinking, and 

sometimes these thoughts of dimensional shifts are more 

quantum in theory. This simply means instead of thinking along a 

straight line, we should think on a major scale of all probabilities. 
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But the most relevant point I would like to make here is we are 

multi-dimensional beings who can experience more than one 

dimension at a time. In other words, being in the now (see 

Chapter 6) is multi-dimensional already. When we strive to 

accomplish something like moving into another dimension (from 

3D to 5D), we are entering shaky ground that is forcing us to 

think linear and to want a moment that is not here, in the now. 

You are placing yourself in a box – try to, instead, experience 

everything you can imagine, leaving no room for 

compartmentalised thinking. So, rather than concentrating on 

shifting dimensions, concentrate on enjoying the dimension(s) 

you occupy now.  Just remember it is only an illusion that you are 

in a fixed dimension at a fixed time. Free your minds of linear 

thinking and elevate yourselves to new heights with going 

‘quantum’ – thinking and experiencing life outside of that 

proverbial limiting box. 

 Let’s quickly take a look at the scientific mainstream concept 

of the ten dimensions of reality (or string theory). Physicists 

theorize these dimensions are but different facets of the 

perception of the universe(s). The significance of the ten 

dimensions is to supposedly help scientists to better understand 

the concept of a unified theory that can then hopefully and 

systematically explain all physical phenomena.  A tall order 

indeed!  This concept deals with the first three dimensions which 

involve length, width and depth. The next seven dimensions are 

intangible concepts – they can’t be observed but still they exist 

per se such as with the fourth dimension of time.  Then this 

theory steps into the arena of possibilities.  The fifth and sixth 

dimensions deal with the many potential futures, to which 

quantum physics infers, and the ultimate choice that defines a 

single timeline (if you were to master these two dimensions, you 

would be able to traverse many alternate futures). The 

dimensions seven through ten hypothetically deal with the 

existence of several universes – each having their own sequences 

of dimensional reality and possible outcomes. The tenth 

dimension (which is also seen as the final dimension) is the sum 

of all the universes and every single one of their possible 
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outcomes.  The dimensions of consciousness can be felt as a 

whole unit. A spiral of light, ascending from dark into the light 

until one reaches the Godhead – the One True Source. Now for 

the benefit of those who wish to expand their ideas and who are 

itching to conceptualise what is meant by consciousness 

dimensions, let’s take a ride down the wormhole! 

Consciousness dimension theory 

 

 First, I would like to acknowledge and thank Barbara and 

Jerry Clow for their wonderful book on this subject; I highly 

recommend you read their material (see book reference). I fell in 

love with their elucidation of the nine dimensions after reading 

their book(s) and applying the information to my life.  I feel it has 

been of great benefit to me and that is why I just had to include 

my understanding of their theory in this book. I hope I can do it 

justice in the pages to follow as this is the condensed version. 

 The first dimension (1D) starts at our crystalline iron core – 

the centre of our Earth/Gaia, one could even call it the heart of 

the Earth.  The name Gaia comes from Ancient Greek and simply 

means ‘earth’ or ‘land’. Gaia is the primal Greek goddess 

personifying the Earth, the Greek version of ‘Mother Nature’. 

Please try to see our Mother Earth is very much alive as are the 

second-dimensional entities known as the elementals that reside 

in the Earth’s mantle. There is no hierarchal class in the 

dimensions and one should not perceive the lower dimensions as 

lesser than the higher dimensions; they are equal in stature and 

place, as is everything in the universe. The core or first 

dimension is the densest. As we travel up the scale of the 

dimensions, they become less dense, as per the water analogy in 

Chapter 2 (see diagram 2 – Chapter 2).  It is also interesting to 

note that certain crystals can hold vast amounts of information. 

 The second dimension (2D) is below the surface of the Earth – 

the elemental or telluric realm; the realm between the iron core 

crystal and the Earth’s crust. This deals largely with everything 

found below the earth such as chemicals, crystals, radioactivity, 

minerals, metals, viral and bacterial intelligences, etc. They all 
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have a life force. It is probably better said anything that is made 

up of atoms is alive, and should be treated with respect. The 

elementals also reside in your body as life forms. As your body is 

also made up of these elements, such as minerals, you work in 

symbiance with the second dimensional realm already. You are 

made up of the very dirt of the Earth. The second dimensional 

realm is also dense, but slightly less so than the core. The second 

dimensional realm evolves form into surface life in the second 

dimension and third dimension. In other words, our form’s 

ingredients are that of the Earth. 

 I always thought I was a bit ‘different’ as a child because I 

used to talk to our family car as if it were alive (this could also be 

due to the hit TV series, of the time, Knight Rider). Maybe I 

wasn’t so strange after all! Everything inhabiting this planet 

derives its very source from the Earth; the basic core of life 

comes from the soil, and every living thing is thoroughly reliant 

on the soil. We are all essentially the dirt of the Earth, and will 

return there one day to complete the cycle of life. Everything 

made from the Earth has a form of consciousness. So those of 

you who still like to stroke your cars and lavish great affection 

thereon, you are showing gratitude to this object that it will 

essentially pick up on, and who knows, could even save your life 

one day. I feel your eyebrows lifted slightly there, it is indeed a 

‘way out there’ idea, but just imagine if this were true! Don’t just 

reserve your love and affection or gratitude for what you deem as 

living creatures – remember the telluric realm, and be grateful 

and loving towards them too. Most of you can relate to a tree 

having a certain presence, but what of a rock? Is there a 

difference? Technically, yes, but on a broader scale everything on 

Gaia has a presence and/or consciousness. And would it really 

hurt to see things that way? I mean, obviously don’t go obsessing 

about material things, this is not what I’m implying, but just 

exercise a bit of respect and gratitude for that which you deem 

inanimate. It most likely doesn’t have the five senses you do, but 

it still has a consciousness you can’t explain, and to show a bit of 

acknowledgement for that is a step in the right direction. In a 

nutshell, let’s just try to be grateful for all things in this life, 
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especially as most things make our lives so much better and 

deserve our gratitude – we take so much for granted. 

 This third dimension (3D) is our physical reality we live in, all 

life forces in the third dimension that live on the Earth’s surface 

and our relationships with each other. This is the dimension we 

are most familiar with as we live it out on a daily basis. It is 

linear space and time – we live in a realm that has time 

consciousness of past, present and future. We have creative 

expression in this dimension and the ability to physically 

experience our desires, (which are born in the fourth dimension), 

and play out our worlds as we see fit here in the third dimension.   

 The fourth dimension (4D) is the level of emotions and 

desires, the realm of collective thoughts and feelings.  This 

dimension then re-emerges with the third dimension to play out 

the specific desires or intention(s). It is likened to a canopy that 

covers our third dimensional realm. We most need to get a handle 

on this dimension as it creates great confusion and duality when 

brought back down to the third dimension if it is not fully 

understood. This is where our emotions can also be influenced en 

masse by the entities who know how to control thoughts and 

emotions in the fourth dimension.  When we are aware of our 

emotions and where they come from, it is not easy to have them 

controlled, and with a greater sense of awareness we can tell 

when we are being ‘steered’. If you own your thoughts and 

emotions then you have the power; you cannot be used as a 

pawn. When you get swept away with your emotions or you let 

your thoughts dictate to you, you are most vulnerable for 

manipulations of this kind. This is done so easily through the 

media, TV, movies and various other outlets these master 

manipulators use and are in control of. Filter out what you expose 

yourself to, and always try to identify how certain things make 

you feel. You must take back your power to fertilise your mind 

with the right stuff that is appropriate for you, and in doing this 

you ground yourself, it is the move back into integrity – your 

unbroken completeness. 

 The fifth dimension (5D) deals with the all-encompassing 

light of love and creativity (which comes from the heart centre), 
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expressing the energy of the entire universe. Many people can 

and do tune into this dimension all the time. This is where you 

will find inspiration and creativity that flows as if you were 

channelling it (which you most likely are); you tap into the 

Divine Source. So many master artists, writers, scientists and 

musicians speak of dipping into this place of potential where they 

seem to be able to draw on inspiration from the ether. This is a 

form of ‘mindless’, ego-less self-expression. When I say 

mindless, I mean it comes from a place of no ego. Where you are 

not attached to what you are doing, it is flowing through you 

without need for any mental conversation. When the mind takes 

over with its concepts and perceived notions, you are most likely 

not in that space anymore, and you are experiencing what I like 

to call ‘ego static’– this simply means you become attached to 

what you are doing, and identify yourself with it. You step into 

separation and are not experiencing the whole anymore.  Ideas 

and concepts are born (from the womb – the matrix) in the air all 

around us all the time – all we need to do is be still, and welcome 

them in to our thought stream. No idea is truly original because it 

comes from Source and is part of the Divine. But so are you. It is 

not a paradox; it is a simple truth. 

 When you work with the fifth dimension you will have a 

mutual understanding and relationship with all of Earth’s 

biological creatures and plants; they will resonate with you, and 

your heart will expand, and be joyful in the presence of life. You 

will see you are truly one with everything. 

 The sixth dimension (6D) is all about sacred geometry, the 

realm of geometric form that replicates itself in the third 

dimension. In other words, the process of morphogenesis (from 

the Greek morphê shape and genesis creation, literally meaning 

the ‘beginning of the shape’), which is the biological process that 

causes an organism to develop its shape or form. This realm 

holds the key to the building blocks of everything in the universe 

– the universal language that puts together everything in matter 

and form. The most beautiful examples of this can be seen in the 

spirals of shells to crop circles (no matter who is producing them 

– they are still a perfect example of sacred geometry), but when 
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you think about it, sacred geometry exists in everything! Just 

look at the double helix or the atom; our very own building 

blocks – it is all perfect geometry.  The sixth dimension holds the 

shape of everything that exists in 3D much like a hologram. The 

definition of hologram is derived from the Greek, ὅλος-hólos 

whole and γραφή-grafē writing/drawing. It is a technique that 

allows the light scattered from an object to be recorded, and later 

reconstructed so it appears as if the object is in the same position 

relative to the recording medium as it was when recorded. This 

does sound like a blueprint, doesn’t it? Could the sixth dimension 

hold the blueprints (original form) or holograms of life and 

structures as we know it? This is a very interesting dimensional 

concept as it can be tapped into to rectify any seen abnormality in 

a certain form. In other  words, here is where you will come to 

see the perfect plan, the original hologram, for everything in 

existence, and you will be able to, by ‘seeing’ the blueprint or 

hologram, realign yourself to it. Here is where instant healing 

comes to play. Is miracle healing just a coincidence, or merely 

the ability to be able to dip into this dimension? Try to tap into 

your original hologram blueprint by using the ‘room of 

requirement’. Go there in your mind, take a seat in your very own 

comfy chair, and picture your holographic blueprint in its original 

perfect state. Then see, feel and believe yourself to be re-aligning 

to that image. Just remember a hologram is different to a 

photograph in that when you cut up a photograph into pieces, the 

pieces only hold a part of the original image – like the pieces of a 

puzzle. With a hologram, when it is dissected into pieces, every 

piece still holds the whole image. Every bit of our own biological 

bodies holds the blueprint of the whole system. Your body is a 

computer of awesome capacity, when you believe you can 

‘reboot’ your system to its original state, you allow the hologram 

to do a ‘system repair’ through your own thoughts and beliefs. 

 Just when you thought it couldn’t get any better, the seventh 

dimension (7D) presents itself! Here we have sacred cosmic 

sound and harmonics. Yes, you guessed it – music. Not only is it 

the food of love, but it is the food of shape, form and everything 

else in the sixth dimension created through vibrational resonance. 
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When you hear a certain type of music (and I won’t say all here 

because there is also the type of music that definitely comes from 

ego static!) you are transported through time and space into 

eternity or bliss. So it is no wonder that sound shapes form. Here 

is an experiment you can try to see in your minds eye that will 

make the picture clearer. Imagine a boom box pumping out a 

strong beat; the speaker box is placed in direct contact with a tray 

of sand. The sound waves of the music will create patterns in the 

sand. Completely geometric patterns in fact. Just like the ripples 

of a droplet in a pool of water – perfect sacred geometry! In our 

galaxy, cosmic sound travels within the seventh dimension 

photon band that structures the galaxy itself. This happens when 

the eighth dimension of ‘thought waves of light’ step down into 

the seventh dimension realm to produce lower frequency sound 

waves; this happens because sound waves have a lower 

frequency than light waves. So, essentially, the eighth dimension 

is sending out light signals from the Divine Source, which is then 

transmuted into sound waves. The Divine Source is sending out 

messages through sound encoded vibration – sacred music. Now 

go and put on that Bach CD gathering dust in your collection, and 

feel the immense power of the Divine through sound vibration! 

 Dancing is a form of expressing the seventh dimension into 

sixth dimension – when you move your body you tend to use 

sacred geometry. Observe yourself next time you let music sweep 

over you, and you rock your body to the rhythm – notice what 

movements you make. 

 The eighth dimension (8D) is pure light; Divine light. As you 

are probably aware, most out of body experiences, or ‘God’ or 

angelic encounters are referred to as seeing a ‘blinding light’. 

Could this be the witnessing of Divine light emanating from this 

dimension? A lot of cultures worship the sun (which sustains life 

on earth) as a direct link to this dimension of light. This eighth 

dimension realm of Divine light originates sacred geometry and 

passes through the seventh dimension, as lower frequency sound 

vibrations, and into the sixth dimension to form sacred geometry. 

You could say it is the birth place of all that is, and is felt as the 

all-encompassing love of God or the Divine. 
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 The ninth dimension (9D) is the black hole in the middle of 

our Milky Way Galaxy. This is where time waves emanate from 

and travel down the vertical axis of all the dimensions. A black 

hole is supposedly the remnants of a collapsed large star with a 

large gravitational intensity that sucks even light into itself. Our 

ninth dimension galactic centre is likened to a spinning 

gravitational nucleus that spews time. This then travels down 

from the ninth dimension right through to the first dimension and 

entices us to explore the comprehension of our evolution since 

time began. Time waves awaken the curiosity in us to explore 

past, present and future events. This could explain why time can 

change and why we feel sometimes we are speeding up or 

slowing down. And you just thought it was old age! So if the 

physics theory is correct, and everything in the universe always 

originates from a central point (omni-central), then all of life, in 

this galaxy, is originating from the centre of the Milky Way 

Galaxy through the black hole and down a vertical axis that leads 

to the middle of our Earth’s core centre, from one centre to 

another.   
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Diagram 3 – The nine dimensions and their attributes 
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Now this is all very interesting, but what does it mean? 

 

 I mentioned in the beginning of this chapter you will be able to 

use the dimensions when you have a better understanding of 

them.   

 The best way for me to explain this is to tell you how I am 

using a meditative technique to bring myself into alignment with 

the nine dimensions. As I have said, there are books dedicated to 

this subject that will give you much more in-depth explanations 

and practical applications, such as ‘Alchemy of Nine 

Dimensions’ by Barbara Hand Clow and Gerry Clow, but I can 

only write from my experiences. 

 In my evening meditation, which involves standing with my 

legs apart (resembling a pyramid shape), I acknowledge all my 

chakra’s and raise my vibration through breathing and feeling the 

love energy in my heart chakra (heart area). When I feel ready, I 

start by drawing up energy from the core of the Earth (1D), 

through the mantle (2D) along the axis of my body (3D) and out 

through the top of my head (crown chakra), pushing the 

love/light energy out through the dimensions four to nine.  I try to 

‘feel’ each dimension as I acknowledge it and what it does for me 

in form. I do this three times. I then do the same thing, but in 

reverse, drawing in the energy of the universe into my body 

through my crown chakra, and pushing it into the Earth through 

the elemental realm and into the crystal iron core; all the while, 

sending love and light into the Earth. When I have done this I feel 

very connected with the universe and the Earth, and then I can 

send out love and light to all the living inhabitants on the planet. I 

also feel a great appreciation for everything and its vital role in 

this universe, and send out gratitude to all life forms. This is a 

great meditation to do at night when you can look up and gaze 

out into space, and I also find it helps if you can stand on the 

grass/earth barefooted as you feel a connection with the ground. 

This gives me an immense feeling of love and connection to 

everything. I love experiencing all the dimensions this way, but 

there are also other applications for appreciating and using the 

dimensions for your well-being. 
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 I love to express myself through art, and before I start a 

painting, I ground myself in the present moment, and think of 

nothing. Then I let the inspiration flow through me from the fifth
 

and sixth dimensions. When I paint from this space, I am 

relinquishing my ego and just letting pure creativity flow through 

me. I always end up painting much more fluidly this way, and the 

end result is always pleasing and full of vibrational energy.    

 I do the same thing when I am about to compose a piece of 

music. I am still and in the realm of thoughtlessness; I then tap 

into the seventh dimension – cosmic sound. I am patient and wait 

for the music to stream through, letting the sounds come to me so 

I can interpret them in the third dimension. 

 I also like to experiment with the crystal iron core of the Earth. 

When I feel like I need ‘grounding’, I imagine myself being 

magnetically pulled towards the centre of the Earth. I figure that 

seeing we have iron in our blood, we are like magnets on the 

Earth being drawn to the iron core. This is how I feel my 

connection to the first dimension and it’s a great grounding 

technique.  

 I am a person who abhors taking medication, but sometimes I 

really need to take a painkiller for one of my migraines. 

However, I always bless the pill, and ask the life force that is the 

chemical (once it has done its job) to return to the second 

dimension realm from whence it came, thus releasing the 

chemical back to its natural realm and out of my third dimension 

biological body. This is a great way to commune with the second 

dimension elemental forces and to return them with respect and 

gratitude for their help. 

 These are just a few practical examples of how I interact with 

the dimensions. I hope you can find many more ways to explore 

the dimensions and use them in your every day life for your 

betterment and the good of all around you. 
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Chapter 12 

 

Help is just around the corner 

 

Just click the ‘help’ button… 

 

In concluding this book, I felt it of vital importance to end off 

with the help that is out there and the assistance you can gift 

yourself with on your spiritual path to enlightenment. 

 There are a few topics I would like to cover such as the 

Angelic Realm, Guides and Ascended Masters (as well as 

‘extended family’), spiritual practices such as blessings, yoga, 

meditation, and even every day essentials like healthy eating and 

exercise. 

 Let’s start with one of my favourite topics, angels… 

 

Angels; ask for help and it is given 

 

 As with much of what has been written in this book, this topic 

has so many wonderful books you can read up on that will give 

you a much broader and more detailed synopsis of the angelic 

realm. I only wish to bring it to your attention in this brief sketch. 

 Angels are wonderful entities that are waiting in the wings 

(pun definitely intended!) to help us on our journey. The angels 

will not interfere with free will, but they are more than keen to 

give assistance when they are called upon. So whenever you feel 

the need for help or assistance with something, call upon these 

magnificent, sentient beings. Please do so with the knowledge 

you are not bothering them, even if your need is what you might 

deem ‘petty’. They are always listening out for your call so they 

can help you. Let’s take The Matrix movie analogy here again. 

The movie had a computer programme (disguised as a wise 

‘cookie baking’ woman) called ‘the Oracle’ in it, who tried to 

help the people trapped within the system. It is a wonderful 

representation of these sentient beings or ‘assistant programmes’ 

that have been written into this Divine matrix system as ‘help’ 

buttons. The wonderful thing about angels is they will present 
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themselves to you in any way you feel comfortable with. So you 

may only feel their presence; or you may see an orb or light; you 

may even see the biblical vision of an angel with graceful, white 

wings; or you may experience dancing colours with you eyes 

open or shut. These are just some of the various ways in which 

people have perceived the angelic realm. Some angels even take 

the shape of physical human beings. 

 I have called upon them, and still do for many different 

reasons, such as to be with a loved one if they are needing help or 

to protect me whilst I, or a loved one, is driving. I call on them 

every night to safeguard my family as we sleep – this really helps 

me to sleep more easily. So no matter how big or small the 

request, I always feel it is answered, and I am surrounded by 

love. The feeling of a sweeping whoosh felt in your heart area 

usually indicates they are around. Sometimes when I am alone in 

my house at night (yes, I am still a little afraid of the dark), I ask 

for them to sit by my side, and feel almost immediately, that they 

are present and my anxiety dissipates. 

 There are no words to describe how it feels to be in the 

presence of angels. The closest I can come up with is you feel a 

blanket of love enveloping you or a heavenly hug; a lot of times 

when this is felt you well up with tears, – but these will be tears 

of joy for the presence seems so familiar.   

 So please call upon the angels for help when you need to, and 

don’t forget to thank them afterwards. Your appreciation is a 

calling card of harmonic bliss and joy in this cosmos. 

 

Guides, ascended masters and extended family 

 

 Your guides are there to help you along your way. You are 

born with certain guides in place. They are essentially a part of 

your soul’s entourage; they are a part of you – your ‘Higher Self’.  

A guide is an entity, your higher self, who leads their student, 

you in form, through unknown or unmapped territory. Guides 

will come into your life, and take the shape of various beings; for 

example a lot of people claim their guides to be Native American 

Indians or Ancient Egyptians, in accordance to their 
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requirements. They will also exit your life from time to time 

according to your spiritual needs and progress. This is because 

they need to reform as teachers and come back on a slightly 

different level, according to your current needs. Guides hold your 

higher knowledge, and are there to steer you in the process of this 

life. Isn’t it a wonderful thought to know you are never alone? 

You always have this entourage of helpers ushering and guiding 

you throughout your life. 

 Ascended Masters are those individuals who came to Earth in 

form, and learnt the lessons of life in this current dimension of 

reality, their embodiments gained mastery over limitations on this 

matter plane, and they balanced their karma and fulfilled their 

Dharma (Divine Plan). They have been known to assist souls, 

here on Earth, in their (the souls needing assistance) quest to 

return to the light. 

 Extended family are the ‘starseeds’, or beings from different 

star systems, who have a keen interest in the inhabitants of 

Earth’s spiritual progress. We can group the entities from the 

Pleiades, Sirians, Arcturians, etc in this category.  

 There is, of course, your ‘Earth’ family as well – those loved 

ones who have passed on, and keep a watch over you whilst you 

are in form. These are sometimes referred to as your guardian 

angels as well. 

 Most of these entities, referenced above, will come if they feel 

your emotional vibration. They need only feel you are thinking 

about them to enter into your space, especially if that feeling is 

one of love – this is like a magnet pulling them to want to come 

and visit you. So try to feel their presence or tune into how you 

felt when they were alive when you are thinking about passed 

loved ones or certain angels/guides. The feeling is usually one of 

deep love that can transform to a tingling feeling felt in the body 

or it can even come as a ‘heartache’, a wrenching feeling, or that 

‘whoosh’ in your heart chakra. As I’ve said before, you may even 

tear up when you feel their presence, as it is always one of purest 

love and can make one quite emotional. 
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Caring for your body – You are what you eat! 

 

 This is a ‘no brainer’ – or, at least, it should be. When we take 

care of ourselves spiritually we must not forget our bodies are 

Divine vessels too, and need special care and attention. Our 

bodies are our temples and vehicles that carry our souls. Neglect 

to care for it and you will lose certain vital attributes of its 

magnificence. Like with anything, you need balance, respect and 

a deep love for your own body. Listen to your body, and try to 

tune into what it is asking for. 

 It is all very well to be spiritually enlightened, but to neglect 

ones basic needs could result in an imbalance. This is why so 

many ‘spiritual’ people subscribe to doing yoga, reiki, tai chi and 

meditation. Some even become obsessed with organic health 

foods and vegetarianism, and who can blame them with the rise 

in genetically modified (GM) foods and the use of chemical 

treatments on crops? Most people just ‘hang up’ when they 

entertain the thought of any one of these lifestyle changes 

because it seems too difficult to even contemplate. The crucial 

point to all of this is to find a balance that suits your lifestyle. It is 

no good kidding yourself something is working when you abhor 

doing it. Take baby steps, and in time, you will find the easy path 

to letting go of negative eating habits or lack of exercise. The 

path of least resistance will take you synchronistically to a place 

where you will want to relinquish bad habits, and where you will 

truly want to experience the best life has to offer. Now you know 

this will not come by eating take-aways every night and 

neglecting working up a daily sweat through activity. When you 

commit to taking small ‘do-able’ steps towards a greater goal it 

will become easier for you to achieve perfect balance in your life. 

This approach works better than rushing headlong into all these 

activities only to drop out in two weeks time – as the saying goes: 

slowly, slowly catch a monkey (which simply means a slow and 

effective way will help you to get what you want). 

 Find a meditation that suits your needs – there are so many 

different types of meditational practices you are sure to find 

something that fits your way of doing things. Meditation has such 
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a bad wrap, and is often thought of as sitting still in a very 

uncomfortable looking lotus position whilst you chant for hours 

on end. This may work for some, but meditation is simply the art 

of quieting the mind. If you can achieve this lying comfortably on 

your bed for ten minutes, then that is sufficient. Meditation 

bridges the gap between the thinker and the thoughtless. All the 

various techniques are just a means to an end, the end being 

stillness as we have addressed in Chapter 6. Be still; and know I 

am God. 

 Exercise is incredibly simple to achieve, and does not take a 

lot of time to do. Again, you need only find the form of exercise 

you enjoy and that works for you and your schedule. The best 

way to start any exercise regime is to walk. It is so simple and 

effective. Just get out there, and walk at a quick pace for at least 

thirty minutes a day. That really isn’t asking much, and will 

benefit you in ways you can’t even imagine. Or try putting on 

some music that gets you going and dance – just let loose, and 

move your body to the rhythm. It is probably best to do this on 

your own so you have no inhibitions. There are just so many 

ways to exercise these days, and I refuse to believe any able-

bodied person can’t find at least one thing they like to do. The 

amazing feeling you get during and after your workout most 

certainly outweighs the effort put in; try it, and you will see what 

I mean. I, personally, have found my exercise of choice to be a 

combination of dance with using a hula-hoop – it is such fun! It 

took a lot of patience, bruising of ankles and knees and 

perseverance to master the hula-hoop, but it was definitely worth 

it in the end. It is fun; it is a great form of cardio vascular 

exercise, and I get to listen to all my favourite up-beat tunes 

whilst I’m doing it! This usually always puts me into a good 

mood and it is also great for relieving the days tension. Try to 

find your perfect activity you can do for at least thirty minutes a 

day, and make it fun, something to look forward to. I also love to 

walk, especially in nature. There is nothing like taking a stroll on 

the beach, in a park or field, amongst trees in a forest or even 

going on a mountain hike – find a really beautiful area where you 

live that you can take a twenty to thirty minute walk every day. 
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 Eating healthy food is obvious. Just notice how you feel when 

you have pigged out on a really unhealthy meal as opposed to 

how you feel after a really satisfying healthy one. Of course, this 

does not mean you can’t ‘let go’ every once in a while – you 

would just fall off the bandwagon if you didn’t so don’t deny 

yourself either, keep a sustainable balance. Find this balance, and 

you will reap the rewards. Try to eat more raw and identifiable 

foods, and by this I mean, are you able to recognize what you are 

eating?  Or is it so far removed and processed that it has a list of 

ingredients in it as long as your arm? If you find yourself eating 

foods that are not readily identifiable, then don’t eat them! Alarm 

bells should be going off in your head. Especially stay away from 

consumables that use food colouring as this has been proven to 

aggravate hyperactivity, especially in children who suffer with 

ADD or ADHD – an attention deficit disorder, or a case of 

merely eating the wrong foods? Norway has banned the use of 

some of these food colourings – it makes you wonder, doesn’t it? 

It is actually no wonder as some of the ingredients in food 

colouring are petroleum and acetone (used in nail varnish 

remover). The biggest wonder of all is all of these food 

colourings are approved by the FDA (Food and Drug 

Association), so at least we are in good hands?!   

 Look at eating raw food stuffs, such as fruits and vegetables, 

whole grains and nuts – food of the Earth. Remember how we are 

all a part of the soil – well, keep your body in tune with this, and 

feed it nourishing, wholesome foods. Become one with these 

foods, smell them before you put them in your mouth, then really 

chew your food – taste it. Play with the sensation of having it in 

your mouth, and feel it go down your throat and into your 

stomach. Look at the food you are eating – is it a visual feast? 

Play with colour combinations of food – the more colourful your 

plate looks, the more appetising it is going to be. Appreciate 

every bite, and avoid just shovelling it in and not chewing 

properly. Make it an overall taste sensation using all five of your 

senses. Sometimes it is also good to touch your food – from hand 

to mouth. Listen to the sound it makes when you are chewing. 
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Play with this concept, and it will bring a much grander 

appreciation of the food you eat. 

 Look after your temple of a body, and you will live your best 

life – your true potential is waiting for you to just readjust your 

mindset.   

 

Raising the vibration of food and drink through  

love and gratitude 

 

 Another really important aspect of food consumption is 

something called ‘grace’. Huh, isn’t that for religious people? 

The practice of blessing your food and drink before consuming it 

is of utmost importance. Why? Because when you bless the food 

to your body you are raising its vibration to the vibration of your 

own system, making it compatible, and you are giving gratitude 

to the life force you are consuming – remember giving thanks to 

anything or anyone never goes astray in this universe. This is an 

energy exchange, and needs to be identified as an important one. 

Whenever you have an energy exchange there should always be 

gratitude for it. Are you now beginning to see the connection 

with everything? It took soil, sunlight and water to grow the food 

you are eating, and it is a wonderful practice to thank all involved 

for the maintenance of your well-being. We just need to 

remember the origins of why we say grace; it is not just thanking 

a God sitting on a cloud up in Heaven – it is the gratitude 

expressed for the Divine omnipresence of energy in everything. 

 There are some fantastic books Dr. Masaru Emoto has written 

regarding water. He has been doing experiments with water and 

photographing the results. To cut a long, but truly inspiring story 

short, if you send loving, positive vibrations or words to water, it 

responds in kind by producing the most magnificent water 

crystals. If you send out negative vibrations and words to water it 

forms ugly misshapen crystals, almost like the water has 

stagnated. Water has consciousness as does everything, and 

responds to thought vibrations or word vibrations. This is 

incredible work and Dr. Emoto is a true pioneer in this field, and 

his work should be getting far more publicity than it has been. I 
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strongly believe this theory can apply to anything in this life. Just 

as an example, the bushmen of the Kalahari used to (and for the 

ones who remain, probably still do) bless and give thanks, with 

an explanation as to why they need the meat, to their prey once 

they had killed it, as a mark of respect and love for the animal for 

giving its life for the benefit of him and his family/tribe. The 

various reports of the taste of animals slaughtered in atrocious 

conditions as opposed to the free range farms are self-evident. 

The meat is tough, and there have been reports of people who 

have eaten this kind of meat to suffer with nightmares, which is 

believed to stem back to the fear that coursed through the veins of 

the animal about to die. On the other hand, the free range 

animal’s meat is soft and succulent. We need to wake up and 

realise what goes around comes around. Treating animals badly 

in slaughter houses and ‘meat’ farms can only result in the 

‘poisoning’ of your system when you eat that flesh. But if you 

must eat this form of meat then please don’t forget to give thanks 

to the animal for its sacrifice. We are far too adept at being 

consumers, and we need to be more aware of what we are eating. 

It is one thing to be an omnivore, but another to classify yourself 

as a consumer. When you do this you remove yourself from what 

you are eating. You label it, and pack it away in that cupboard of 

things you don’t wish to acknowledge. I’m not suggesting you 

should stop eating meat, I am merely asking you to acknowledge 

the animals sacrifice for your nutrition and for the nutrition of 

your family. Please remember to give thanks accordingly instead 

of seeing it as just another product bought at the supermarket.   

 Bless your water before you drink it, and thank it. Write on 

your bottle words of gratitude and love, and you will change the 

vibration of the water to best benefit your body. Can you imagine 

what negative thought patterns do to your body considering it is 

made up mainly of water – ranging from between fifty-five to 

seventy-eight percent, depending on your body size? If water 

responds so dramatically to words or thoughts directed at it, as in 

the experiments Dr. Emoto did, can you imagine the state your 

body must be in if you are in a negative frame of mind day in and 

day out? I think this is a huge wake up call for most of us to start 
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treating ourselves with more love and compassion, never mind 

altering ones negative inner dialogue. 

 Even bless and give thanks to your bath water. You can bless 

and send healing energy into streams, rivers, lakes and the sea. 

This is just a small thing we can do to reconnect with our planet, 

the living organism that is Mother Earth, and to show our 

appreciation for all that we take for granted.   

 Bless and send love to the tree you touch, the animal you 

caress, and the ground you sit upon. Don’t be afraid to get down 

and dirty with the soil. Just reconnect to Gaia, she is our home 

and we have been detached for too long.   

 Bless people as they walk by you or sit next to you on the 

train. Do this, and your heart will expand, and you will receive 

love back tenfold. Give your love – it is free, and it is a 

wonderful feeling! Expect nothing in return, though I can 

guarantee you, you will receive abundance when you do this, if it 

comes from your true source. 

 

Meta help… 

 

 Sometimes we need a helping hand from a more physical 

source. There are wonderful practitioners of metaphysical and 

energy healing. The word ‘meta’ comes from the Greek word 

meaning ‘after’, ‘beside’, ‘amongst’, ‘adjacent’, ‘over and above’ 

and ‘self’, generally relating to the self at a higher level. In 

context, it is simply used as a prefix to indicate a concept, which 

is an abstraction from another concept, usually used to complete 

or add to the specific concept. So alternative healing methods 

could be defined as a healing tool in its own right or a form of 

healing that can be used adjacent to, or in conjunction with, 

regular medicinal practices.    

 Using alternative healing usually addresses subconscious 

underlying issues and causes of disease or emotional distress. 

Delving into the psyche can and does sometimes lead you right 

back to your childhood, or even to a previous lifetime.   

 I have been lucky enough to experience, first hand, the 

wonderful healing techniques used in The Truth Model (creator:  
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Lucille White), and was helped considerably on my path to self 

discovery. Our path to empowerment sometimes requires we get 

a little assistance along the way, and the use of these alternative 

practices is a great way to jump start your move into integrity, in 

line with soul. These practitioners are empowering in themselves 

as they entice you to participate in your own healing – giving you 

the reins to delve into your psyche. This way you are never ‘out 

of control’ – you are up front, in the driver’s seat, with the 

practitioner/facilitator lending a helping hand as the driving 

instructor. However, if someone is telling you that you can only 

be healed through them, I would be very cautious.  True healing 

practitioners always empower you along your path and never try 

to strip you of that power.  Always use your discernment and gut 

instinct, if something doesn’t feel right it usually isn’t right. 

 

It’s a wrap! 

 

 Redefining love in the New Earth means this to me: 

Reconnecting with Mother Earth/Gaia, walking through the 

illusion of fear, quieting the mind and finding unconditional love 

for yourself, for others and for every living creature and entity 

that possesses an energetic life force. Love and respect for 

everything. Love is the glue that holds the universe together so 

let’s get with the programme and start sharing in more and more 

of this wonderful stuff called love so we can continue to 

creatively express ourselves through and in life.   

 Here’s to an ever-expanding universe and a never-ending 

supply of creativity and unconditional love! 

 Thank you for coming with me on this journey of self. I 

started this book with a poem, and I would like to end off with 

one too. 

 

Your world, your life 

 

Your world begins and ends with you 

You are in control, the master of your destiny 

You are the constant observer of your world 
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You are the choice maker 

Your choices create your world 

You will know the crossroads when you see them 

Think hard about who you are and what you want 

Your decisions are never wrong unless you don’t learn from them 

And are grateful when they are the right decisions 

We make mistakes so we can learn 

We have to make mistakes so we know what we want from life 

It is never too late to alter your destiny or to right a wrong 

Forgiveness is vital along your path 

To forgive helps you to extinguish anger  

It is not designed to indemnify the perpetrator 

It is there to help you move on 

To forgive yourself is a difficult task  

It is also a most vital task 

You were made perfect 

You doubt yourself through the eyes and opinions of others 

Be mindful of what you say to others and what is said to you 

You know you are Divine, you know you are perfect 

Compliments or criticisms from others should be taken lightly 

Only you know your soul 

Only you can evaluate yourself 

If you let criticism into your heart, you are agreeing with it 

You will pick up a lot of this kind of ‘baggage’ along the way 

Just remember it is easy to break the agreement if you do not 

concur 

Only you know who you are 

Only you can make the agreement 

Never assume anything, assumptions only cause confusion 

Make sure you know the facts 

The world is your oyster, you are never too young or too old 

Your dreams will become reality if you believe them 

Thoughts are the second most powerful force in the universe 

Love is the first 

Love yourself and you will have endless love for others 

Hold love in your heart and the world will open up for you 

See everyone in the world as a part of you, a collective Oneness 
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Treat them as you would treat yourself 

Love begets love, fear begets fear 

 

Again, the choice is yours 

This is it, Choose 

Cherie Roe Dirksen 
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Glossary 
 

 

2012 The 2012 phenomenon comprises a range of eschatological 

beliefs that cataclysmic or transformative events will occur on 

December 21 or December 23, 2012, which is said to be the end-

date of a five thousand, one hundred and twenty-five year-long 

cycle in the Mayan Long Count calendar. 

5 Senses Sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste. 

Acculturation Socialisation: the adoption of the behaviour 

patterns of the surrounding culture. 

ADD/ADHD Attention Deficit (Hyperactive) Disorder is a 

syndrome characterised by serious and persistent difficulties in 

three specific areas: attention span, impulse control and 

hyperactivity. 

Age of Aquarius It is either the current or new age in the 

astrological cycle. Each astrological age is approximately two 

thousand, one hundred and fifty years long.  It is supposedly an 

era of enlightenment, joy, accomplishment, intellect, brotherly 

peace, and closeness to God. Supposed period is 1904-2160. The 

preceding age is Age of Pisces, an age characterised by 

disillusionment and skepticism. 

Angels Messengers of God. The term ‘angel’ has also been 

expanded to various notions of ‘spiritual beings’ found in many 

other religious traditions. 

Annunaki  A group 

of Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian and Babylonian deities.  

Anunnaki means "those who came from heaven to Earth" (Anu = 

Heaven / Sky, na = to come, Ki = Earth). 

Apocalypse A cosmic cataclysm in which God destroys the 

ruling powers of evil.  An Apocalypse (Greek: Apokálypsis; 

‘lifting of the veil’ or ‘revelation’) is a disclosure of something 

hidden from the majority of mankind in an era dominated by 

falsehood and misconception, i.e. the veil to be lifted. 

Arcturian Beings from Arcturus, the fourth brightest star and the 

brightest star in the constellation Bootes. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumerian_mythology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akkadian_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assyrian_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Babylonian_mythology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deity
http://www.wordiq.com/definition/Heaven
http://www.wordiq.com/definition/Earth
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Ascended Master Enlightened spiritual beings that have fulfilled 

the requirements of their ascension. An individualised soul who 

has perfected his consciousness, balanced his karma, has total 

control of his attention and how and where it is paid, and 

possesses the ability to teach others to do the same. 

Ascension To rise: the act of changing location in an upward 

direction. 

Atom The smallest component of an element having the 

chemical properties of the element. 

Axis A straight line through a body or figure that satisfies certain 

conditions. 

Black Hole  A region of space resulting from the collapse of a 

star; extremely high gravitational field. 

Bloodline Lineage, the descendants of one individual. 

Blueprint Something intended as a guide for making something 

else. 

Brahman In the Hindu religion Brahman is the eternal, 

unchanging, infinite, immanent, and transcendent reality, which 

is the Divine Ground of all matter, energy, time, space, being, 

and everything beyond in this universe. 

Butterfly Effect The phenomenon whereby a small change at 

one place in a complex system can have large effects elsewhere. 

Catalyst Something that causes an important event to happen. 

Catch 22 A difficult situation from which there is no escape 

because it involves mutually conflicting or dependent conditions. 

Chakras Energy centres in the body, which are best cleansed, 

opened, and balanced. Too much or too little energy in one 

chakra can be the cause of health problems or frustrations in 

everyday life. 

Channelling A form of communication with spirit or entities 

from beyond the veil. 

Compartmentalise To separate into isolated categories. 

Compassion A deep awareness and sympathy for another’s 

suffering. 

Consciousness An alert cognitive state. A subjective experience 

or awareness or wakefulness of the executive control system of 

the mind. 
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Continuum A continuous series or whole, no part of which is 

noticeably different from its adjacent parts. 

Cosmic Having to do with the universe as a whole. 

Crop Circles Crop circles are sizeable patterns created by the 

flattening of crops such as wheat, barley, rye, or maize. 

Crystalline A crystal or crystalline solid is a solid material, 

whose constituent atoms, molecules, or ions are arranged in an 

orderly repeating pattern extending in all three spatial 

dimensions. 

Cydonia A region of Mars containing several hills, which has 

attracted attention because one of the hills resembles a face, 

whilst others resemble pyramids. 

Demographer A scientist who studies the growth and density of 

populations and their vital statistics. 

Dharma Basic principles of the cosmos or universe. 

Dimension Co-ordinates that determine a position in space; a 

level of reality. 

Divine Emanating from God. 

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid: a long linear polymer found in the 

nucleus of a cell and formed from nucleotides and shaped like a 

double helix; associated with the transmission of genetic 

information. 

Doctrine A belief or system of beliefs accepted as authoritative 

by a group; a body of ideas, particularly in religion, taught to 

people as truthful or correct.  

Dogma A belief or set of beliefs a religion holds to be true. 

Electromagnetic Radiation Radiation consisting of waves of 

energy associated with electric and magnetic fields resulting from 

the acceleration of an electric charge.  

Empathy Understanding another’s feelings. 

Emperor Constantine The first Christian Emperor of Rome 

(272 A.D. – 337 A.D.). 

Energy A supply or source of power. 

Enlightenment The realisation of spiritual understanding that 

transcends suffering. 

Entity That which is perceived or known to have it’s own 

distinct existence. 
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Entourage A group of people or entities that go somewhere with 

an important person. 

Epoch A significant period in history.  

Etheric Of or relating to the highest plane of the matter cosmos 

i.e. heaven. 

Eucharist Symbolic, consecrated bread and wine eaten and 

drunk during the ceremony of Communion. 

Evolution The theory of development into a better form. 

Face-off A disagreement or fight between two people.  

FDA The Food and Drug Administration established to regulate 

the release of new foods and health related products. 

Free range Livestock and domestic poultry permitted to graze or 

forage, rather than being confined to a feedlot. 

Frequency A wavelength for broadcasting.  

Gaia The spiritual name given to Mother Earth. 

Galaxy An assembly of stars and their planets, gas and dust that 

forms a unit within the universe. 

Galvanise To stimulate into action. 

Genetically Modified (GM) Being altered in a way that does not 

happen naturally. 

Gilese 581 g A planet, found orbiting the Gilese 581 red dwarf 

star – in the constellation of Libra, closest in size to Earth in a 

habitable zone. 

Government A group of people who have the power to make 

and enforce laws for a country or area. 

Grace Prayer at mealtimes. 

Guide (Spiritual) The astral form of a spiritual teacher who 

helps to steer you in the right direction during the course of your 

life. 

Harry Potter Books Harry Potter is a series of seven fantasy 

novels written by the English author J. K. Rowling. 

Hierarchal  Somebody of high rank. 

Hologram A three dimensional image of an object that is a 

photographic record of light interference patterns produced using 

a photographic plate and light from a laser.  

Holy Grail A chalice used by Jesus Christ at the Last Supper. 
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Humanoid A being from another planet that has the appearance 

or characteristics of a human. 

Ideology A meaningful belief system. 

Illumination Spiritual awareness. 

Illusion Something with a deceptive appearance; a false idea or 

mistaken sensory perception.   

Incarnate Made human or having a bodily form. 

Indoctrinated To teach somebody a belief with the goal of 

discouraging independent thought or the acceptance of other 

opinions. 

Infinite Having no limits or boundaries, the same as God. 

Integrity Firm principles and moral standards, the state of being 

complete or undivided. 

Internet A network that links computer networks all over the 

world by satellite and telephone. 

Judgement Day A day at the end of time following Armageddon 

when God will decree the fates of all individual humans 

according to the good and evil of their earthly lives. 

Karma In Eastern philosophy it is the quality of somebody’s 

current and future lives as determined by past behaviours in this 

lifetime and past lifetimes.  

Ku Klux Klan A terrorist secret society organised in the South 

(America) after the Civil War that used violence and murder to 

promote its white supremacist beliefs. 

Law of Attraction The idea that thoughts (both conscious and 

unconscious) can affect things outside the head, the manifestation 

of thoughts into form. 

Lighthouse A tall round tower with a powerful flashing light, 

designed to guide sailors or warn them of dangers. 

Lollipop lady A woman employed to stop traffic to allow 

schoolchildren to cross a street. 

Macrocosm The universe, everything that exists everywhere. 

Magic Inexplicable things, a supposed supernatural power that 

makes impossible things happen. 

Manifest To make something reveal its presence or to make 

something appear. 
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Mantra A sacred word, chant or sound that is repeated in 

meditation. 

Mass The celebration of the Eucharist (Roman Catholic and 

Protestant Churches). 

Mastery Expert knowledge or skill. 

Matrix An arrangement of parts that shows how they are 

interconnected, a substance in which something is embedded or 

enclosed. 

Maya (Hindu Philosophy) The principal concept, which 

manifests, perpetuates and governs the illusion and dream of 

duality (separateness). 

Meditation  Continuous and profound contemplation or musing 

on a subject or series of subjects of a deep or abstruse nature. 

Messiah A messenger from God 

Microcosm The world within us, the small version of something 

larger. 

Milky Way The name of the galaxy that houses our solar system; 

the Earth’s galaxy. 

Morphogenesis The origin and development of an organism or 

of a part of one. The development of a species of organism. 

Multi-dimensional Having many different aspects, aims or 

qualities. 

Narcissistic Excessive self-admiration. 

Nazi A member of the controlling party that governed in 

Germany before and during World War II.   

Nephilim Beings who appear in the Hebrew Bible. 

Nucleus A central or most important part that has others grouped 

around it; the central part of a living cell; the central part of a 

nebula or galaxy. 

NWO/Global Elite A conspiracy theory of a secretive power 

elite with a globalist agenda that is conspiring to eventually rule 

the world through an authoritarian world government. 

Omnipotent All-powerful, possessing complete and unlimited 

power. 

Omnipresent Always present everywhere, continuously and 

simultaneously, throughout the whole of creation. 

Orb A spherical object. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_elite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_elite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_conspiracies_(political)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Authoritarianism
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Orion A constellation near the celestial equator, made reference 

to in the book of Job. 

Pantomime A style f British theatre in which a folktale is told 

with jokes, songs and dance. 

Paradox Something absurd or contradictory. 

Pleiades A cluster of stars in the constellation Taurus, made 

reference to in the book of Job. 

Pleiadian Beings from the Pleiades. 

Polarisation To make something acquire polarity (extreme 

difference).  

Potentiality Somebody or something capable of growing, 

developing or becoming something. 

Prejudice An opinion that is formed beforehand based on 

insufficient knowledge, irrational feelings or inaccurate 

stereotypes. 

Propaganda To publicly promote a policy, idea or cause. 

Prophet Somebody who interprets divine will; somebody 

predicting the future. 

Psyche The human mind as the centre of thought and behaviour. 

Psychosomatic A physical illness that is caused by mental 

factors such as stress or the effects related to such illnesses. 

Quantum (adj.) Major, sudden, dramatic and significant. 

Quintessential Ultimate. 

Rapture A mystical experience, in Christianity, where somebody 

believes he or she is transported into the spiritual realm. 

Sometimes applied to the second coming of Jesus Christ, when 

true believers are expected to rise up to join him in heaven.  

Re-alignment Align anew or better. 

Realm An area or domain. 

Red tape A derisive term for excessive regulation or rigid 

conformity to formal rules that are considered redundant or 

bureaucratic and hinder or prevent action or decision-making. 

Resonate An effect or impact beyond that which is immediately 

apparent.  To produce a response in somebody or prompting 

feelings of support or approval. 

Sacred Geometry Geometry used in the design of sacred 

architecture and sacred art. The basic belief is that geometry and 
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mathematical ratios, harmonics and proportion are also found in 

music, light, and cosmology. 

Semiotic A philosophical theory of the functions of signs and 

symbols. 

Sentient Beings with consciousness. 

Shangri La Eden – a place of complete bliss, peace and delight. 

Sirian Beings from Sirius, the bright star in the constellation 

Canis Major. 

Sphinx A creature with a lion’s body and the head of a man or 

woman. 

Starseed Beings not from the Earth; they come from other 

planets, civilisations and universes. Also believed, when on 

Earth, to be either a reincarnated extra terrestrial, a person who is 

descended from extra terrestrials, or an extra terrestrial on Earth 

(as in humanoid in appearance, but ‘alien’). 

Stereotype To categorise individuals or groups according to an 

oversimplified standardised image or idea. 

Succinct Brief and to the point; no wasted words. 

Symbiance To work together harmoniously. 

Telluric Originating or coming from the Earth. 

Temple A special place; a building used as a place of worship. 

The Matrix Trilogy A series primarily consisting of a trilogy of 

science-fiction-action films written and directed by the 

Wachowski brothers. 

The Truth Model Created by Lucille White, it is a model 

designed to uncover an individual’s truth and move back to 

integrity. 

Trinity God in three forms; a group of three or the condition of 

existing as three persons or things, being three. 

Tunnel vision To focus one's attention on one specific item or 

event, to the exclusion of everything else; a one-track mind.  

Unorthodox Failing to follow conventional beliefs or practices. 

Vibration The atmosphere or aura given off by a place or 

situation; a feeling communicated from one person to another. 

Visualisation To create a positive mental picture of something, 

to imagine something. 
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Voodoo A Caribbean religion that supposedly uses charms and 

spells. 

Vortex A whirling mass of something that draws everything near 

it toward its centre. 

White noise A combination of random noises in the transmission 

media caused by various electrical & magnetic sources.  

Xenophobia An intense fear or dislike of foreign people. 

Yin & Yang A term used to describe how polar or seemingly 

contrary forces are interconnected and interdependent in the 

natural world, and how they give rise to each other in turn.  

Opposite forces that form a whole. 

Zeitgeist A 2007 documentary film by Peter Joseph about 

supposed historical and modern conspiracies. 
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